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FOREWORD
- Aim
The aim of this memorandum is (1) to present an
analysis of Adolf Hitler13 personality with an
hypothetical formulation of the manner of Its
V

development; (2) on the basis of this, to make a

-}-!

few predictions as to his conduct when confronted

f .

by the mounting successes of the Allies; and (3)

;;

to offer some suggestions as to how the T7« Sv
Government might now influence his mental condition
and behavior (assuming it sees fit to do so), and
:

might deal with him, if taken into custody, after
Germany1 s surrender •

'

t
,

-

The proper interpretation of Hitler's person-

ality is Important &3 a step in understanding the
p£ychology of thefcyplsalN&zl, and - since the
typical Nazi exhibits a strain that has, for a
long time, been prevalont among Germans - as a
stejp in under standing the psychology of the German
people*

Hitler's unprecedented appeal, the eleva-*

tion of this man to the status of e deiai-god, can
|g
»

be explained only on the hypothesis that he and his
-

W': >

ideology have almost exactly met the needa, longings,
and sentiments of the majority of Germans.
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The attainment of a clear impression of the
psychology of the German people is essential If,
after surrender, they are to be converted into a
peace-loving nation that is willing to take its
proper place in a world society*
Sources of Information for this Analysis; As is well known, there are no thoroughly reliable sources of information about Hitler's early
life and what Is known about him since 1918 is in
many respects insufficient or contradictory.
Thid analysis has been based, for the most
part, on the following material:
1.

Data supplied by the Office of
Strategic services
2. Hitler's MEIN KAMPP, New York,
Reynal & Hitchcock, 1939
Z. Hitler's MY NEW ORDER, New York,
Reynal & Hitchcock, 1941
4« Heiden, K-, HITLER, A BIOGRAPHY,
London, 1936
5. Rauschnlng, H«, VOICE OP DESTRUCTION,
New York
6* %Baynes, H. (>•, GERMANY POSSESSED,
London, 1941
It is generally agreed that MEIN KAMPP is not to be
relied on as a fact\ial document, but as the translators
say in the introduction to the American edition,
this work "is probably the best written evidence
of the character, the mind, and the spirit of Adolf
Hitler•" An analysis of the metaphors used in
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MEIN KAMPP has prpved rewarding in the attempt to
discover the underlying forces of his personality*
MY NEW ORDER, edited by Roussy de Sales, has also
been utilized extensively.
A paper published by W.H.D* Vernon, HITLER THE
MAN - NOTES FOR. A CASE HISTORY (Jour, of Abn. & Soc.
Psycho!., 1942, 37, 295-308), was nrritten under my
general supervision and contains roost of the ideas
of Professor G» W* Allport and myself on this topic
so far as they were crystallised in the fall of 1941.
This article by Vernon is included in toto as an
- Introduction<# thereby relieving ma of the necessity
of restating (in the detailed analysis that follows)
*
'
....
all th* ^otmaotiiykrio-wn foqta.
• .-..

f.

^®
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Of TBIS MEMORANDUM
Section

1*

Summary of the Entire Memorandum.

Section

HITLER THE MAN - NOTES FOR A CASE HISTORY
by W. H« D. Vernori (the f best available
short outline of Hitler s personality)«

Section

(Svmmary, Part A) Detailed Analysis of
Hitler's Personality {written especially
for psychologists, psychiatrists).

Section

(Summary,. Part B) Predictions of Hitlerfs
Behavior in the Coming Future•

Section •5.

(Summary, ^art C) Suggestions for the
Treatment of Eitler, Ko^ and After
1
a Suj?render#

Section

(Summary^ Pai?t D) Suggestions for the
Treatment of d

*

• "4
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CONFIDENTIAL MEMORANDUM
containing

A* . Brief Analysis of Hitlerfs Personality.
B.

Predictions of Hitlerfa Behavior.

C.

Suggestions for the Treatment of Hitler*

D.

Suggestions for the Treatment of the.
, German People.

Subftfttted by Henry A. Murray, M.D.
Earvard Psychological Clinic,
Cambridge, Massachusetts*
Committee for National Morale,
* New York*

A•

Brief Analysis of Hitlerfa Personality

I*

Dynamical Pattern, Counteractive Type* -

There ia little disagreement among professional, or
even among ainateux4, psychologists that Hitler's
personality is an example of the counteractive type,
a type that ie marked by intense and stubborn efforts
(i) to overcome early di^abilltioa, weaknesses and
humiliations (wound3 to self-asteer), and sometimes
also by efforts (ii) to revenge
aults to pride.

in*ur:'..6c- and in-

7hi.s ia achieved by xn^ar.3 of an

^

?;
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,

Idealego. Reaction Formatlofa which involves (i) the
repression and denial of the inferior portions of
the selff and (il) strivings to become (or to imagine
one has become) the exact opposite, represented by
an Idealegot or image of a superior self successfully
accomplishing the once-Impossible featg and thereby
curing thai wounds of pride and winning general
respect, prestige, fame*
This Is a very common * f ormula, normal (within
limits) and widely admired in Western cultures, but
in Hitler1* case all the constituent foroes of the
pattern are compulsively extreme * and based on a,
weak neurotio structural foundation*
trends are these:

The chief

(1) Counteractive Heed for

Dominance« Superiority;

(2)^ Counteractive Aggres-

sion, -Revehgo?

<5) Repression of Conscience^ Com^

pllance^ Love;

(4) Projection of Crltlolzable

Elements of the Self>
!•

Counteractive Heed for Dominance ,r

iSuperlorlty>^ The developmental formula for this
is as follows*

(1) intolerable feelings of in- •

ferioflty (partly because of yiel'Ung to the will
of a harsh and unjuet person), lep.<54-ng, to (11)
contempt of own inferior traits (wepknecn, timidity,

•**&

>_*'<:' KV^/,-^'-"'""''^ t-1'7'*1" if- > V < f J r V Y " * ^ *•«-- ^ 1

".,,.., • -J T f ' ' T V *"- SL , -, ,,,r--
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submiaslveness) and the fixed determination to repress
them In oneself and to condemn them In others9
accompanied by (111) admiration and envy of power
In others and a vision of self as ultimately superior
(idealego) leading to (iv) repeated efforts to become
superior (counteraction out of wounded pride), encouraged by moments of extreme self-confidence in
which one believes oneself the equal of one1a vislon#
This, as we have said, id a very common form
of developmentf but In Hitler the trend is so intense
and *,he corcmonly balancing forces (affection,
conscience,, self-criticism, humor) are so weak that
we are Justified In speaking in speaking of megalbmanis^ (celusiona of omnipotence), despite the faot
that the nan has succeeded in getting a large proportion cf tfc.3' Germai people to believe that he is
sv.perior:

(1) tliat he-haa been divinely appointed

to lead them to power and glory, and (ii) that he
is never wrong and hence must be followed with blind
obdiencey come what nay©
Hitlerls underlying inferiority feelings, his
bftBic self-contempt are shown by his choosing as
criteria of'superiority (traits of ido*lego) attributes
and capacities that are the very o^poaits of what he

'
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' la himself or once was. This may be illustrated
by his fervent eulogy of (a) brute strength;

(b)

purity of blood; and (6) fertility^
1. (a) Admiration of Brute Strength^
Contempt of Weakness,~ Hitler has always worshipped
physical forcef military conquest, and ruthie a*
domination.

He has respected^ envied, arid emulated

the techniques of powery even when manifested by ft
hated enemy•

Prom first to last he has expressed

contempt of'weakness9 indecision, lack of energy,
fear of conscience;
and
Hitler has many Weaknesses. ~There is a
lf\:?ge feminine component In his constitution•

As

a child he was frail and sickly, emotionally dependent
on his mother• fie never did any_manual work, never
engaged In athletics, w^s turned downf as forever
tihfi€ for conscription in the Austrian Army*

Afraid

of his father, his behavior was outwardly submissive,
fthd later he was ahnoylhgly subservient to his superior
officers. Potir yqars in the Army, he never rose above
the rank of cor postal • At the end he broke dowh with
a war neurosla, hyWterloal blindness•

Ev6n lately,

in all his glbVy, he suffers frequent emotional
• .V {-':

< ;

' ***^ v <f !

^--^&£?

7

v;^'£^-•"r:7

r^<:^-^

:v

" • ••:•••"•'"••••.•*• ••...-'"• .

••'••%r-:r~vv^-^•^••^•i^
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•

* collapsea in which he yells and weeps• He has nightmares from a baft conscience; and he has long spells
when energy,^ confidence and the power of decision
abandon him*

Sexually he is a full*fledged masochist/

1# (b) Admiration of Pure Noble feermah
Bloody Contempt of Jewish, Slav and other Blood,Hitler has always extplled the superior qualities
of pure* unmixed, and uncorrupted German blood* He
admire a the aristocracy.* Concurrently he has never
ceased expressing his contempt of the lower classes
and his aversion to admixtures of the blood of other
races, of Jewish blood especially;
and tyet.Hitler *s

OTTO

Origins are'Not Noble or

Beyond Reproach^- Hitler comes from illiterate
peasant stock derived from a mixture of races, no
pure German* among them. His father was illegitimate,
was married three times, and is said to have been
conspicuous for sexual promiscuity*

Hitler's mother

w&b a domestic servant. It ia said that Hitlerfs
father fs father was a Jew, and it is certain that
his godfather was a Jew; and that one of his sister^
managed a restaurant for Jewish students in Vienna
and another was, for a time, the mistress of a Jew,
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Hitlerls appearance/ when he wore a long beard during
his outcast Vienna" days, waa said to be very Jewish*
Of these facts he is evidently ashamed*

Unlike .

Napoleon, he has rejected iftll his relations*
As a partial explanation of his complex about
Impurity of blood it may be said that as a boy of
twelve/ Hitler was caught engaging In seme sexual „
experiment with a little girl; and later he seems
to have developed a syphllophobla, with a diffuse
fear of contamination af the blood through contact
with % woman*

It ls almost certain that this irrational

dre$4 was partly due to the association in his mind
of sexuality and excretion*

He thought of sexual

relations as something exceedingly filthy*
1* (c) Advocacy of fertility* - Fertility*
the family as the breeding ground of warriors, tiiultl*
plication of the German race -• these have been cardinal
\

*

•

.

.

.

•

points in Hitler1a Ideology;
and yet -

•

Hitler himself is Impotent*-* He la unmarried
and his old acquaintances say that he la incapable
of consummating the sexual act in a normal fashion*
This infirmity we must recognize as an instigation
to exhorbitant cravings for superiority*

Unable to
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' demonstrate dale power before a woman, he is Impelled
to compensate by exhibiting unsurpassed power before
men in the- world at large>
X. (4) Achievement of Power through Oratory.^
Hitler could neither change his origins nor decree
his potency, and unlike, Mussolini he has never tried
to develop himself physically, but he became for a
while tha most powerful individual In the world, primarily by the use of mass~lht6:jticatlhg words. Aristotle
ha? said that the metaphor is the most potent force
on earthy and Hitler, master of crude metaphor, has
confirmed the dictum in this generation. By seducing
the masses with his eloquence4 and getting them to
accept him as their divinely appointed guide, he compelled the smaller circles of industrialists, politic".. >
clans and military leaders to fall into line also.
Hitler speaking before a large audience is a
man possessed, comparable to a primitive medicine
man, or shaman., He is the incarnation of the crowd * a
unspoken needs' and cravings; and in this sense he has
been created, and to a large extent invented, by the
people of Germany.

,

.

'•

-V « • '.

f r'
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Hitler has compared the masses to a woman who
must be courted with the arts and skills known to
passion only;, and it is not unlikely that the emotional
source of his orgiastic speeches were childhood tantrums
by which he successfully appealed to his ever-indulgent
mother*
1, (6) Significance of the Counteractive
Pattern* •» Counteraction is essential to the develop- ment of strength, but in Hitlerfs case it has been
extravagant and frantic*

He has not ascended step

by step5 building the structure of his character
solidly &s he went; but Instead has rushed forward
with panting haste, pretentiously*

As a result,

thetfe is a great distance between Hitler at his best;
rand

Hitler at hia, worst; which means-that when he is

overcome at last by a greater force he will collapse '
suddenly and coftfrleitsitf ^ and as an utter wreck.
2.

Counteraotiy* A^gresslon^ Revenge, - That

the will to power and the craving for superiority
can not account for the whole &t Hitler's psychology
is evidenced by his Iittnee3urable hatred9 hatred expressed In the absence of an adequate stimulus, an
incessant need to find some object on which to vent
his pent-up wrath*

This can be traced back with rela^ *

tive certainty to experiences of insult, humiliation
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and wounded pride in childhood.

The source of such

Insults, we have many reasons to believe, was Hitler's
father, a coarse boastful man who ruled his wife
(twenty-three yeara younger than himself) and his
children with tyrannical severity and injustice•
2 f (a) Explanation* - The hypothesis is
advanced, supported by much evidence, that as a boy
Hitler was 8everely shocked (as it were, blinded)
by witnessing sexual intercourse between his parents,
and his reaction to this trauma was to swear revenge,
to dream of himself as reestablishing the lost glory
of \^is-mother by overcoming and humiliating his
father* ' The boyfs relative weakness made this action
impossible, ar*d so the drive and passion of revenge
was repressed apd locked up within him xinder tension*
Only much later when a somewhat similar stimulus
occurred - the subjugation and humiliation of his
motherland (Eitlsr*# term for Germany) in 1918 was this energy ftg^eyqnge releasedt after a short
period of abjoek and^hiygt9rical blindness*
This would

the fact that Hitler exhibited

no eoergetlc ambitious drive pf his own from the age
of 13 years (when hia father, tjtxe enemy, died) to the
age of 29 years (when a new enemy, the conqueror—
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of the motherland, appeared)*

It also helps to account

for Hitler's relentless devotion to the rehabilitation
of Germanys a fact which Is hard to explain in a man
who 13 so extremely egocentric in other relations•
In MeIn Kampf Hitler repeatedly speaks of permany
as a beloved woman*
(Kotg>

:

In this connection it may be said

that the evidence 1$ In favor of Hitler's having
experienced the common Oedipus Complex (love of mother,
hate of father), but that in his case this pattern
was repressed and submerged by another pattern: profound admiration, envy and emulation of his father * ar
taaaonline power and a contempt of!,fel» motherfs
feminine submlaalveneag and weakness#
parents were ambivalent ta him;

Thus both

his father was

h^ted and respected; hi a mother was loved and de^
predated*

Hitler1 a Conspicuous actions have all

been in imitation of his father, not his mother.)
Whether this geflati§!|, hypothesis id correct
o? not, it JL$ o€tj?tain Iliiatv tHefre is a vast reservoir
of resentment and revenge in Hitler1s make-up which
accounts for hini 6ult offeratilltfand his M n f 6bts
of Inexcusable destructivenesA ari^t 6rueItj^i Hi it
possessed by what amounts to a"•
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- 11.which has no vent in a "weak piping time of peace**
(unless he. became an outright criminal), and therefore he. has constantly pushed events toward war, or
scapegoating.

'

.

2. (b) SlgnifipancQ of Revenge# -As a
result of the fact that resentment Is the mainspring
of Hitlerfs career, it is forever impossible to
hope for any mercy or humane treatment from him#
His reyengefulness can be satisfied only by the
extermination of his countless enemies*
5#

Repression of Conscience» Compliance, Love* -

Unlike Goering and other associates, Hitler is no
healthy amoral brute. He is a hive of secret neurotld
compunctions and feminine aentimentalitiea whiclfc have
had to be stubbornly repressed ever since he emb£*l6e#
on his career of ruthless dominance and revenge .
(instigated by real or supposed insults). Every
new act of unusual cruelty, such as the purge of
1934, has been followed by a period of anxiety and
depletion, agitated dejection and nightmares, which
can be interpreted only as the unconscious operation
of a bad conscience#

Hitler wants nothing so much

&4 to arrive at the state where he can commitr crimes
without guilt feelings; but despite his boasts of
having transcended Good and Evil this had not been
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possible. The suicidal trend in his personality
is eloquent testimony of a repressed self-condemning
tendency*
In conjunction with the repression of conscience
and the advance of hat6 there has been a repression
of affection and sympathy as if "his spirit seemed
to chide such weakness as unworthy of its pride# ff
a reaction which sometimes occurs in childhood after
an experience of unbearable disillusionment occasioned,
by the felt treachery of a beloved person.

One may

find "a vigilance of grief that would compel the
soul to hate for having loved too well*11

Hitlerfs

affiliativ? tendencies have always been very weak;
he has never had any close personal friends; he £s
entirely incapable of normal human relationships.
This is due, in part, to the cessation in early life
of sexual development*
3. (a) Self-Vindicating Criminality* Paradoxical as it may seem, Hitler!s repeated crimes
are partly caused by*conscience and the necessity
of appeasing it*

For having once set out on a life

of crime, the man can not turn back without reversing
his entire ground for pride and taking the humiliating
path of self-abasement and atonement*

The only method
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h*:"t»*.-'a3f. eubdutttg his xnotinting unconscious guilt
la to commit another act of aggression, and so to
%£&$&*ftSi t were, by the criterion of success, that
histtjftjLj^yjs favprpd l^y fortune and therefore .l
$ttd

failure, is the only wrong.
5# (b) Sighlfleanoe'.of the Rgg-ressicn of^

Conacience hy g^ccesgiful Criminality'. - As soon as
the timi etttaes When repeated offensive actions end
in .failure.^ Eitler will 16s e faith .in bins elf and
iia M a destiny- and b^coine the helpless victim of his
•

*

•

*

"

\

repressed cohflcience^ with suicide or mental breakdown
as the most likely outcome•
of Criticizablo "Sleineiits of the
f> - Hitler perceives in other people the traits
or tendencies that are criticizable in himself*
Thus, instead of being devoured by the vulture of
his own condemning conscience or of his own disdain,
he can attack what he apperceives as evil or contemptible in the external worldf and so remain unconscious (most of the time) of hi3 own guilt or
his own inferiority.

This mechanism whereby a man

sees his own tricked Impulses or weaknesses in others9
Is called projection#

It is 6ne way, the paranoid

way, of maintaining self-esteem.

*

'

'

;

'

:

:

•

•

The mechanism
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$6,60»st«atly In Illtidj? that i t i s possible
to %*% a irerf, good i&wi of thd ^ p u d i a t e d portions
of &U OKMi pejraOBalltjf by oot'lcing what he condoraia
ill othe^a •* t^6ftch$ry# lylng^ corruption, war-mongesv*
et6#

$M8 Wtch^nieia frtm'Xd have had more

.<tl«iatr(BNUf OOUSequfinces f'or bis sanity if he had
-

*

•

•

•

«

»

.

•

flot geiSi'd Bern gotfajThance. ovep i t by consciously
adopting (flid -good p o l i t i c a l st^ijegy) the practice
tot hXfrra&ikg Jii$ opponents«
5* ' l^argljt^ld S^^toya,^ Hitler 1 ^ dynamical pattern,
$.s deaci?H>ed| correa>>6rirlM clc&ely to that of paranoid
insanity#,

Indeed he hcs exhibited. at one time o?

another, a l l rpf .the cl£3gical 8jjp.pVoms of pnt^nold
hyperserisitivity^ panics of anxiety,
irrational jealousy, delusions4ofpersecution, delusions c*f Minipotenca and messiahship.
.

HCW is it/ then, that Hitler has escaped con-

finement as a dangerous psychopath?

This interesting

question will be considered later,
5, Reactions to Opposition and Frustration. Opposition is the stimulus which startles' Hitler
into life.

In the face of it his powers are gathered

and augmented.

When opposition becomes stronger

resulting in severe frustration, his reaction has
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l>0ta as failiCiwas

(i) emotional outbursts

taatinim ftf Jpftge d6(i accusatory indignation ending
in tearsfto4,self^pitjr^ sttcceeded by (ii) periods
of i^gytiaj erxtiauetlion, melancholy and indecisiveness ($i<jCd^p6ni6d sometimes by hours of acute dejection end 4i*quieting nightmares) leading to recupera
tion; a$<t finally (iii) confident and resolute deto;<|QUti^er&ttabk with great force and ruthlesaness#

fbe Entire cycle may run its course in -,

24 hoursr o$ it Uiay be weeks before the aggressive
decision of tha third stage Is reached*
Pol* yea^g this pattern of reaction to frustra- *
tion has m$t with success; each counterattack has
brought Hitler nearer to his goal*

Since the turn

of fortune on the Russian front, however, the number
of frustrations have, increased and Hitlerfs counterattacks have failed, at times disastrously*

There

is no structure for defense in Hitler's personality:
he can only strike when inflated with confidence,
or»collapse when confidence abandons hlm«
As time goes on, therefore, we can anticipate
ah increase In the intensity, frequency and duration
of Hitler1? periods of collapse, and a decrease in
the confidence and power of his retaliations.
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A point to be remernbefred' about Hitler is that
he started his career at scratch, a nonentity with
nothing to closet and he ^elected a fanatical path
jfor himgelf nrhjch requlreSyAg ctn ending - complete
pucfceas (amnit>ot6nce) 6r utter failure (death)[.
No compromise is possible. • Since it is not he perfionally-#hD has to do the fighting, his collapses can
occ\ir iii f>j*ivats at Berehtesgeden. where he can recuperate, and then orice again come back ?7ith some
new and always more desperate plan to destroy the
enemy*

There is a powerful compulsion in him to

sacrifice himself^ and all Sf"Gerasany to the revengeful anhihila11on of Wesfeern culture9 to die, craggingf
all of Europe with him into the abyss. This he would
feel was the last resource of an insulted and unendurable existence >
'• ?•

Hised for Creation^ Paintlngf Ardhltecture^

Oerman Stateg Legerd of Self,- We surmise that
Hitler's early enthusiasm for painting was due to
the fact (i) that this was the one exercise at which
he excelled in school (and thus it offered a compensatory form of achievement); (11) that it provided an
acceptable outlet for a destructive soiling tendency
repressed in Infancy; and (iii) that painting, and

?«!•
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especiallyftjrchlteptufelater, also called for much
'

| uhlcb served to balance (operate
formation to/ an^l atonement fpr) the

as a

to destroy•
.

.

.

. *

*

•

Hitler has always

•

enjoyed %h& faiating of ruined temples (just as he
has Iike4 %% ooat#mplate the destruction of cities
inhabited Uy hiS enemies); but he has likewise taken
pleasure la "pftlAjfcirjg immense castles (juat as he has
.'occupied himself designing buildings fo.r che Third
Reich)• .
A eareful 'study"of Hitlerrs writings ancl conduct
has convinced ua that he is not entirely -devot.sd to
destination, as so many claim*

In his nature there

is a deep valid strain of creativeness (lacking,
to be sure# the necessary talent)•
*•
. *

His creativity

has been engaged in combining elements for an ideology,
in organizing* the National Socialist j?arty, and in.
composing the allegory of his own life. He is the
author and leading actor of a great drama*
Unlike other politicians, Hitler has conducted
his life at certain seasons as a Romantic artist
does, believing that it is the function of a nationfs
first statesman to furnish creative ideas, new policies,
and plans.
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Repressed Need for Passivity and Abasement,

ttasocfalsiiu*» Hitler*s lotig-*concealed secret heterosexual fantasy* bas been exposed by the systematic
analysis an& correlation of the three thousand odd
metaphors ijte uaes In Melti Kampf»

The results of thia

study were later 6©nflnned by the testimony of one
who ^claims to know".

It la not necessary to describe

its peculiar features here; s-offlce it tc 3ay that
the sexual pattern has resulted from the fusion of
(I) a-,primitive excretory soiling tendency% and (ii)
*a passive' aascchistlo teri^ehcjy (hypertrophy of the
feminine component iri his nake-up)^

The second

element (masbchism) derives much of its strength
from an unconscious heed for, punishment9 a tendency
which may be expected In one who has assiduously repressed, out of swollen pride, the submissive reactions
(compliance, cooperation, payment of debta, expresaion
of gratitude, acknowledgment of errora, apology,
confession, atonement) which are required of everybody who would adaptively participate in social life.
While Hitler consciously overstrives to assert his
infinite superiority, nature Instinctively corrects
the balance by Impoaing an erotic pattern that calls
for Infinite'self-abasement•
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This erotic pattern, however, is not a strong
force in Hitlerfs personality, nor does it comprise
his entire libidinal investment,

it alternates vrith

other patterns - repressed (or as some claim overt)
homosexuality, for example•
What is important to recognize here is that the
purpose of Hitler's prolonged counteractive efforts
is not solely to rise above his humble origins, to
overcome his weaknesses and ineptitudes, but rather
to check and conquer/ by means of a vigorous Idealego
reaction formstlori, an \m£eglying JDOsitlve craving
for passivity and submission*

There is no space

here for the mass of evidence bearing en thia point*
but a few examples can be briefly listed:

(1) the

large feminine component in Hitler!s physical constitution', also his feminine tastes and sensibilities;
(ii) his initial

identification with his mother;

(lii) his exaggerated subservience, in the past, to
masterful superiors (army officers, Ludendorff, etc.);
(iv) attraction to Roehm and other domineering homosexuals; (v) Hitlerfs nightmares which, as described
by several informants, are very suggestive of homosexual panic; (vi) some of Hitler!s interpretations
of human nature, such as when he says that the people
"want someone to frighten them and make them shudderingly
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submissive" ;V(vil) Hitler1 ar repeated assertions that
he intends, like Sulla, to abdicate power (after an
orgjr of conquest irith' fxill catharsis of his hate)
and live quietly "by himself ,Jpa in ting and designing ..
buildings; and finally, (viii) recurrent suicidal
threats•
II.

B»S, tdJeocahtricity^ Dedication to the Making

of an: Ideally Powerful Germany, - To trae 3em?an,
frierid or foe, has ever, claimed that Hli.i.a? is not
-sincere in his devotion'to'the Prv-gslah militarists f
Ideal for Germany.

Thus V3 can say that he lias been

ldeocentrlc (dedicated to an idea) for the last twenty
years.

Because the idea consists cf a plan for a

society from which the majority of his fellow countrymen will supposedly benefit, we can speak of him as
aoclocentrlo (S) also*

But since this Interest in

hla countrymen is clearly secondary to his personal
ambition - fame, immortality - we put egocentricity
(E) first; and so write - E-#- S. Ideocehtrlclty*

It

is rare to find so much ideocentricity in a narcistic
personality; but only those who are incapable of such
dedication are likely to doubt the reality of it in
Hitlert
Xf

.

.

Insociatloh in Germany*- Since Hitlor and

*'" "'•'• v

W
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a large body of.the German people are mutually
agreeable, we can speak of him as insociated,
accepting and accepted•

It is Hitlerfs intense affec-

tion, for the Re%ich (perhaps felt to this extent only
by a nationalist born outside its boundaries) that
has acted as a decisive factor in (i) his winning the
support of the people and so satisfying his will to
power; (ii) giving him 'the f eeling/ro.f vo ^al;16nf the
sen3e of mission; (iii) providing -poral
l ^^U3tiflcati6ri
(in his- own mind) for many illegal* acts; and (iv)
keeping hlia relatively^ sane, by bringing him into
association with a group of like-minded men and so
delivering him .from the perils of psychological
isolation*
(Wote«.*- The gupposition that in Hitlerrs mind
Germany is identified with his mother helps to.explain
the fervor of his dedication.)
III.

Sentiments„ Most of Hitler!s sentiments ere well known and

have already been listed:

his high valuation of

Power, Glory, Dictatorship, Nationalism, Militarism,
and Brutality; and his low valuation of VTeakn6ss,
Indecision, Tolerance, Compassion, Peace, Rational
Debate, Democracy, Bolshevism, Materialism, Capitalism,
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the Jewish Race, Christianity*

A simplification

would be that of regarding him as the advocate of
the aggressive instinct (War, Power and 61ory) vs»
the acquisitive Instinct (Business, Peace and
Prosperity)»
sideration t

Two questions deserve special con(1) Why, when he was living as an outcast

in Vienna, did Hitler not become a Communist? and
(2) What is the explanation of Hitlerfs extreme
Ant 1-Semi tisitt?
!• , tteterminaritg of Hitler*fitAntl^Communisny*
1* (a) Hitler's father was an upward
mobile

Starting as a peasant, he worked

his way into the lower middle class, establishing
A

a boundary between himself and those below him,
Both parents respected their social superiors*

Thus

Hitler instinctively retreated from too close association with the workmen of Vienna •
i. (b) Hitler was too frail for construction work, was unable to hold a job, and therefore
had little opportunity to become associated with a
tinlon*

.
1. (c) Having been an ardent nationalist

since the age of 12, Hitler's line of elefcvage (conflict
between nations) did not conform to the communists9
line of cleavage (conflict between classes)*

te&'K-- ^:".
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Hitler has always been an advocate
Of the hieraj?chb.cel principle:

government by the

fittest, rlgfiroti&ly trained and proved in action•
The ideal of Communism, onx the other hand, calls for
a wide distribution of power among those untrained
to rule*
1. (e) Hitlerfs sentiments have been with
militarism from earliest youth*

The materialism of

Communism never appealed to him*.
1. (f} Lacking sympathy for the underdog,
^the humanitarian aspect of Communism did not attract
hinu
*

Hitler has always been a bully.
2#

Determinants of Hitler*s Anti-Semltisitr^ ^
2. (a) The influence of wide-spread Anti-

Semitic sentiments (represented especially by guch
men as Lueger and Peder), traditional in Germany.
•

2. (b) Hitler's personal frustrations

required a scapegoat as focus for his repressed aggression^ The Jew is the ciLassio, scapegoat bee axis e he
does not fight back with fists and weapons •
2# (c) The Jew was an objeot upon whom
Hitler could suitably project his own inferior self
T *f»

(his sensitiveness, weakness, timidity, masochistic
8exuality)«
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2 # (d) After the Versailles Treaty the
German people also needed a scapegoat*

Hitler offered

them the Jewish race as an act of political strategy.
2.

(e) Having assembled a veritable army
*

of gangsters (Nazi troopers) and aroused their fighting spirit, it was necessary for Hitler to find some
object upon whom these men could vent their brutish
passions, to. canalize anger away from himself*
2*

(f)

Jews^ being non-mllitariatic,

could only impede his program on conquest*

In

eliminating them he lost no sizeable support*
2* (g)

Jews were associated with several

of Hitler's pet antipathies: business, materialism^
democracy, capitalism, communism*
2*

(h)

Some Jews were very rich and Hltltfr

needed an excuse for dispossessing them*
IV;

formal Structure, Hysteria» Schizophrenlia »«*
Hitler has a relatively weak character (ego

structure); his great strength comes from an
emotional ecrajplefx which drives him periodically.
Usually he can not Voluntarily force himself to stick
to a routine of wprkj he imist be compelled from inside,
lifted on a.wave of passion*. His id (instinctual
forces) and ego (voluntary control) are in league;
his superego (conscience) is repressed<
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Hysteriaf - Hitler has exhibited various forms

of hysterical dissociation, most notably in the two
symptoms which constituted his war neurosis in 1918,
*'<* ,

namely blindness and aphonia (mutism).

He experiences

periods of marked abstraction, violent emotional
outbursts, visions of hallucinatory clarity.

In

speaking before crowds he is Virtually possessed*
He clearly belongs to the sensational company of
history-makihg hysterics, combining, as he does,
some of the attributes of the primitive shaman, the
religious visionary/ and the crack-brained demagogue consummate actors, one and all.'
It is important to note, however, that Hitler
has a large measure of control:over his complexes•
He uses an emotional outburst to get his own way,
turning it on or off as the occasion requires*

As

Srlkson says, he "knows how to exploit his hysteria..•
Oh the stage of German history, Hitler senses to what
extent it is safe and expedient to let his own personality represent with .hysterical abandon what lives
in every German listener and reader."
2*

Schizophrenia »-> Psychiatrists are not1 un-

familiar with borderline states^JLying between hysteria
and schizophrenia.

In some cades the former develops
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into the latter (a serious Variety of insanity).
Since Hitler,, aa noted above, has exhibited all the
Symptoms of paranoid schizophrenia, the possibility
of a complete mental breakdown is not remote•
Hero again, however, it should be observed that
paranoid dynamics Can be used very effectively'in
rousing and focussing thetofdes of a minority party
or of a defeated nation>

The strategy consists chiefly

in (1) painting vivid and exaggerated word-pictures
of the crimes and treacherdus evil purposes of your
powerful opponents (delusions of persecution); -(11)
persuading your own group of its innefce superiority
and glorious destiny (delusions of grandeur); (ill)
/subduing conscience by asserting that your common
end justifies the means, that your opponents have
used the most dastardly means in the past; and (iv)
blaming your onemies for every frustration, every
disaster that occurs.

In consciously employing these

tactics Hitler has exploited his own paranoid trends
and retained some governance over them*
Thus the answer to the question, How has Hitler
escaped veritable insanity? might tie this:

(1) he

hes gained a large< measure of control over his
hysterical end peranoid trends by using them
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consciously and successfully in the achievement
of his aims; (ii) he has identified himself with and
dedicated himself to a soclocehtrlc purposef

the

creation Of an ideal Germany, which has served to
diminish the pains and perils of an isolated egocentrlsm; and (ill), he has beeA supremely successful
In imposing his visions arid delusloha (conforming,
as they did, with existent trends) upon the German
people, and so convincing them of his unparalleled
superiority.
<•'

*

Thus his irreal worXdfaas become reslt

insanity is sanity*

V.

1•

Abilities and jBgfeefeve traits, - Hitlerf a
has depended to a large extent upon his own

peculiar abilities and traits:
1* (a) The ability to expr^aat with passion
the deepest needs and longings of
the people.
1. (b) The ability to appeal to the most
primitive as well as td the most
ideal tendencies in men.1
1. (c) The abiMtf to simplify complex
protilHii and arrive at the quickest
solution*
1. (d) The ability to use metaphor and draw
o# traditional imagery an^ myth in
speaking a M writing.
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' 3U (d) The ability to evoke the sympathy

•*•;•". :.,

and protectiveness of his people.
.

The leader's welfare becomes a matter
of concern to them.

'. *

*

JV (f) Complete dedication to his mission;
-

abundant self-confidence; and stubborn
adherence to a few principles*

^

1#

(g) Mastery of the art of political
organization.

!• (h) Tactical genius; precise timing.
1. (i) Mastery of the art of propaganda.
2.

Principles of Political Action. -

Among the guiding principles of Hitlerfs/
'*')

political philosphy the following are worth listing:
2. (a)

Success depends on winning the
support of the masses.

2. (b) The leader of a now movement must
appeal to youth.
2. (c) The masses need a sustaining ideology;
it is the function of the leader to
provide one.
2. (d) People do not act if their emotions
are not roused. %

.

2. .(e) Artistry.and drama are necessary to
the total effect of political rallies
and meetings.
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(f)

The leading statesman must be a
creator of ideas and plans.

2«

(g) Success justifies any means•

2«

(h) A new movement can not triumph

•v-*s

w i t h o u t t h e e f f e c t i v e \ise o f

.'

terroristic methods
B.

predictions of Hitler1s Behavior

Whatever else happens it can be confidently predicted that Hitler's neurotic spells will Increase
in frequency and duration and his effectiveness as a
•

-

.

leader will diminish:

•

•

•

<

responsibility will fall to a

greater or less extent on other shoulders•

Indeed

there is some evidence that his mental powers have
been, deteriorating since^.last November, 1942. Only
once or twice has he appeared before his people to
i

enlighten or encourage them.

.

.

.

Aside from the increase

in neurotic symptoms the following things might happenj
1.

Hitler may be forcefully seized by the

Military Command or by some revolutionary faction in
Germany and be Immured in same prison fortress.
This event is hard to envisage in view of .what we
know of the widespread reverence for the man and the
protection that is afforded him.

But if this were

to occur the myth of the invincible hero would end
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gather ignominiously, and Hitler should eventually
be delivered into our hands*. The General Staff
will no doubt become the rulers of Germany if Hitler's
mental condition deteriorates much further (Option #5).
2;

Hitler may be shot by some German, - The

*man has feared this eventuality for many years and
today he la protected as never before • Germans are
not inclined to shoot their leaders. This is possible
but not very likely.
$*

Hitlerj^y arrange to tjave himself shot

some 'German, perhaps fey a Jew> rThis would complete
the myth of the hero - death at the hand of some
trusted follower:

Siegfried stabbed in the back by

•Hagen, Qae*ar by Brutus, Qhrist betrayed by Judas*
It might increase the fanaticism- of the soldiers
for a while and create a legend in conformity with
ttie ancient pattern.

If Hitler could arrange to have

a Jew, aome paranpfcd lil?^. himself^ kill him, then He
could die in the belief that his fellow countrymen
would rise in their wrath and massacre every remaining
Jew in; Germany*, Thus he might try to indulge his
insatiable revengefulness for the last time.
4f

gitXer may get himself killed leading his

tj»oopa in battlef - Thus he would live on as a

'• ••<-• • ' • i V - ' - " . "
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)

heco In the hearts of his countrymen•

It is not

unlikely that he will choose this course, which would
& : •

be very undesirable from our point of view, first
because his death would serve as an example to all
his followers to fight with fanatical death-defying
energy to the bitter end, and second, because it would
insure Hitler's immortality - the Siegfried who led
the Aryan hosts against Bolshevism and the Slav.
• (ft I

This is one of Hitler's favorite poses.
5f

Hjtler mayff6-insane»«« The man has been on

the verge of paranoid schizophrenia for years and
with the mounting load of- frustration and failure
he may yield his will to the turbulent forces of the
unconscious * This would not be undesirable from our
standpoint, because, even if the fact were hidden
from the people, morale would rapidly deteriorate
as rumors spread, and the legend of the hero would
be severely damaged by the outcome.

If Hitler became

insane, he should eventually fall into the hands of
the Allied Nations.
3. Hitler may commit suicide. - Hitler has often
vowed tha* he would commit suicide if his plans
miscarried; but if he chooses this course ho will do
',• v % r..

it at the last moment and in the most dramatic possible

ii-r"11-
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manner*

He will retreat, let us say, to the impregnable

little refuge that was built for him on the top of
the mountain behind the Berghof (Berchtesgaden)•
There aloti0 he will wait until troops come to take him
prisoner. As a grand climax he will either (i) blow
up the mountain end himself with dynamite; or (ii)
make a funepsl pyre of'his dwelling and throw himself
on it (a fitting GBtterdfimmerung; or (iii) kill himself with a silver bullet (Emperor Chrlstophe); or
(iv) thfrbw himself off the parapet*

This outcome>

.undesirable for us^ is not at all unlikely.
7•

Hitler mey die of natural causes,-

8t

HltXer may seek rofuge In a neutral country,^

This is not likely, but one of his associates might
drug him end take him to Switzerland in a plane and
then persuade him thet he should stay there to write
his long-plfenned Bible for the German folk.

Since

tho Hero's desortion of hia people woijld seriously
damage the logend, this outcome vould be more
desirable than some of the other possibilities•
.

9f

Sitlcr may fall into thb hands of the

United Nations .-> This is perhaps the least likely,
but the most desirable, outcome»

•»:,

^

•-
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In making these predictions we have been swayed
...<vi.

most by the supposition thet Hitler1s chief concern
is the immortality of his legend and consequently
he will endeavor to plan his own fcnd according to
the most heroic/ tragic and dramatic pattern*
Options #5 (Insanity to some extent) and #3 (dramatic
suicide), QT #4 (death at the front), strike us as

i*

roost probable today*
Propaganda measures should, if possible, be
devised to prevent #4 and #5 #

• . .

» Suggestions for the 'Treatment*6f Hitler

•

•

.

%

•

•

•••••;••:

*

After the 3>efeat of Germanyf if Hltlor Is

into custody by the United Nations.- Any one
of the conventional punishment^ ^ a trial followod
by execution, by life imprisonment or by exile ^
will provide a tragic erjding for the dramrt of Eitlorfs
sensational career; and thus contribute the element
that is necessary to the resurrection and perpetuation
of the Hitlcflen legend.

'"hat can the Allies do that

will spoil the tragedy and thus kill the legond?
As an answer to this question, the following plen is
suggested^

It should work if properly executed*
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1. (a) Bring the Nasi leaders to trial;
condemn the chief culprits the death, but proclaim
Hitler mentally unbalanced*

.

•1. (b) Commit Hitler to an Insane asylum
(such as St. Eli£abethfs, Washington, D. C.) and house
him In a comfortable dwelling specially built for his
occupancy•

Let the world know that he la being well

treated*
J,f (c) Appoint a committee of psychiatrists
and psychologies to examine him and test his faculties
at rsguler intervalsf
film

Unknown to him, have sound*

taken of bis ^shavi,©?. They w i U ahow his fits

and tirades end condemnations pf everyone in the world,
including the Qewnan people•.
I. (d) Exhibit regularly to the public
of the entire world seleote(3 segments of these aoundreels, sx> thet it <?en be seen how tmbalanced he is,
bow mediocre his performance on the customary tests.
•If taken in a routine^ scientific and undramatic manner
tho pictures will beoomei quite tiresome ofter a while
and the people will get bored with Hitler in o year or
apt

(Trustfljaiemseto,take the djpawa out of anything.)
I* (e) Hitlepfs oasQ should bo presented

to the world as a lesson:

n

This Is what happens to •

•&*'<'£\ -••*. I--1-
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crack-brained fanatics who try to dominate the world.11
As such it could serve as a powerful deterrent to
others with fantasies of world domination.
!• (f) A thorough study of Hitler's personal-

6

ity would be of considerable importance to psychiatry;
and the publication of a* carefully documented book
on the subject

WQU14

not only act as a deterrent

(publisheci In popular form) to future would-be Hitlers,
but wou34 b? a sigqifioant contribution to science.
8.

Betwqgi^'Now and the Cossation of Hostilities. -

Thei aim should be elthie? (1) to Dccolorcte Hitler1?
mental deterioration, to drive hi* insane; o£ (ii)
to prevent hip frop ijisiirlng th^ perpetuation of his
legend by ending his H f Q dramatically and tragically.
There are various psychological technlq\ies available for accelerating Hitler*p nervous breakdown,
but they will not be Qonaideredi here. None could be
'••;,'V

so certainly effective as repeated military setbacks.

.:-fe" •

Wo shall limit ourselves to a few measures which
might serve (2. (a)) to deto* Hltlej? from crranging
a hero's or a mcrtyr's death for* himself, and (2, (b))
to make him believe thtft the immortality of his legend
will not suffer If ho falls into tfce hands of the
Unltecl Nations.
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2* (a) Flood Germany with communications
(leaflets, short-wave0 long-wave, official speeches,
underground transmission from Sweden, Switzerland,
Turkey) telling the .people that Hitler can not be
trusted, that he is planning (quoting Hess, Strasser*
HanfataerigeX, Rauschnlng and other Nazis in England
and America) to leave them treacherously to their
fate by getting himself killed*

This will be a sly

trick of his to insure his own prestige and future
fai&e. He does not care for the German people; he
only fpy hie owii gjoyy.

He is ho better than a sea-

captain whc> quits his ship, leaving his crew to
drown.

Drop vivid cartoons of Hitler rueihing

ludicrously forward to hie death on the Russian front
(out pf a guilty conscience over the noble Germans he
has condemned to die there for his glory);

also

cartoons of his arranging to hove himself shot, and
others of his committing suicide.

Interpret this as

the easy way out, a cpwardly betrayal of his people,
the act of a bad conscience, the quintessence of
vanity. Warn the pepple against him,, the false
prophet, the Judas Isoariot of the German Revolution,
etcetera*

If hundreds of theso leaflets, pamphlets-,

-•»w- ••

p « « ;

> «••
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$re thet abittq t>f them will fell in places where Hitler

*;„*'.'' f

feimself i8 likely to come oh them. He is very susceptible to Ridicule, and if the cartoons are clever
enough to make suicide seem cowardly, grotesque, or
*

•

'

.

.

•

ridiculous, it may be enough to deter him.

.

.

.

Predict

tiori will spoil th© startling effect.
3+ (b) Flood Germany with another aeries
of Qpmmu^icatloQ? in which the people are told that
Nazi leaders who led them into this disastrous

?/!?:

ars g&iflS *t0 ^e e*9GUt;e<J » all except HitlerJ
%

who will bo exiled to .Saint; Helena where he can broo&
ove|^ h%a. <|lQ9 for the psat of hXs %%t$^ W . t e as
if we tiipuglit t^8^ this wa?i tli© most terrible of all
puniabments* Bt# dctm^lly thia idoa ahould appeal
to Hitler, who greatly admires Napoleon and knows
that the Napoleonic legend waa fostered by the man ! s
last years at Saint Helena. This treatment would
be better than any he could now be hoping to receive
from his ehsmiQS. It inighti positively attract him.
He would imagine himself painting landscapes, writing
his new Biblef end making plans for an even greater
Oermanr^dvolutiOrta tp be detrpiedi out in his name thirty
.i

iiSi'

""iff;.?.

years hence•
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By the repeated and not too obvious use of these
two messages Hitler would be faced by a conflict
between (1) a self-annihilation which might be interpreted as a cowardly betrayal, and (2) a peaceful
old age at Saint Helena•

He might choose the latter

and so allow himself to be tsken by the Allies.
Only later frpuld he discover that ther^ was to be
no #Sftinfc Helena* for hiuw

This trick; of ours is

justified lay tfoe necessity of preventing the resurrection of the memory of Hitler aa a superman to rouse
future generations of criminals and revolutionaries.

Suggestions for the Treatment of the
r
* Gefrftari

Hastening the BrealcdoWiiyog

Faith in

H i t l e r . - "The German people have put their whole trust
in Hitler.

He i s theip marti as rid military coiftttiander

representing' a special class could be their man*
...
..
. •
. . * . . '
Having taken the entire responsibility for the conduct
of affairs, he has becoine thelp oonaclence and so
relieved them temporarily of guilty

TheTpri£/3-^~

system and security-system of each individual German
is thus based on Hitler*s genius and success. The
bulk of the people will not easily be persuaded of
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his Incompetence and falseness.

They will cling as

long as possible to the illusion of his omniscience
because without this they have nothing*

When It

comes, the disenchantment will be sudden and cat astyophic to-German morale generally*
The Allies can rely on the march of physical
events to bring about the eventual disenchantment
of tli4 Qerxnan peoples *>ut since events will march
faster arid ^ ^ weg? will end sooner if this disenchantjnent qan be hastened by other means, the Allies should
not overlook the power of wopds to change sentiments
and attitudes*

The following suggestions may prove

of sowe y^lue,
!• (a) Teohnjcme o^ epicrowxication^ One
effective method would be tU^t of printing leaflets
containing thefoaroesf ygu^k and regiments of German
soldiers pedently taken prisoner.

The Gestapo could

hardly succeed in p'reventfixg anxious parents from
picking up these leaflets to obtain the latest news
of theifr sons at the front*

Communications of this

sort might start somewhat as follows: NEWS PROM THE
FRONTf

Among the 20^000 German soldiers who surrendered

to the World Army In Sicily the following were happy
at the prospect of going to America, the land of free
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speech and free action:

Corp. Hans Schmidt, Capt*

Heinrlch Wittels> etc• etc •
they were asked.

^Because,*1

ff

Why are you laughing?11 ,
they answered,

w

we are

going to the United States; whereas you are going
"to the land of "the False Prophet and the Gestapo!ff
etc., etc.

.

We suggest that NEWS PROM THE FRONT be distributed
at reptular weekly lotervalfii# like a newspaper; in
order that the Gerw^ns w i l l Iqorn to expect i t and
look forward to it?f a^nce i t w i l l contain news that
they can rxpt obtain in apy other wayf
Mixed i.n with the l i ? t s of German prisoners could
be printed the rasssag$8i thatJ we wigh to impart to the»
people.
1. (b)

Name f 6r HI t i e r . ^> In the minds of

many Germans ttie w o r t l ^ t i e r ^ i s j3till surrounded
by a layer of yeverijiitlaX feelings which protect his
linage from att$ok#

T^fQfore i t wouldl be better not

to refer to him (except occasionally) by name.

Much

more subtly effective would be thg use of another
term;

Falsa Prophet or Falsa Messiah.

Later more

derogatory terms -? the Amateur Strategist, Corporal
Satan, worl<J Crlmi,nel No« X - might bo e f f e c t i v e .

•ri£
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X* (c)

Sttfeatitmtion of a Higher Symbol» «

Th« German chcirc.cter-ati*uct\ir0 i s marked by & strong
&0ed %6 we*«$bJ,£, tife*#> and *ft&aid.fi6e?

When this San

ott some e n t i t y * Qo<3, the Absolute, the;
State t tfc* fuetoi? « ih#y *i?e happy and health
^

bd $$$%$?> to breajc their pr6(9en
f ft aatiafactory aubatitutf i s

presented.
.

'

<

The Germans w i l l not recdily accept a
'

.

'

.

.

•

•

'

•

•

.

•

value that 1.3 identified in their minds with the
special p^fepenceer of an enemy^nation
efe^4} j If tnuafe M Mornethink hJRhet»' something
netlanol th»tj ivtXlre3toit4 the respect of o l i p
i s & greet peed now, mtijej* t&on
of y;?Qrl(l Federation*

But l&olcing

f

A l l i e s in thei^ mess&ge to ^ermanyi should US®
tarme thet suggest Its apirit*. Agstiost Bltle» t th0
F§ilse prophet! the propagendlata should sfceek of the
World Coh8cierice (the name of Qod can n0t b6 used
without hypocrisy), and should sjseak of the forces

;

of Russia, Great Britain, Prance, and the Americas as
ttw World Army»
Question:

(N*B* Suggestion for one leaflet;

Who has seduced the Germen people from

their true p&tfc? Who has turned their hearts against
the Conscience of the World? Who is responsible
this tlflie fo# (Germany's encirclement by the World
Army?L To bf effective the terms wWorld Conscience11
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4ftA "WOPlS. Ariny*%«fet bdTtfepoaijed frequently.
•

.

.

.

•

ttigfet aiso'tm used*

'

tielft Ktiapf demons tt»6tiHg Hitler'a cynical contempt
ot thb iftsses*

l^ek HBtS ^011 flfi F^OKf should end

with ons 6f theaa'quotations,
'.I*

•

(o) taefilifi^b iUk H' t i f lei »ith
Mti$&6^1tti' pyd^^e<! th« model for tho
oi*/tm$ ITei^ faHsy 6isd

his 'edfi&?tit£flg!'f6f th® l
on this poiet ahanid fed
f o i l will do Btuch. to
, kn& no oppor^uiaJLty'dhetiid bo aissed to

po^ween Hiitor f.$ deatiriy arid
ifrs tJdcllfte and Fall of the
XV (f} -l'he Cohceptioh..'.of Destiriy» '«
bolloVo Ift '^redoatlhatlba (the, imvol of
future}* and a l l oonmninicctlona addressed to them should
be wrltton ae i t the dofoat of the Feloe Prophet
a foregone

conclusion.

Some messages should

fro« vm «Voldo of ffi.story*.
• '"k I* {$}

Tjklhg 'Advantage of Hitlor*a '

•^j-^
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Waning' foi^rf* * lifltl** a 9*06(80 status and role in
$ l l t l f t 6 &t %\&*. itiota&nt M n@fc. d e f l a t e i y known
tills decreasing fi"Oquoticy of hia f.ppcar^nftea i s
Qua te a g^ewifig iae§pa&ity fee fttlftll his
fueetiofi*
deteriorating.
%

Hia aontdl, gtate i s

This ghould ba asaiuncd in' talking

t© tho dNiipmaii jjOOpicsirf
* *

y

•

Fei? dxaajpla:
'

i.

^ o « that

.

Muasolini hfi$ collapsed and Hitler ia in the hands
of toentaX ajpeeiali$ta> what has baoomo of the Spirit
pf IPasoidoif1*

op "i>o you s t i i l iselidve that a man

whoao sanity hfi$ fecien ooMpldtoly vtndermined by Guilt
can idad' tho QdiraaiS people to viototy agrinat the
^ Oho r

(h)

U6zl rogim© should bo ^onstantljr ooMpled with
Japaa ia.^tt ironical ojv s&tlrical manner* For examplet
rt

Tho Hflsjis and thclsp "blood*'brothofs# tho Japanoae;

havo bojbh demonstrated thai* wlllingnqas to die f o*
Satfco «s- this summer1 one million of them have throw*!
filray their liiroa in a futile attempt to destroy
civilization\ t f

H

Who i s responsible for this ignoblo

league of Germany and Japan against the Conscience
of the World?!f

!!

A fact to be explained:

Germans

are dyiag every day fighting with Japafteso against
Whf is. that? V/b.6 1$ responsible^!t

*T$*^;^>W?^^
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I* (tj

Kunlch Student Manifesto, - In

. planning jheasages to Germany hints for one line of
propaganda eaa 1W obtained from tha revolutiona*^
manifesto distributed l a s t year by students at the
University of Muinlsh*

ft* (A)

P»jciioi^gioaiiy i t i t

that BltleP_; or the leader of bh© Hezi Perty, be
the dne to stirrendar and sign the pcsacS treaty.
The Allies ateuda Iti$i9t m this, sheuM d>ag th«
gaiigatera without a^i&m^f from their hiding places
and force theft t6 sign.

(A l i t t l e trickery at this

urotiid be Justified*)
4

fireitif

Thd ternui should be

Latey itfhefc a fiioro Hpfesentative

goveminent has been established the. terms can be made
inore lenient*

Thua in the future the dictators will

be recalled in coiinectloh With the humiliation of:
uncohditional surrender;

whereas the democratic

government will get the credit of securing milder tertog*
2* (b) A WorXd Court, at Idast one member
of which, i s a SWISS and one a Swede* should immediately
publish a l i s t of war criminals, ad complete as possible,
ahd tieut^jeLl Countries should be officially warned
that fto wan on this l i s t must bo gitrett sanctuary*

|?Pl$i^

._ ^ .~-.„
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Allies should be prepared to Invade any country
that harbors $ world criminal.
2> (cj The trial of the war criminals
should \m carried out with the utmost despatch,

it

muat not bo- allowed to drag oil for months, as this
would give the Germans a convincing impression of our
moral weakness and Incompetence, and postpone their
regeneration*

In connection with the trial a short

readable book should-be published in German explaining
the nature of international law (ths brotherhood
of nations). And exposing the crimeis committed by the
in A.B.G* language*
: A pamphlet comparing the terms of the Versailles
with Germany's method of dealing with conquered
should,be given wide circulation*
5* Treatment of the German People after the
of Hostilities. .fte«uaed tfcyat Germany, will b$ invaded and
&Ule<}< forces| tfafet aiwie4tan0ously
will be upl'isihgs of slavef laboi? and of civilians
$6cupie<i territories; that much Gtraail blood will be
^This is aa it should be ** a fitting Nemesis*
Allied troops will march in and eventually restore
This function of restoring order will mcke
their presence more acceptable |& th$ Germans.
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Xft''«S8.t* £**&Ufcfc£ fck*k w« w i l l find the Gorman
people profoundiy humiliated, resentful, disenchantoa,
, morfcae, jS6ej>ail'itigf of the future*

Accustomed

an artelt*a«y «xiM.«tttfl aut«h0rit?y# «hny

I«LU

have no dependable inner guideg to control behavlop.
•Wiei*6 w i l l >« a navs of sHane an* 9«lcl;d««
w i l l be wide-spread.

Apathy

Paving passed through a period

of intense unttttiiulty ftnd cooperation, Germany a$ a
social system w i l l f a l l apart/ each man to suffer
aiafl aosptijtcation i n ^ri*at$«
Diaorganizatioh and aoj^fiiaiotj w i l l bo geaepal,
a breeding ground t&# eultft of
A e©ftal<l6i»lt%lQ paJ?1?
be weighdd ddw« by * heav^ genas of ^uilt # wMch
should.leed fto'*.-awtvlyiil o^ w i i g l o n *

%h® f o i l w i l l

tS0 laid t&# fi. apiritual t«f^nei*ati6a; and ps*hap;S
the German*, not wgy w i l l inherit th» future*
'

It ill assumed that tha A l l i e s w i l l dBmiUtariza

' Germany, w i l l i n s i s t an e f f i c i e n t guarantee$ against
future.cronspiracies, w i l l take steps to liquldeta
the <Nn$s* Class, trill prevent rearmament and the
misuse of raw materials.

As Dr. Foerater has said:

^ax a oft peace for Germany w i l l be a very hard peace
for th1^^ German people, delivering them to the Prussian
caste wfeo led them

- 47 -
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jjtjettSLfies*! Hwwtr**« oaii im achieved by
tMa««r«t-tlftfta*-

1«hafe i i ^e^ttl^e^ 18 t. g^ofounj-

-

idea (1}

that they e*<3 innstoly superior; (g) th&t

they ero <3estinea to govern thin earth; (3) thpt there
la no human law ov authority higher than the good
the Oennan Stebej (4) that ^owcr i s to be admired
everything; and (S) thati Might raekca Right.
roelies thet wo are dealing with s nation sufforing
f*o» p63pafieicl tre»(3f i <i«Xiailona•'•*£ g r a a d e ;
of persecution; profouaQ hatrod of strong opponenta
and c6ntLempt of woek opponentg; dfr&gdnoe,
"Qfivy « a l l pf which has boon built up aa a reaction

conversion of Germany.

In attempting this wa must

not forget thati tiho a our a a of their psychic sickness
5 f (ft)
t

Pirat Step*- I'he ' physician must
gplri the respect of the petie"nT>
t

•

.

.

•

•

.

•

',''•

(i) Individual peraftoid« -m Pafanolds;
cajt not t$ tfe&tod giao^pssfuXiy i f th«y a*»e aot
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(consciously 6jp line ©lusciously) by the ability, knowledge,
*

•

'

•

'

•

•

.

•

•

•

•

wisdom, or f>©rhapd mere-magnetic force, °f the physician*
Special effoj-fcs m&% seujietimes be made to achieve
t h i s end/ since paranoids, being f u l l of scorn, are
' not eeay to impress.
'.

.

(11)

(^grftwlhy* ** The rsgiinents that

occupy Germany should be the f i n e s t that the "CTnltBd
cah as^embl« - regiments with a history or

.

i, isompoaed of t a l l w>9li-disciplindd soldiers
coteteAhded by tbo best generals.

Howdineaa and drunken-

ness should a&t b« pejcmittt^* .$ht SettHattg should be ^
60»$0l!U<i tis ftdtolt:

rt

flies0 ft^r splehdld ftdft^ not

tte

ireak degefteretiea (d©m©«r«itie'ao^die3*s) oy bftrtarifeti^
(IhiliSSifttt 80ldle*%) y€ we^e led t e expect*1* The
mans admire Crrdd^llhess, precision, efficiency^
Second Step^^ The potential
of the patient should be fully

(1)

Individual parahold»^ fhe

hunger-Of the jpairandid i » fbr
pow«^ and glot»y * praise froa thoso whom he
respects*

This hunger should b© appeased as soon

as pos&iblt^ 8Q that the.paranoid thinks to himself:
*$h<S grea$ aits dfqp9>QQiates me,
the world•<*

fftgether we can face

t t , i « as if' ha thought:

r find I ant h i t chosea son.*

"Be 1$ God the
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}

-

"

'

(ii)

Germany.* Germany*a country-

alda, ita music, hlstc^ie culture and monuments of
t»«uty nhouXd be appfeelatei and pj*alQed> Tho
of deciip'atlonafaould wanifoat intense intoipe^ij in
' e:ultu*« of Old Germany and complote indiff©fence to
a i l recent develdpmentsv

The ti!*oop« should be. instructed

and-ooached by lectures' and guide-books covering the
districtithey will occupy*

They should be told that

the war i s not won. until the heart of the German
1

people has; been won.

of the old school should be hired to
teach- thai German language,' to guide the soldiers
i

-

•

''"

..

<

on tours of the country and of museums,,to teaoh
nativfe'.artsi and skills*

Oonqerts should bo

dmlt^fcittg piQ066 that h©ve been specially favored by
the Nazis* Editions at books burned by the Nazis
.should be publisbiid and put on sale immediately< • •
•

All %Hk will s e w a double purpose*

It will

provide education for ou,r trbops and occupy their
time; thus helping to maintain morale* Also the
submerged inferiority feeling^ and resentments of
. the Genaanrwill be alleviated*
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5 (0) Third'Step...- Inaight ahould be tactfully
-.provided, a little at a timo.

gradually, atop by step, tho patient i s enlightened
as to his owm paranoid nraehsiaisttiui*

p*lde in being

uncritioiaabl© and always In th& H,$h% tma% b6 gi*adu*
a l l y replaced fey pH4« in bolng abl^ to tiao above
his own mechanisms and criticize himself, pride in
being strong enough to admit somo weaknesses and erroe*
HQ should \>Q 51 ade to understand that ho he3 been
ii<z%i$tM& by .nja»^»eoJawm.' fdreea wbiei gaihetd control
over his p*opej* aelf*

I>u2*in$ the oouFae of theae

talks the physician ahould freely confess his own
weaknoases and errors, the p&tlent tieing treated
as an equal,
(i£)

6oyinany« * ^he last teft years

of; dewtiafl history shxiuld be Interpreted as a violent
Iftyootlpfrs .t*V9*.i...&. m$MQMlQhr(>f tlm s p i r i t , which

took held of the people as soon aa they gave ear to
the false prophets of Fascism.

•

*,

A series of a r t i c l e s , editorials # essays and short

^

sfaguid ba L i t t o n flout by dronaans in this country
lfenn# Reinhold Niebuhr, B'oerstai?^ and others ) f

elded possibly by suggestioias f*tim psychiatrists t
t« b<s published in QGfmn newspapers &ft<t distributed
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~<p©»-ha|»Si s i g n e d

de plume

*"
'W-

aa

*, i n tltoe* the l i s a , delusions, treecherlas end
of the Jli4ia.-tflMHftld.igw x»<J*i«^Q efe-jecti^ely
hiatartc©! sequsnoe.

Tb^ Goi-awm people should bo

t o uDderatendi that tho World i«fg&Hi them Ga
end uafefi^y

i

Tho Allloa sho-uld %$ tnagnrnlmaus enough to admit
tnm QVTQTB anel

5# (fl) ffoitrth Step,* The pctlo^l' ahmild |>
lpaoclatod I n s group.
(i)

attained a msaaure of s a t i s f a c t i o n by winning tho
Hapaiat and f^ldhdahip1 ©f tiia phyaicicn efid. theft
galoot aoias iastght and contapoli tho pPtiont ia
lpou^ th<s>l?^pf«
outeida groups«

&&%&*,, he catt t>Q pei*atia(lod t©
0jrodually he must loprcn to toke

hid pined and <J6©potato on an oqiial basiSf with others*
gtfoup hJ J^lha should ha«oi a

m-:

pg

••-? •••Kr-.'v r!'--vy>,-^-v l ..v, r -.V^.•^.•^^^•^•^^^^^./>^^->^;;^r^;
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(11) Crermany,^- If Germany is to
'he converted,1 it is of the utmost importance that
some strong end efficient super-government be

estate.'- 3

llshed as soon cs possible, providing a new world
consciences that her people can respect*

As said above,

Germans must have something to look up to - a God,
a Fuehrer, an Absolute, a national ideal*

It can

not be a rival nation, or a temporary alliance of
nations*

It must be a body - a strong body with

a police.force - which stands above any single state*
A supranational symbol would eventually attract the
deference that is now focussed upon Hitler. Lacking
such a symbol, many Germans will certainly fall into
a state of profound disillusionment and despair.
At the proper time Geittn&ny should be insociated as
an equal in whatever ie&gue or federation of nations
has. been established.

.

Prom here oft ,the therapy of a single paranoid
personality fails as an analogy, principally because
the Germafl people will not be in the position of a
patient who comes willingly to the physician's office.
The Nazis will be in no mood to be educated by their
enemies*

Furthermore it would be very presumptuous

of us to try it*

The most that the Allies could do

•' •£
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- 53 would %M to Ologe.oil schools and universities,until
4

ontl-f&aojst teachers and faculties hcd been
• ^hfl. greatest problem will be in dealing

with a whole g^rter&tion of brutalized ,and hardened
yOUSg Itegifiu

(Pdrheps exhibition games of soccer^

football, Ifie^oase rnd baseball between American
and English regiments would serve to introduce ideas
of fair playfer«isportsmanship; but much else must
d-6ft< > ^y (j^rmgn educators >)
.the Conversion of Germany the. most effective
be gpme form of yt>rld federation. With*
•

_

•

t&t.tt' tha Allied vlctorf will haire no

ffi

F^XJ^^.^.^-;.^:^-^,^^^^
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t

^

•

•

•

.>

a Qase History

:

fi
Ji'/

S»$,

. • /•
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HITLER THE MAN ** SOSS* FOR A CASB HISTORY

piajrpose of t h i s paper i s to bring together
l a l«»t«f f f t * *laat>'ia lmtim al^otit Adolf Hltlor aa
i £ a l t i « d atfft^egists could jieer

w

lnsld«

aSapfe tfaali? ttx^figy £o what they find
j I t i t 11% I f tfcilt t i e wiitaing of the war would

m

be speeded,

I t mist b« adaiijted, t o begin with, that

the itttHe&ole* ^««'aoa^X««. i personality would
tje diffloruit 6ti0ti$h"t6 tBUNMtV were the subject present
and cooperating In the task,

But there are two further

d i f f i c u l t i e s to b# faced. ' Ona must attempt both to
s e l e c t out of the: great ma3a of material which has
b«en written ab$ut Hltle» that* which appears t o be
objective reportlag aiidt fc&en further to reconstruct
hia personality 00 tha basis (if t h i s very inadequate
•psychological data*

We have^ of cotirse, as primary

source material, H i t l e r 1 a own writings and speeches

m.

and these t e l l us a good deal*

Though we must admit,

therefore, at i t s beginning that the nature of our
analysis i s vofry tentative and that in many instances
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which &x« drawn^ i t la no mor« tentetlv« them the
paychologicttl pert pioturod which the'tfnfcia themaolvei
hcv« fotind 69 ^aeful (3)#

^

H3PWW^ ORIOt»$ AND &LRLY tD5B
In any cage study onei must begin by asking who
the subject l a , whence he enttd| who were his forbears*
Haiden (8) presqnt9 t^

mt)s% vellable genealogy avnil-

QbXdt fiere wq note*only cortold Important points*
Hltlar'a tntkev,

Alol0 t wftd born the illegltlmote

aon hi Mcria Aflna* Sohiotelgsniber in 1857 in .the village
of SpltGl,

H0 was supposed to be the son of Johann

Oeol?g Hiedler*

Hoirevej?# to his fortieth ye^r,1 Alol$

bofe th$ n6m6 of his mother Sohlcklgruber.

Only

then# when Oeorg Hiedlei? waa (if s t i l l ttlivo) 2
oi^hty-fiire yeerti of age, and thirty-five yeara after
the death of his mother^ did he trke the n&mo Hitler,
the meidon name of his mother-in-low • As He Id en says,
n

In the l i f e history of Adolf Hitler no mention Is

evor mado of the grandparents, on his. father f s
1 Jenuary Sp 1877
2

There seems to be no record of his death.

:

" ' ''^v^^^

^ ^ " ! ^ ^ * ^ *
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flit a«tGj-lg invarUtljr jwf#i> only t o hjU mother»•
Thore ai^ many tbiog* t o nuggest thot

t>ut an upknowa men" (&,

ft).

Tbye cncoatorB om both

sides <?f the fan4Xy w«r^ peefe&t p»opl« of the d i a t r l c t
of %iavtaiH?9l| highly illitoi?atse aad trery Inbred
©}*

,

at ti#$% ft epbWe^, hod by the agt
tha petition ofv»n Austrian cujtomi
Official. T^ia educatioo for this position wcs the
«0&t*jPnMi4«&' Pf hie rtffet m f e , Anna Glaal, who, fifteen
yoorg hia Senior, died in 1883. gis second wife, v
whom he married six weeks lot?©?, died in a yenr, and
three tnoatha l«feeP, Oil ^$nua»y t# 1886 (5), he maf*l*a
taofQ Poel?il« a difitaot sopsirxt
In appQapance Heldea haa .compered Alois to
pindenburg. (§),

Gunther (5) describes his picture

as showing a tilg. rounds hairless skull; small,
sharp, wicked eyes; big bicyclo~handle moustachios;
and heavy chin*

He was a hrrsh, stern# ambitious,

and punctilious men (5; 8 ) #
Alois* wife, Klara, is described (5) as being
a tall| nervous young woman, not as strong as most j,
peasant stock, who ran off to Vienna as a girl to

,I
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- 57 return after t«n y«ara (a during eseapad* for one
in her social status)* Hor doctor (1) describes her
in "her early forties ** tall, with brownish hair
neatly plaited* a long ottel fac<» end beautifully
expressive grey blue *ye*«

A simple, modest, kindly

Adolf Hitler, born in 1889, es fat* as can be
s

was AXoii • tltZh tshild, the third of

his own mother but tha firet to live more than two
years* 4 fhifl It utetild deem w*a a large factor in
channelling th« g^eat affection for Adolf which all
the evidence B<Sems to show shi bore him.

In return,

Adolf, who feared and opposed hi3 father -* as he
himself admits ** gave all his affection to his
mother, and* W!MUS she died of canceff ifl 1903 he was
prostrated with grief (8; 6j 1 ) .
Adolf aa & boy and youth was somewhat tall, >
sallow and old for his age, with large melancholy
thoughtful eyes. He was neither robust nor sickly,
and with but the. usual, infrequent pllmepts .of a. . .
Heiden points out that the uncertain details of
Hitlerfs family have had to be col3.ected from stray
publications, that Hitler is reticent to the point of
arousing suspicion, about his life story (8)«
4

Alois 1 children we^e Alois, 1882 (son by first wife);
Angela, 1883 (daughter by second wife)r Oustav, 18851887; a daughter, 1886-188§; Adolf, 1889; Edmund,
1894-1900; Paula, 1895 or 1896 (children by third wife)
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p

sor* throat,

$&*$ h« bed lung tf«oubXe i s t

common and g«tvi?aX belief (9) but his doctor seys
*»« K .UJ*' Hts jyeo^eatioo* WdiN mAilS 00 +e*o free -»*
wplka lii the. mountotpa, gwtnnning la the Perrube, end
Sfrodlftg fea&mf* 0$«^«t tufi X&*t H*y»s A qtilet,
^ell-menner$<a.yo\itla fho liTed-vith himself . 6
About $Atot£<$f wlf

tMcbtttm .*$ know l i t t l e

except wTstB% he himself t^ll^ mi -« thut he e^rly
«rnted to W an aftlgtj that this.outraged his father,
who sternly dstetrained to meka 6 good c i v i l servant
Ktf him; thot there ve« 6 perpetual struggle between
the two* with hia mothel* tiding with Adolf tind finally
sending him. off to Vienna to complete his art education
when his fcth«r died.

Except for history and geography

trhlch caught his imaginotlon he neglected his studies,
to find in Vienna, whoa be. friled his art examination,
thet his lack of'forme1 oducation was a barrier to
entering the architectural school.
At the age of nineteen, when his mother died,
he went to- Vienna to spend there three lonely and
miserable years, living in. "flop-houses" (7), eking
out a living by begging, shoveling snow, peddling
5
s

A Gorman author of Indian s t o r i e s .

This in contrast to Hitler's own account of himself
as a b i t of a young tough (9).
m.
ti:C
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his own postcards, working as a hod-carrier or
laborer of any sort* H^re hia ideaa "began t* crystallift* hi« dntl-SeiaitlsHi and enti-slavijm, his aftti*£ all sdfftft. In 1910 he m#$

to ^ M e h and

m*. *wat«*-color artist, plotruro postcard painter,
technical draftsman and occasionel house-pointer
Hitler managed to earn eoma sort of a living" (8, 25)*
In 1914 he enlisted in the army with great enthusiasm,
performed his duties with distinction and bravery, 7 was
1, sent home to recover, and in Jterch, 1917,
back at the £*ont*

He uraa aloof from comrades^

in his duty, and very lonely*
.:•$•'• v
•

Through all

the war he received no letter or parcel (8).
The war over and with no home to go to, Hitler
in 1919 w*£ appointed an espionage agent of the
insurgent fteiehaweh* which had just put down the
Soviet Republic in Munich*

Shortly thereafter he

;

cpme in contact with Anton Drexler and what was to /

"

become leter the Kazi party had its beginning*
Further than this it is not necessary t6 follow
Hitler1a political history*

It is too well known

and the basic structure of his personality was already

o

? Milltery awards were: Regimental Diploma for
Conspicuous Bravery, Military Cross for Distinguished
Service, Third Class, The Black Wounded Badge, and
The Iron Cross, First Class.(8)*
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formed*
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Lrter years heve only brought to fruition

latent' tendencies and laid the final product open
for the world to wonder at. We must' now turn td a
closer examination of this structure«
HITLER'S PERSONAL APPEARANCE AND MANNER
Portraits or moving pictures of Hitler are corimon
enough, yet it is well to draw attention to various
aspects of his physique*

To most non-Nazia Hitler

has no particular attraction. He resembles a secondrate waiter*

He is a smallish man, slightly under

average height. His forehead is slightly reoeding
and his nose somewhat incongrapaa with the rest of
his face. The latter Is somewhat soft, his lips
thin,, and the whole fees expressionless*

The eyes

are a neutral grey which tend to take on the color
of their momentary surroundings*8 The look tends to
be storing or dead ,end lacking In sparkle. There is
an essentially feminine quality about his parson
whie& is portrayed particularly in his strikingly
and expreaslve hands (2; 8; 13;
Hitler 1 s manner i s essentially awkward end a l l
.A tnoi^inents jetky ejccept perhapg the geatm^^s of
Thid fact has caused an amazing number of different*
deaoriptiona of hia actual eye color*
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M s hands*

He appears shy and ill at ease; in company

and seems seldom capabld of carrying on conversation.
Usually he declaims while hid associated listen.
often * earns listless, and moody•

He

This is in marked

contrast to the dramatic energy of his speeches and
his skillful play upon the emotions of his Vast
audiences, every changing mood of which he appears
to perceive and to turn to his own purposes • At
times he is conciliatory, at other times, he may burst
into violent temper tantrums if his whims are chocked
in any way '
ATTITUDES, TRAITS, AND NEEDS CHARACTERISTIC OP HITLER
'*
•*
' Attl tudo8 toward Nature , Fate \ Re 11 gioh, '•* First
and last words are often significant,

Mejti Kaihpf
•« * :

begins with a sentiment of gratitude to Fate, and
almost its lest parsgrrph appeals for vindication
t6 the aoddess of History,

however, all through

the book there ere references to Eternei Nature,
Providence, and Destiny*

n

Therefore, 1 believe today

I enr acting in the sense of the Almighty creator:
by warding off the. Jews I am fighting for the £p*clf$
work11 (9, 8 4 ) . This feeling of being directed by
great forces outside one, of doing the Lord's work,
Is the essence of the feeling of the reilgiourf mystic
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•

•

•

.

'

'

' '

No mattefr how pagem Hitler 1 a othioal and social
may be, they have © quality computable to
experience•

Moreover, 611 through hid acta and

both spoken and written, la this extreme
pf lils own self-importance -~ he tfruly £*ela hia
dlyine mission (1%)> even to the paint of foroaeelng •
ft marty?! a death (16)*
As far a a authorised Religion i s cOnodraed,
Hitler recognized "both Its strength and weaknessos
(9; 12) and adopted freely whatever he fov^d 8e*vieo^
able for his own^ends.

That he strikes dowp Protestant

and Oartholic allk^ i s due merely V* the ^onv^Lqftlon
that these religions are but old huska and must glye
wfty'to the new (9) #
Toward conscience his attitude i s a dual one.
0ii6 the on$. hand he repudiates i t as an'ethical
guide# heaping eotitempt oxt i t as a Jewish invention A
a flemish like' clrcumeision (15) # fie adorns act
topla those who ofcey i t (16) •

But in matter* of

actioti ha waita \xgotf Ijia ini\O|» voice, ^Tjtole^l I
the ifthe* irt<SDfi?uDtible oonviotioJa* tbig la the
I do nothing.*pi w i l l not act, •% yt%lt wait'
aatte^. what hfipgens*

But i ^ ths yoi^s #pdalttfV

X taw the time hag $<m ta dot" (lit
Liko Spcratao he listens to his ttaimcm.

XQlU '
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Hitlerya Attitude toward Power anct 'ftls N9ei4 'far
Aggression^ - To the German people and the world at
large* Hitler appears as a man of tremendous strength
of will, determination, and. power*

Yet those who are

or hove been close to him (e»g», 16) know that'he Is
conscious of being powerful and Impresses others as
such only at certain times * When he Is da claiming
to a greet throng or when he is on one of his
solitary walks through the mountains, than Hitler Is
conscious of his destiny as one of the great and powerful Of the ages*

But In between these periods he

feels humiliated and woak*

At such times he Is

Irritated and unable to do or decide anything•

It

Is these feelings of his own weakness that n4 doubt
hove determined to a great extent his Ideas on the
education of youth. All weakness must be knocked
out of the new German youth, they must be indifferent
to pain, have no fear of death, must laarn the art of
self-command; top only In this way caq they become
creative Godmen (16). Hitlerfs feelinge of
dnd power probably elso detjei^mlnQ his attitudd*
peoples and natldfis. For those who are weak/ or f or* t
a one Sreiieon do hot display power, ha faoe only contewpt*9
9 >ft

lfy groat poii^caX'ojjporttttilty lipti in my
\i69 of power at o time when there ere still
i
b d &* to the forced that mcnild history11 (16# 271)*
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For those who are strong he iia* £eelihga of
tear,

submlssiveneas (4; 3 ; IS)-

*$apect,

For the Britain of

the great wer period 1se hed great respect (9), but
only contempt for the powerless Indian revolutionaries
who tried td oppose British imperial powei* (9 1 ), 1 0
For the masses over ^rhoxa he baa swa^f he f e s l s Only
contempt.

He compares* tliea to -a woman who prefers

to submit to the will of s-omeone ittrongor (9)» He
harangues the crowd at night whon they ©re tir$d and
less* resistant to the will <o£ another (9).

He uses

every psyohojLoglcsJ. txlclC to l?j?epkfcbe^will of an
Qudletxc^^ Sa gpakaa »se pf cili. the conditiong which
^

*

*

.

,

•

•

•

•

mal£Q In thd Qenaoo papple fOT «t looking fo* submission,
thei** atpdetle^; *hei^ f45elin®B of VXottelitiefla (9),

/

Ho undei?stapd^ his iub^ccta T>eomaso they ix*& &6 like
hltiiself ( 4 ) /

^

Closely related to h3Ls €tttitudo towrrd
and one of the ^tisic element* of Hitler 1 a
strueture, tij a cleep^lylng need for agg5?edaloji#
ddstyuction^.brutality.

It was with hiia iri

at jLOti'sfe la ehildliood" ( 9 ^

And -thare id o.Videjac«•

It la loteregtlng to.note 'tfigt'-.fche wnr
t&ii* apjpd^jfa ottiy to, havo ^ o k e n out te
-Battler waa ^onvlncod ttiat she would ntft end cduld
i
Hgfcst tfto ^tyongt^ p# the German anaed
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of i t tram hla daya in Vienna (7).

We know; too

that the outbreak of the f i r s t groat war was a tremendous•
l y t h r i l l i n g experience for ijlm.

Since the war we

have seen his adoption of so-called "communist*
methods of dealing with hecklers (9), the murder of
his close friends, his brutality toward'the Jews,
his destruction of one smell nrtion after another,
and his more recent- wajor war against tho rest of
the world. . But this element of his personality i s
so patent that i t hardly nee AM ddctanenting*
Jewa and
Ap''>i-Senltlsm i s not an uncommon thing and
Europe hnri a long history of i t but^ as has been pointed
out,

tt

in the case, of ffiLtler> the Jew h#s beea eiev^tBd,

so to speak, to a degree of evilness which he had'
never befor* obtained11 (10, 8)*

Thnt this hfitred i s

of a more than uauol pathological nature i s suggested
by th8 morbid connection which Hitler inrkos between
tho Jew and. t3l3Qcse, bldod dlsecAe, syphilis
and ftithy ejccreacences of. a l l arort3#

(9),

The Jow

in foot-ia\apt eirea e beast> hd i s a creature tsutsldo
nature (IS) *, Me ia at the r&ot of a i l things etril
not only in Germany but elaewhore and only through
hi9 d^itructlon may the wprld bo davod.

It i s at

thlfc fcatnfei toe># thet Mtlejf^ feelings about race
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find expression.

For him there is on inne* emotional

connection between sex, syphilis, blood impurity,
Jowishness end the degeneration of pure, healthy,
and virile reciGl strains•

Like the need for

aggression, his fear of the tainting of blood Is fi
major element in Hitler's personality atruct\ire#
.

Hitl6>' a Attitude ! toward &eju~ That Hitlerf»

attitude^ toward sex is pnthological is already clear
from whrt has been said abavdt

The best source^

we have do riot, however, tell us explicitly what It
ia that is wrong with Hitler^ sex life*

Prom the

feet t,hnt his'close associate, R^hm, as well os many
of the otrrly Nazis Were homosexuals it hfis been a
matter of gossip thet Hitler too is affected in this
way.

All reliabie sourcds, however, deny that there

is any evidence whatever for such txh- idea (8)* ia
fact, Hitler appears t6 heve no close men friends,
no intimates at all*

R^hrn was the-orfly one whom he

addrei3sed with .tho'; intlmote "dto* (5) and it i»
reported that no one has suoceBded since the latterfs
doatk to stxch D. position of intitoaoy*
In* regard to* Women, the reports vte cohflicting#
Most o£ the recent ^ooks^ by newspaper xien (e*g## 5)
Hitler1 t'aacoticism/ his disinterest in women«
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However, 8eidea (B) documents hi a love affairs, end
BBh&eh t7)v Stfrttsser (18), fcnd R&uschiiittg (15) have
considerable to sey about? his attitude toward
opposite ie*f* As far cs can be ascertained, i t
completely lacking in respect r evfcn centeinptruoua
*
.
...
.. >
i t i s Oppb^tnlnistic (18i 16) and in ttte actual sexual
relationship there i s something of a perverse natt^re
along with a pedtillar enslavement to the. partner o€
his choice (8) •'•'" It i s certain thrt many women find
Httle» fascinating (IS;; 7) and that he Iik9» thely
ct>mpnny, "but i t i s also true fc&Pt he hrs h&vet «ar?iod f .
attcl th every love affair the b*eak was made, hot by
Hitler^ but by the lrdy conaerned (8).^ In one eftse,
that 6t his hiecis, (5ell r there was real tragedy in-*
volved for either he mttrd6re4* her in a f i t of passion^
according to StrDsser1a evidence (13) #* or he sb abused
and upset he^ thrt she committed suicide (8) f

Finally,

one4 must mention again his frenzied outburst against
syphilis in flelQ Kaisfrf (9) as i f the whbl«
r

•

#,

'

•

nation were o vest putrlfylng hotbed of this
aoma daaeese.

Hoieon'S stot^mentj (3)

thrt "thejto

If aoajethlng wrong" witU Hitler'a BOX l i f e la surely
eloquent

r

%&.*.+•• **,
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58 \< gltlei'.'a need to Talk;,» this rather obvious
need is worth noting at this point, after what hap
just been said above. 11 Ever since Hitler'* discovery
of his facility as a speaker, his own people and the
world have been deluged with his words* The number
of speeches is large, varying in length from one and
a ha^Lf to two hours, though there are several of
thrqq and even four hours' duration*

In private,

morepver, filtler seldom converses, tot each Individual
whom he aduaraaaeg ^ a new audience to be harangued,
|h bla moments of depression he must talk to prove
to hitoaelf hid Own strength and in moments of
exaltation to dominate others (lQ) f
Hitler*a Attitude toward-Art#^ though Hitler<s
father Intended him to be a Civil servant, he himpelf
-

.

•

'

••'

•

•

•

•

•

•

'

•

.

• »

^

craved to be an artist and hi$ failure to be recognised
99 such by the Vienna school was one of his most
traumatic experiences (9)» Asr Ftyhrer his interest
in .art continues and he shows distinctly favorable
attitudes toward music, painting, and architecture*
A#-it well known, Wagner is Hitlerfs favorite •#we might almost ^ay only —

composer*

At twelve

he wa* llptivated by Lohengrin (9), at nineteen in
Vienna he was championing the merits of Wagner as

,
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against Mftzart (7), anfl as Fuh*e* he has green Die
Malstersln&ar over a htindred time a (19). Ho knows
all of Wagner's flcowa (19) ftnd la thol* rendition
he gets oinotlonal' release and insplrtrtion fo* hid
aotiens. Hisftavtft*coinple*, feelinga about aex,
rae« puritjr, hlo attitudes toirnrd fo^d and dt-ink,
all find atimulufl *nd t-elnforcement in the plota,
persona r «nd th«nwa- of hia • favorite coTHposet*. it
is interesting, for example, that Hitler hfia chosen
Nurembet*g, the town which Wagner personified in
Hana Stfehw, as the official aite of the meeting of ~
the anemal Nazi Party^ Congress (19).

> .

Wagn^f 1 * influenoe over Hitler extends beyond
the realm of amaic to that of llterattire. Among
the Fuhrer»s favoflte reading* are Wagner»8 political
wrltinga, and consciously or unconsciously h& hat
copied wagner 1 * turgid and bombastla manne* with a
rerurlting atyle irhieh according to He Ida n often
traniiforaa "a living sentence into a confused haap
of bofljr, indigestible worda" (8, 308).
• Xn th» ft*Id of painting there are tiro matters
to consider •>• Hitler's* own work and his attitude
toward the work of others. As regards the former,
we have evidence that during his Vienna days Hitler
showed little ability except for copying the painting
11

. From the analytic point of view this may well be
interpreted as a compensation for sexual difficulties,
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of other a (7),

Some of the worka that *»*

/bawf*v* display aamQ f l a i r for orgsniwtion and
color, thougo there la nothing origlAa;.

Maay of

his palnting8 ahow * pre^qcupation
QId r i i l n a § • and. wifeh •

tham contain p«ople*
of lack of originality.

As f«sar4« th« pclntinj of

others, Hitler has surround9<3 hlnjaalf vltb military
picture a of a l l aorts and with portraits, of very
and explicit nudes (15} 18).

At Wa command

art ha a been purged of lt» mo4<*pnlam, and
cl-aaalc qualities are atr«3394 inatQad* .
•''

i t ia in Atcfeiteefctti-^ %\3»% Hitler's a r t i i t l o

intepeat finds lta greatest; oufcXat,

H«-spenda a

great deal of tlni^ over architect)'» dl^atgna and a l l
important (Htndtii buildinga sod moavunenta muat te« approved
>y &im* Mt&*i$*M$a, expandlvtnesa, $1^9, end claasio
design ap« the qualities whiuh Hitler stresses and
approves I® thd buildings of the new Germany* Hla
fi^i^Jfocit^bifOad motor roads -$ thd conference .
i t Nu**$tnberg, and bis retreat at Eerchtesgaden
a l l ezamplad of tUdfte emphases^ .
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Hitler*

QmUUea>

Hitler1 a ascetic

qualities are popularly known and are substantiated
by many writers (6; IS), Hitler himself, according
to Rauachning (16), accredita his vegetarianism and
his abstinence from tobaooo and alcohol to Wagner's
influence. He ascribes much of the decay, of Qlvilization to abdominal poisoning through excesses. This
ascetisip of Hitler's is all the more striking among
a people who, on the wnple, a W hteavy, eater* and *on<*
of drinking,

it it worthy of note, however* tbat at

times Hitler is not averaa to certain typea.of ovei**
indulgence*

He is, for example, excessively fpnd

of aweeta,; sweetmeats, and pastry (7j 1Q), and will
conaume them in large quantities*
Hitler's Peculiar Abilities«*

Hitler, the unedu*

cated, is nevertheless a man of unusual ability,
particularly in certain areas where formal education
ia of little value and even in at»eaa where It la
supposed to bd important. More than once we find
those who know'him (e.g.* Rauschning (16) stressing
his extraordinary ability to take a complicated probleiii
and reduce it to very simple terms*

It is hardly

necessary to doeument Hitler's ability to understand
and make use Of the weaknesses of his opponents, his
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ability to divide them and strike them on© by one,
his sense of timing so as to strike at the most
opportune moment,

It is Qertain, however,

these abilities of Hitler's have definite
Hitler has' become more and more inaolated (16) from
oontact with what is actually occurring a
ha a insufficient or incorrect data on whioh fed
hi9 decisions*

Moreover, his own frame of reference

la a© unsatisfactory guide to an- understanding of
peoples outside the European milieu*, He has, con*
frequently* frequently misunderstood both British
and American points of view with unhappy tsesuits to
his own prog*aji of expansion.
Overt Sjyidende of Maladjustment«* Certain facts
\

aymptomatio of maladjustment -have already been mentioned, such as his peculiar relationship to women*
Here there have to be added others of a less specific"
nature. Hitler, suffers from severe incomnia and when
he does sleep has violent nightmares (16) • At times
he suffers from hallucinations, often hearing voices
on hid long solitary walks (16) •« He has an excessive
fear of poisoning and. takes extreme precautions to
guard against it b^th ih his food and in his bedroom
Here the b^d must be made only in one specific
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way .(IS), Ha cannot work steadily, but with
outbursts of activity op not at all (16; 8 ) . Even
tha smallest decision demands great effort and ha
ha« to work himself up to it. When thwarted, he will
break out into as hysterical tantrum, scolding in
high-pitched tones, foaming at tha mouth, and stamping
with uncontrolled fury (16), On several occasions,
when an Important speech was due, he has stood silent
before his audience and then walked, out on them (16).
in the case of at least one .international broadcast
he was suddenly and inexplicably 6ut off the sir.
Finally, there is Hitler's threat to commit suicide
if tha Nazi party is destroyed or the plans of the
(tennan Reich f a U (5).

.

THE SOURCES
the Sources 6f filtler1^ Aggreaslye aftd
Traits^ •* The schizoid temperament* one such as Hitlerfs,
which combines both a sensitive# shy, end indrawn natuH
with inhibitions of feeling toward! others, and at the
same time, in way of, compensation, violent aggressiveness^ callousness, and brutality, from one point of
view of constitutional psychology is usually associated
with a.particular type of physique*

It is difficult

from the sort of photograph available to classify

Eg .a,
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* H
* phyaiqua accurately*

Se p*»obablf falls la

Kretschmer'a athletic group though verging on the
pyknic (11). This -would place him in the schizophrenic
group of temperaments.- In tertna of Sheldon's system,
ha la probably classifiable as a 443 with a considerable
degree of gyriandromorphy, that is, an asaentielly
masculine body but one showing feminine characteristic*
il»* (17).
,

•

V •

>

probablsrfl»0J*eittipoptsnfcj howoYer, ia the social

milieu and the family situation in which Hitler grew up.
Ifl a strongly patHarehsl «oeiety^. hie

Hthet/was

pa*ti&uletfl# eiggl^dsi^e and probably btnital toward
hia u6n>- Adolf; $hia would produce an individual
bofctet very ^ubalasivr to autjUority and at the same time
boiling ovei^ with rebeliiousnestf to it* . Further, we
know o£ thf extreme attachment urtilch Hitler had for
hia mother*

If^.'aa seems most likely, he has never

outgrown this,12 there might toe.a protest in hia
nature against this enslavement, which in turn might
give rise to a deep unconscious hatred, a possible
source of JFrightful unconscious rage.^3 Finally,
12 Note Hitler1-a frequent and unusual use of the word
Motherland for Germany (9).
*3 Hitler f s hatred of meat and love of sweets is
said to be often found in cases harboring an unconscious
hate of the mother (15).
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th« consistent tsilujre to achieve his artlatlc
ambitions, his lpnalinesa and poverty in Vienna, his
failur* to. arriye at shy his^or status than that of
corpopfil In hl4 beloved army (8), a i l nmgt have
stimulated in higheat d6$x*«e whatev«r original tendency
th«re wae toirard brutality and deetnjctiveneae.
fhe opuroes at Hitler>a"Antl^Bemltism,- Anti»
Senitiam wag p e r t o f th« social milieu in which Hitler
grew up.

He adoits himself (9) that he avoided the

only Jewish boy at achool and i t i s known thet anti-

'

Semitism and aac>ticism ware strong in Catholic
rural oommunities in Europe.

In Vienna, of course,

Hitler cama in cdntaet with violent anti-Sefflitic
literature and i t la «t thia period that he claims
hia deep-rooted hatred fof the Jews was born (9).
Th« pathological strength of thia hatred suggests
that there «tre c«Ptein peycholcglcal as we'll as
cultural rations for its*. What they were we can only
surmise but we oaq l i s t eertain p o s s i b i l i t i e s . We
know that the name B i t l e t i s a common Jewish one
(8),

that Adolf was teased about his Jewish appear-

ance in Vienna^ 14 .There.is, too, the mystery of ...„.,.,.
• •

14

It is interesting that Hitler's description of the
first Jew to arouse his hatred is almost word for
word the sane as Hahisch's description of Hitler in
Vienna (7).
.
• . '.
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Alois Hitler's true parentage whichhi* so© may have
known*

We algo know that many of the people who

him, gave him food, and bought his painting* were
Jews,15 To have to accept kindnesses from people he
disliked would not add to his love of them* Bat
there wust be* noire to it than thja t$v Hitlerf« anti«*
Semitism is bound up with his morbid concern with
syphilis and phobia over contamination of* the blood
of the Oepman race. This, therefore, leads to a
discussion of Hitler's theories,
purees of Hitler * s Theories of Rad<j and Bloods
*

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

'

/

•

.

'

•

•

•

•

Th« concept of the stipertortty of the Aryan race is.,
of course, not new with Hitler*
ma

Its great exponent

Houston Stewart ChamberiaiHr Ip the writings

of W^gneir al£M3 tho same coneeptlon Is exalted.
tha oonataat repetition of the idea of blood, pure
occurs in Meln
for ^ m0i?# thatt purely cultural explanation*
iti 9%x$$os%e4 bit tha wore forcefully because
of the association which Hitler makes between im~
puritieB Of blood which are due to disease (syphilis)
and impurities in the blood of a superior raoe due
to mixture with a racially Inferior stock; further
15

\

His rejection of the Jew may also stem from the
rejection within himself of the passive gentle elements
which are prominent in Hebrew-Christian thought.
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to the fact that he. points to the Jews as the source
of beth. ,

. . . . ' • '

How it is known that syphilophobia often has
its roots in the childhood discovery of th« nature of
sexual oongresa between the parents. With a father
who was an illegitimate and possibly of Jewish origin, 15
and a strong mother fixation, sutih a discovery by the
child Adolf may well have laid the basis of a syphilophobia which some* adventure with a Jewish prostitute
in Vienna fanned to a full flame, 17 terrified by
the fear of his own infection, all tha hatred in his
being is" then directed toward t&M ^ews.
0M1, POSSIBLE
flltlei»«a ptt&milltf-

ftfgwtiiiff*,

though.falling

within the W5«aal *snsp$ may nm be described as of
the'paranoid type with deludion* of persecution and
Of grandeut*

Thid stems from A Sad6-ma9ochistic

Split in his personality (4).

Integral with these

alternating and opposed'elements in his personality
are his fear of infection, the identification of the
The name Hitler Is Jewish as was pointed o u t /
This i s mere conjecture and must be treated as
such* But i t i s the sort 6f explanation which f i t s
known psychological f a c t s .
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Jewa as the aourqe of that infection, and aome do- ,
rangement of the aexual function which, makes hia
relations to the. opposite sex abnormal la patttre*
The drama and tragedy of Hitler's llf« are the
projection onto the world of hia own inaep oonfllcti
aiid tea at tempt a fca aoiva tb£»u

Tbe splits. i& Hitler1*

personality seem3 olearly to V« ^ e to hia identiftcation both with his mother, whom he paaglooately loved,
and with hia father, whom he hated and feared. This
dual and contradictory identification (the one ia
gentia, passive, fmL&imi

.tk» oths* brutal,

aasdulioe) roaulta +* wHeneya?? HitlelP M playing
aggressive rolg --also in a deep hatred and contempt
for hi$ mother and
father*

IOVQ

$nd.admiration for hia

This inner.confHot ia projected into the

t,h0 lew and #? fof fttUllr'^tbi Austrian Statd,
/

•

•

•

•

t

.

.

the father*

.

•

.

•

•

•

•

•

*

.

'

Just as the father lfl the cause of his

bloody the source of his domination and pxiniah
^ and of the restrictions of his own artistic
development; just as in tho childish interpretation
of sexual congress the father attacks, strangle*,
and infects the mother*,, so the Jew, international
Jewish capital, etc*, encircle and restrict Germany,
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-nthreaten and attack hex* and Infect he * with linpuritles
of blood.

Out of the hatred of the father and love

of the mother^came the desire to flava her. So Hitler
becomes the savior of Germany^ who cleanses her of
infection, destroys her enemies, breaks their ettfelrclement, removes every restriction upon her so that she
may expand Into new living space, uncramped and unthfottles*

At the same time, Hitler la cleansing

himself, defending himself, pasting off paternal domination and restriction.
Hot ohly Is the Fathej* feared but he 1$ a source
of jealousy for he possesses, at *ibaat in part* the
beloved mother*

So he must be destroyed tt> permit

complete possession. The destruction of the father
Is achieved symbolically by the destruction of the
Austria a, state and complete domination and possession
of the mother, through gathering all Germans In a
common Reich.
Bttt thd mother is not only loved btafc hated*

to*

aha id weak, besides ha la^dnslavad to her Affections
and she reminds him all too much, in his" r$T<* 6fl
dominfint fathef, of his own gentl« sensiti^d nature.
So, though ha depeoda ori the Oermon peopldfbr his
position of dominance, tie despises and hates them, *
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ha dominates.them end, because he fears his very
love of them, he leads them into tho destructive-*
ness of war where multitudes of them are destroyed*
Besides, the Jewish element ip his father identification permits him to use all the so-called "Jewish"
tricks of deceit, lying, violence, and sudden attack
both to subject the German people as well as their
foes.
To be dominant, aggressive, brutal is to arouse
the violent protest of the other side of his nature.
Only severe anxiety can come from this; nightmares
and sleepless nights result.

But fear is assuaged

by the fiction of the demands of Pate, of Destiny,
of the Folk-Soul of the German pedplp.
The denouement of the drama approaches at evfcry
aggressive step.

The fiction<of the command of Pate

only holds as long as there is success --greater and
greater success to assuage the mounting feelings
of anxiety and-guilt.

Aggression, therefore, has a

limit; it cannot go beyond the highest point of
success • Wl^on that is reached, the personality
may ooliLapso undej? the flood -of its own guilt
It is, therefore, quite possible that

that Rltlei? Is partly ethntlbus of <?hls w© know
hit own, threats o^ auloldo and rsfetonoea t
f
the, Gorman people'(9)
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Hitler will do away with himself at whatever moment
German defeat becomes sufficient enough to destroy
the fiction of Pate which has shielded him front the
violence of his own guilt* fie may then turn upon
himself the <Jestruetiveness whieh so long has been
channelled toward his people ar)d their neighbors.
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SECTION H I

Retailed Analysis of Hitier1s Personality

(Written especially
for psycholqgists
and psychiatrists)
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FOREWORD'.90 THE DETAILED ANALYSIS
In vrltiog tlEiia analysis of Hitler's personality,
the use of certain technical words was unavoidable.
Although 1 have attempted to follow as simple and
intelligible a form as possible, I could not, without
much circumlocution and vagueness, get along without
thtfee t e r m s :

•..'..•'

Need (roughly synonymous with Drive9 Impulse,
tendency, purpose, instinct)*

4

This is a force within

the subject .(i#£#* t"10 individual whose behavior
is being studied) which Inclines him to strive toward
a certain goal, the attainment of'"which reduce a momentarily the tension of the need.

Needs vary in kind

and in strength*
Press" (plural: press).

This is a foroe, emanating

< from an* object (usually a person) in the environment,
which Is directed toward the subject*

A press (for

the subject) i,s the need or drive in the object, which,
if successful, would harm or benefit him.

Press

vary in kind and in strength.
Cffthexls. This is the power of an object
to arouse feelings of liking (positive cathexia)
or of disliking (negative cathexis) in the subject*
It is also permissible to aay that the subject
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" p o s i t i v e l y eathects" or simply

ff

cathects 11 (values,

admires, l o v e s ) one o b j e c t ; or that he

ff

negf?tively

dathects 1 1 (depreciates^ scorns, f e s r s , hates) another^
^he cathexis (potency) of objects —•• t h e i r a b i l i t y
t o evoke behavior in the subject ~

can vary in kind

( p o i l t i v * or riegfetive) op In strength*

1«

STATSl^IT OP THE PROBLEM

Thirty jpa^rs ago Hitler was a common bum, an
unemployed nonentity, a derelict of the polyglot
society that w s Vienna.

ff

It tfas a miserable life,11

his pal, Hattisoh, has written, f?and I once asked him
what he W P S really wsiting for*
*
donft know myself*f

He answered: fI

I have never seen such helpless

let ting-down in distress*rr
Twenty years later Hitler was dictator of all
Germany*

He was not waiting for anything; but demanding

and getting all thet a boundlessly ambitious man could
want*

Many people thought that they had never seen

such resolute confidence in victory.
Three years ago> at the age of fifty-one, Hitler
was the#most powerful and successful individual on

. ,

eerth, on the one hand, the most worshipped, on the
other, the most despised.

In Germany he was virtually

- 84 ~ *
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a demigodt

he had unlimited power; he was always

right; h#, Sould do no wrong; he wco the savior of the
Vaterland, tho^conqueror of Europe, the divinely
appointed prophet of a new era.

There wa3 a Hitler

Straqse or Hitler Platz in every town,

"Hell Hitler1*

W&3 the Cdnvential greeting for acquaintances.

The

manfs picture was prominently displayed in every .
public buildifig^in every railroad station, in millions
of homes # Hia autobiography was accepted as the Biblo
of 6 revolutionary fplk religion * Hitler was compared
to Christ * .
The matt is Chiefly interesting as © force that
has affected-the lives of morTS people on this globe ,
than any men' in history, aided, to be sure, by new
and miraculous instruments of communication.

How was

it possible Tor a man so insignificant in stature and
appearance, so deficient in bodily strength and emotional
control, so lacking in intellectual attainments —
how was it possible for such a mrn to succeed where
the mightiest Germans of the pest had failed? vihet
kind of a man i3 this Hitler?
abilities and disabilities?

V7het are his chief

Whet conditions in

Germany were conducive to his meteoric rise to power?
what is he likely to do next?

And, if the Allies
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get their hands on him, iad* oari he 1)0 treated so that
ha will never ride agaifi as a legendary figure to
instigate another Satanic revolution against culture?
These are among the questions that have been faced
in this paper.
The"aspects of Hitler's personality that especially
require explanation are these: the intensity of the
man's dedication to the creation ot an ideal; the
nature of his life-drama, or Mission, as he conoeives
it; th$ fanaticism of his sentiments pro Power,

._ , .

Glory, I)lc.tat5e*ship, militarism, Brutalltyj the
Aggressive Instinct, Nationalism^ Puritf of BX66d;
and the 'fanaticism of his sentiments cori V-'eakness,
Indecision, Tolerance, Compassion, Peace, optional
Debate, Demoerecy, Bolshevism, the Acquisitive Instlnet,
Matarialifiia, Capitalism, thd Jewish Rsc<s, Christianity*
Also of interest fire: the nature of his oratorical
pDwex* oye* the emotions of the masses; his painting
and archltechtul-al Interests; the vagaries of his
sex instinct; and the significance of his
and psychotic symptoms*

- 86
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II* ?HYSIOAI* OOKSTItUTXON
, l»

Physique

tA point of fundajnent&l importsnco la the largo
gynio (feminlpe) component In Hitler's constitution-,
Hl$ hips are wide and his shoulders relatively
narrow.

His muscles, are flabby; hid legs thin and

spindly, the lattej? being hidden In th$ past by
heavy boots and more recently by long trousers*

He

Is hollow chested, and In the throes of passionate
speech His voice sometimes breaks into shrill falsetto,
in ooritpagt tvo his toascuXine ideal for Oerrttan youth^
Hltler!a physical strength and agility are definitely
below the average. He was frail as a child! never
labored in the fields$ ©evej? played rough games.
HQ has long tapering sensitive fingers/ In Vienn*,
hd was toes weate to be employed on consfcttiction Jobs
and before the outbreak of ^orld Wer I

WSLB

rejected

by the Austrian Army as permanently disqualified
for service. He was discouraged after one attempt
to ride a horse, and in the lest twenty years his
exercise has been limited to short walks*

Some

informants say that ho is physically Incapable of
normal sexual relations. Hla movements have been
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described as womenish •* a dainty ladylike way of
walking (when not assuming a military carriage in
public), effeminate gestures of his arms -- a
peculiar graceless ineptitude reminiscent of. a girl
throwing a baseball,
2*

Medical arid Psychiatric History

Hitler has suffered from nervous gastritis, or
Indigestion, for ttahy years•

This is probably a

psychosomatic syndrome, part and parcel of his general
neuroticlsnu
A German psychiatrist who examined Eitlor's medical
rfceord in World War I has" reported that the diagnosis
of his condition was hysterical blindness.

In other

words, he did not suffer from mustard gas poisoning,
as publicly stated, but from a war neurosis.. It has
also been said that he was not only blind but dumb,
and (according to one informant) deaf.
Some years ago a benign polyp was removed from
a vocal chord.
Hitler is a victim of temper tantrums which have
increased In intensity and frequency during the last
ten years*

A typical seizure consists of (1) pacing,

shouting, cursing, blaming, accusations of treachery
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and betrayal; (2) weeping and exhibitions of selfpity; and ($) falling on the floor, foaming at the
mouth, biting the carpet.

The man has some control

GVe# these dpileptiform attacks, using them to get
his own way with his close associates.
Hitler also suffers from agitated depressions,
affrighting nightmares, hypochondriacal states in which
he f&ars that hd.will be poisoned or die from cancer
6f the

III ^ APPEARANCE ANfc JSXPKESSIVE ATTITUDES
The most significant fact about Hitlerfs appearance is itq utter insignificance.

He is the proto-

type of the little men, an unnecessary duplicate,
apparently, that one would never turn to look at
twice.

For ten years, notwithstrnding, Germans heve

been gazing at him and, spollbound, seen the magnetic
figure of one who could have said and done what Hitler
has said and done.
Comments have chiefly centered on Hitlerfs eyes
and his hands. Although his greyish-blue eyes are
usually stary and dead, impersonal and unseeing, at
times he looks a man or woman 3trright in the face
with ei fixed, unwavering gaze that has been described
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e3 p o s i t i v e l j hypnotic•

Behind the habitual vacancy

of expression sew* dlsoern an intense flowe of
pa as 1 ono t<? dedice t l on.

Ht 9 handa a*V 31riklngly

well-shepod and ei;prQ3«lv©, and In haranguing an
audience they er« used to good effect*
la aXX •th«y^«#pea<tftf Bitter*i apjseayeooe i t
t o t a l l y lacking in distinotion.

Hia feetur^s are soft,

his cheeks fallow and puffy^ hi? handshake loose, his
palms moist and clammy.

Such features can hardly

be appreciated by the avorage visitor &$ evj.denoes
of an tfoo Man*

-

. '

la hia f«a^tiooa to the world, Hitler play*
many- perts,

Th«i*« 4s tbo expressionless H l t l e ^

Ilk* • dunftny atanfling with upt:aide4 hand m tha front
of « «lx-vheelod motorcar tha,t move9 at 0 alow pace
down the groat avenuO between aerrled ronka of shouting
wor»hlplHiX adherent** tfhere la the
i l l ct ease # even subservient, In the presence of A
stranger, an erlstocr&t, a great general, or a king
(as on his v i s i t to Xtttly)*

There i s the gracious

Kit ley # thd soft, gotfdl*fiftt tared Austrian, gentle >
informal, end oVefl modest, welcoming friendly admirers
a t his Villa; as trell as tha sentimental Hitler,
weeping over e deed canary*

Then there i s the tactical
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- ao lUtler_, who comes in at the critical moment with tha
daringly right deeislonj an4 tho mystical Hitler}
hinting of a thousand year$ of superiority for thfl
*• German folk; the posaoaaed Hitler, shrieking with
fanatical fury as he exhorts the masses; tho
Hitier^ rolling on the oarpet or shaldng
with terror as he wakes from a nightfiiarej the
a^athetld Hitler* limp/ indolerit, and indecisivej
and at all times, the goapfrox Hitler, reedy to go
off half-cocked on a long tirade even though he i»
addressing a single Individual* Of all those, it is
the tactical Hitler, the mystical Hitler! and the
'

•

•

•

•

«

_

•

•

•

-possessed Hitler which have been chiefly instrumental
in-winning the position he now holds. It is because
of these powerful inhabitants of hlfl being that people
havQ accepted and tolerated the less appealing or less
v

bearable inhabitants*

•

•
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iy. PAS*

1837

Maria Anno Schicklgruber has an illegitimato
son, Alois, born in Strones, noor Spite1
Johann CJeorg Hiedler (Hitler) m. Metfie Anna
Schicklgruber
1850
Birth of Klara Poelzl in Spite1
1877, Jaiu «
,
Alois Schicklgruber legitimized as Alois Hitler
Alois 51 tier in« Anna Qlesl-Horer (14 years
older)
1885
Death of Anna Qlasl-Roper in Braunou
1883
Alois Hitler jn. Pranziska'Metzolberger
cal88$••;•
BU?th,pf Alois Hftler JJ?*| 2 month* after
marriage
."''•'
1884
Birth of Angela Hitler
1884
Death of Pranziska Matzelbergei*
1 8 8 5 ,

.

I";
'f;
:
k
f

J««i.

7

. , - • • • • • •

AlOia Hitler (47 yeara) m« Klara Poelzl
... Birth of two children who die in, infancy
188d, Apr* 20
>
Bipth of Adolf Hitler in Braunau
Family move to Passau (Bavaria) on Aiifltrian
' boiler*
cal893 ,
Alois Hitler retires on a pension
Pamily/move to Lambach (24 miles from t,in«);
Catholic Convent
,•
calB96
Birth of Paula Hitler
cal9OO
Family move to Leonding (suburb of I^lftz);
Technics 1 School
19Q£f Jan. 3
v
Death of? Al6i.s Hitldr
• ;-:,
Familyfiioye,to Liriz
,
1904*5
A4oliP Hitler^ attends school in ^teyif
1907, Oct,Hitler fa114 to pass examination of Academy
of Arts, Vienna
1907, Dec. 21
KLara Hitler diea, (A* H. is 18 ye4?|ra old)
1906,-Jan* A. Si moves to Vienna
1908,Oct. A. H* fails a second time to pass examination
of Academy of Arts
1913
A. H. moves to Munich.
Not all these dates are reliable; most of the
early ones are from Gunther's INSIDE EUROPE.
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A.

CHILDHOOD AND ADOLESCfiRCfi
1889 * 1007
Iteletlona

of the confusion that hfca arisen in
to Hitler's forebenrff'dlad{>peera ea aoon os we
the nfeine Hitler has b«on varioualy apelled - Hidlef,
Hladler-, Huottlar - b y dif^eront member a of the some
i

peaaaftt ^attiljr* Adolf Hi tie*"« parQntft
botti deaeendad from on© Hitsler (fathor'a grand*

father and mother's groat-gpandfather), an inhabitant
of the culturally badkwaapd Weldviertel d i s t r i c t ,
tipper Auatria,

Karahal

Hindenburg
Note resemblance
to Hindenburg.
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Family History and Peraonellty of Father
ohlaf fact* abaufc Aiois. Hitler nrhieb hare
on our analysis are these:
(a) According to an Inquiry ordered by the
Austrian Chancellor, ttallfuss, Maria Anna Schlcklgruber became pregnantl during be* employment as a
servant la « Jewish Viennese family. For this
reaaoQ a he was sent-back to her home in the country*
If thl« i» true, Alois Rltler mey have been halfJewlsh, The fact that h© selected a Jew, Herr Prinz
of Vienna, to be the godfather of his son Adolf, is
In line with this hypothesis*

.

(b) la any event, Alois Hitler was illegitimate
and a« such waa no doubt made to suffer the contempt
of the little community* gpital, in which he was reared*
Berhapa It wa« for this reason thet he left his home
at an early ag« to seek bis fortune in Vienna.
«

(c) Alois Hitler started life BS a simple

cobble? but finally improved his status by becoming
« customs

official*

For a time he patrolled the

German-Austrian border, was known as a 'man-hunter'•
He was very proud of this position, believing that
it entitled him to lord it over those of the class
that had ooce scorned him*
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(d) In appeerence Alois Hitler resembled Marshal'
Hindenburg.; He had a walrus moustache, under which
protruded sullen and arrogant iff lower lip. He wore
an uniform, his badge of status; and as a border
patrolman carried a revolver on his person. He smoked
and ran after women.

It Is said that he frequented .

the village pub and enjoyed nothing so much as recountIng his accomplishments to a receptive auditory. He
was a coarse man, with boasts and curses forever on
his tongue. He died of apoplexy*
(e) He was twenty-three yeers older than his
wife, a peasant girl who had once served as a maid
In the house of his first wife. Thus, the fatherfs
greater age, his higher social status, the traditional
prerogatives of the husband In the German family, the
man f s over-weening pride —

all supported him lh

maintaining a master-servant relationship with his
wife.

Frau Hitler was nervous, mild, devoted, and

submissive.

In his own home, Alois Hitler w*s a

tyrant.
(f) In his treatment of his son Adolf, it is
said that the father was stern and harsh.

Physical

punishments were frequent. He seems to have looked on
his son as a weakling*, a gdod-for-nothing, moonstruck

.'

•>
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dreamer; at times porhapct his vanity imagined a
successful career for the boy, which would still further
lift the fpmlly status, and so when young Adolf announced
his intention to be an ertlst the father, perceiving
the frustration of his dream, put his foot down

~

"An artist, no, never as long as I live.11 (K.K. 14).
(g) * There is some doubt about the complexion of
Alois Hitler's political sentiments.

Hanlsch reports

that "Hitler heard from his father only praise of
Germany and all the faults of Austria;* but, accordIng to Helden, more reliable Informants claim that
the

father, though full of complaints and criticisms

of the government he served, was by no means a German
nationalist*

They say he favored Austria against

Germany*
(h)

It is not unlikely that Hitler In writing

his sketch of the typical lower class home drew upon
his personal experiences, and if this is true, the
following passages give us an Interesting side-light
on the character of the father:
(i)
But things end badly Indeed when
the man from the very start goes hiahv own way
(Alois Hitler fran after other women1) and
the wlfe^ for the sake of her children,
stands up against him* Quarreling and
nagging set in, end in the same measure in
which the husband becomes estranged from
hit: wife, ho becomes familiar with

^

.

'

'

'

.

'

*

'

^

'
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alcohol. .."tien. he finally comes home on
Sunday or Monday night, drunk end brutal,
but always without a last cent and penny,
then God have mercy on the scenes which
follow. I witnessed all of this personally
Iry hundreds or scenes ana at the beginning
with both aisgust ana indignation*.V

(M*K* 38-38)/

""

"

The other things the little fellow
hears at homo do not tend to further his
respect for his surroundings* Not a
single shred is left for humanity, not
a single institution id left unattacked;.
.starting with the teacher, up to the
head of the State, be it religion, or
morality as such, be it the State or
Society, no matter which, everything
is abused, everything is pulled down
in the nastiest manner,into the filth
of a depraved mentalityf (M.K# 4 3 ) .
(i)

Relations to Patfaer ~

There are reasons to believe that the boy Adolf
was very much afraid of his father in his early years;
that he was timid and submissive in his presence;
but when he was out of reach of his father's Immense
authority (when his father was out of the house or
when the boy was at school under less severe disciplinarians) he wr.s often unfruly and defiant.

He

had no respect for a lenient system of government*
Not until he was eleven did Adolf dare to oppose
his father.
vocation;

Here the issue was the selection of his
HerrHitler wantod his son to follow in

. his footsteps and become a State official; but the
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boy decided ha wanted to be an artist.

Of this

conflict between father and son, Hitler writes:
(I) His domineering nrture, the
result of a life-long struggle for existence,
would have thought it unbearable to
leave the ultimate decision to a boy
who, in his opinion, was Inexperienced
and Irresponsible. (M.K* 11)•
(II) No matter how firm and determined my father might be in carrying
out his plans and intentions once made,
his son was just as stubborn and
obstinate... {M.K. 12),
(ill)
—.he opposed me with the
resoluteness of his entire nature...The
old man became embittered, and, much as
I loved him, the same was true of myself
•••and now the old man relentlessly began
to enforce his authority. (M.K. 13-14).
:

It is obvious from these and other passages,

as well as from local hearsay, that the delations of
Adolf and his parent from 1900-1903 (when the father
died) were exceedingly stormy.

It wns a classical

father-son conflict.
(J)

Hotel

Hitler*s attitude to old men.

In

many places, in KEIN KAMPP and In some of his recorded
conversations, Hitler speaks of old men in a derogatory and
contemptuous manner.

It is often very;suggestive of what

might hav# been his sentiments towards his sixtyyear-old father (twenty*three years older than his
mother)•

The following quotations might be cited

in illustration:
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(i)
Rauschnlng: Everywhere., - Hitler
complained, there were nothing but sterile
old men in their second childhood,, who
bragged of their technical knowledge and
had lost their sound common sense*
]
(ii)
EL tier, quoted bv Heiden:
My great adversary, Reichsprfisident von
lptt^if^Ve yocrs
Hindenburg#; i# ^
of age. I af
feel in
perfect healtku
ib^
happen
to me, fofr^l
of the
great task which
^^
assigned
to me.
Mother
(a)
' '•

• •

Personality of Mother

"

*

,

,

-<W•<*-•'•

The pertinent facts are these;
Klara Poelzl was an exemplary housekeeper.
•

.

*

*

.

.

.

.

' < < - < •

.

. .

'

*

*

•

*

.

Her
*

.

*

home v;ns always spotlessly ^Leeh, everything had
its place, not a speck o£ dust on the furniture*
She had a gentle nature*

Her relatively young

age, her docile character, her years of domestic
service —

all inclined her to compliance and

Christian resignation.
of life with an

The trials and tribulations

irascible husband resulted in a

permanent attitude of abnegation.

Toward her son

Adolf she wea ever devoted, catering to his whims
to the point of spoiling him.

She it *raa who

encouraged his erttatio ambitions*

-

'

,

"iT^T'-.TT-.V

'

" '

'••

" •-••

'

'

':•'.''

?•,'!••:.• :"y'VV^r:'V-'.: :"••* \ "'I-*?*;*: 1 '. • : ; ; i ' S
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The mother"ytp& opisre'ted on for- cancer of the
bronst in the summer of 1907 ond died within six months.
1

S

• •

'

I t is very likely -thp.fc the die or-so isna uirrkod by
ulce'retiona of • thdVchesfc.wail. e.nd rtiQt£istssG3 in- the

v •

•

:

, -

(b)

Relations

Hitle?-<baa. written very l i t t l e and said nothing.
p-ublioly about hi^.mother, but the T&VJ screps
suggest msny youthful ye^ra of loving dependence
••-•

upon h e r . ' Hitler spesks o$v
t
(i )
*.,th«
motTiftf devoting herself to
the caras of the household looking after her
children with pternelly the same loving
kindness, (M.K# s ) .

.. - • 4 ;
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(ii)
#jf>r three or four of
between, M t f6ther f a and his m o t h e r l ^ ^
Adolif m t l e ^ Idled away a good deal of hi#"K
time aatha indulged apple of his mother1a
eye. SUe allowed him to drop his studies
at the tlealachule; she encouraged him In his
jbitibS^^
she yielded to
lf^^^^|^
years,, i t i s
fop|^
between mother
and son ^as marked by r^iprocal adoration*
Hitler's amazing aelf-aiflurance, (at most
tinges) can be attribtited| In part to the
impression of these years wheri at the age
of thirteen hla father aled and he succeeded
to the power and
became the littljT diotator
of the family^1 ^i# jjldecr^rother^ Alois^
hadl l e f t btf thla\ti»0^1ftfet he was* tO& finly
male iij ft, household of fdur. MThese were my
j i t ' t l a y s ; they seemed like a d^eaiif
to mef
they wer6^w - ( J E A 25) •
; ,5 ^%m
t i t l e s whites: wMy mottteft^s
^ terrible, shock ^ci ine^\.l loved ,
r {!*}, ^ffir* BiochVepoiis-tifet; Adolf
cried whdtt he heard of h i * motherfs ^uff
ings 6t operation end later at her* death
exhibited greiat grief... The do^tqy haa
seerr anyone ao prostrate wlth^soifdw# Art
t i b r i ^ t itf the Catholic cemetery^ AdolJf
byfee^^grtfydl o n g ^ f t e r th# dthfer*
of his
,
**&•*"*>
mother
ovor
his
brea.a$
i
n
th$
field
during
v
World War 1.
.
(vi)
That .the mothei**-child relationship was a compelling,though rejected, pattern
for Hitler may be gu^iaed frop (1) his
attachsient to %\ibstitutC mothers% during
his ppsjtrwar years
f (&) hi^i frequent usjf of
'mother imagery1 in speaicing and writiiig,
and (3) his selection of picture^ of Madonna
and child to decorate Ibis rotDins*

-d'V*
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Corper of
Big Robm a t
P i t i ' ; f Mdon^ &
P

•

>••-*& • ,.

'J

theae and ot&er Kit*, oi"-evidence vre can
conclude that Hitler Ibved -hi-^ mother and hated.his
;;••;

'•'

^

•

•

• - . ? & .

- - • • ;

•

.

f a t h e r , that he had an Oedipua Complex^r in other
But, ea we s h a l l aoon fee, :t;HJfe can explain only on6
phase of hia relationship, to Sis p e r e n t a .
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(c)

Siblings

It is oertain'that there were two older children
In the household during Adolf1a early years. The
father had been married twice before; there was a.
half-brother, Alois Hitler, Jr., and a half-sister,
Angela Hitler. We know nothing of Hitlerfs relationship to the former (who much later turtied up in Berlin
as proprietor of a restaurant).

The half-sister*

Angela, married Herr Kaubal, an official in the tax
bureau in Linz. Later she managed a restaurant for
Jewish students at the University of Vienna. For
some years she was Hitler1s housekeeper at Berchtesgaden, until she married Professor Martin Hammizsch
of Dresden, where she now lives.
(1)

Several Informants have stated that

there is a younger sister, Paula, born whep Adolf
was about seven years old.

Consequently, he must

have experienced the press Birth of Sibling during
his childhood.

This younger sister, it aeems, is a

very peculiar, seelusive person who now lives in
Vienna.

It has been said that she had affairs with

several men in turn, one of whom was a Jew.
believed that she is mentally retarded.

It is
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(11)

There are reports of two children

who died in Infancy before Adolf was borru

One of

theae xnay have been Edsrundi er$ Oustaf, tnentioned by
informants*
5%

..

Boyhood Reactionsf Activities, rnd Interests
Very little reliable information exists as to

Hitler1a childhood.

Most informantsf however, agreo

on the following points:
(a)

Physical Weakness.- Adolf was a frail lad,

thin and pale*

He did not participate in any athletics

or enjoy hard physical exercise.

He was sensitive

and liked to be with his mother, look at books, sketch
landscapes; or take walks by himself.

He liked to

daydream about Germany1 s wars, but he did nothing to
fit himself to be a soldier. When he tired of school
(ashamed of his inferiority in scholarship), he became
nervously sick (feigned lung trouble), and his mother
permitted him to drop out and stay at home.
(b)

.

Low Tolerance of Frustrationf-< One can bo

certain that, as a child, Adolf reacted violently to
frustration»

He undoubtedly had temper tantrums

which were rewarded by his mother's ready compllanco
to hia wiahe%4i (This was hla w«y of ."courting the
soul of the common people*.) He was also flnnlcky
about food, we can be sure*

r "r: f....-1* v 1 ^
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(c)

Rebelliousness and Repeated Aggression•-

At home discipline was capricious: His father was
often unusually severe, his mother inordinately
lenient•
&;••

As a result, he developed no steady and

>

consistent character; he alternated between subservience
(to placate his father) and unruliness,
(i)
Lansing: His first teacher
recalled...that he was a quarrelsome,
stubborn lad who smoked clgarets and cigar
stubs collected from the gutter or begged
from roisterers in the public houses.
(It). Hanlsh reports that Hitler
told him.that the people of the Innviertel
were great brawlers and that, as a boy,
he used to love to watch their fights.
Also, that he used to enjoy visiting a
fine exhibition in Linz of deadly weapons.
What others abhorred appealed to him.
(N.B*, Here is fair evidence of repressed
aggression (sadism) during boyhood.)
(lit)
Hitler, as a: mere boy of ten,
became passionately interested in reading
about the "amazingly victorious campaign
of the heroic German armies during the
Franco-Prussian War w . Soon this had be-,
come ^my greatest spiritual experience".
(M.K. 8 ) .
(iv)
I raved more and more about
everything connected with war or militarism.
(M.K. 8 ) .
(v)
A careful examination of the
first chapter" of MEIN KAMPf will convince
any psychologically tk^aiii6il leader that
Adolf1 a vigorous aQttj&W&f'ot the cause' of
Germany as opposed td tti^t of Austria from
the age of eleven onward l*epresented a
legitimate substitute for his repressed

'
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rebellion against his father. Inspired by his
history teacher, Professor Pootsch (fathersurrogate), and a long line of German military
heroes, the boy could give vent to his pent-up
resentment by publicly proclaiming his devotion
to the German Reich of Bismark and vehemently
denouncing the authority of Austria (symbol of
his fathor). In MEIN KAMFF Hitler writes at
length of his possession of :
(vi)
•••an intense love for my native
German-Austrian country and a bitter hatred
against the 'Austrian1 State. (M.K. 22-23).
Speaking pf the youthful Nationalist movement
that he joined, he writes:
(vii) •••It is rebellious; it wears the
forbidden emblem of Its own nationality and
rejoices in being punished or even in being
beaten for wearing that emble^...the greeting
was f Heil 9 ; and 'Doutschland ubef alles' was
preferred to the imperial anthem, despite
warnings and punishments. (M.K. 15).
It was during these days that he first began
to play the rfele of a young 6gitator.
(vlli)
I believeN that oven then my
ability for making speeches was trained by
the more or less stirring discussions with
my comrades •• •For, .obvious reasons my father
could not appreciate the talent for oratory
of his quarrelsome son. (M.K* 7 ) #
The boy's ideas of greatest glory revolved round
the victories of the Franco-Prussian War.
(ix) Why was it that Austria had not
taken part also in this war, why not my father
\ •••? (M.K, 9 ) . I had decidedly no sympathy
for the course my father1a life had taken•
(M.K. ..7), During the years of my unruly youth
nothing had grieved me more than having been born
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at a time when texnpfep^Bf
glory we
t oii4 State f f i
erected to merchants
(his father's profession)• (M.K*
I, too, wanted to become fsomething* *but in no event an official.

(Mt&» &&)•

These quotations supply further eiri&efhce
of Adolffs repressed hatred of his father and of the
fact that negativism end wilfulness had become established patterns before puberty.
(d)

Passivity, or Illness, as Means of

Resistance.- Hitler manifested a significant aspect '
of his nature when he determined to frustrate his
fatherfs intention to make a civil servant out of
hinu

The policy he adopted was that of resistance

through Indolence and passivity.
(1)
I was certain that as soon as
. my father saw my lack of progress in school
...he would let me seek the happiness
of which I was dreaming. (M.K, 14).
Later, after his fatherfs death, when he wanted
to leave school, he won his mother1s consent by making
himself sick.
. (i) Impressed by my Illness my mother
agreed at long last to take me out of school...
(K.K. 24).
After this he spent two years of shiftless
activity around the house, which set the pattern
for his passive drifting, and dreaming days In Vienna.
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(e) Lack of Friends.- No friendships dating
from boyhood have ever been mentioned and It is not
likely that the boy was at all popular with his classmates. During adolescence he was said to be quiet,
serious, dreamy and taciturn.
(f) Sexual Misbehavior.

A Nazi who visited

Leondlng much later and looked up the school records
there found evidence that at the age of eleven or
twelve Adolf had committed a serious sexual indiscretion with a little girl. For this he was punished
but not expelled from school.
4«

Conclusions

(a) Hate for ftather. Love for Mother9 (Oedipus
Complex). This has been noted and stressed by numerous
psychologists; and some evidence for it has been listed
here.

Rarely mentioned but equally important is:
(b) Respect for Power of Father, Contempt for

Weakness of Mother»

Hitler is certainly not a typical

product of the Oedipus complex, and more can be learned
about the underlying forces of his character byobserving which parent he has emulated, rather than
which parent he has loved.
W

In MEIN KAMPF, he writes,

I had respected my father, but I loved my mother.!f
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He might better hove said, "I loved my mother, but
I respected my father", because respect has always
jneant more to him than love.
(c) Identification with Father. Although Hitler
"J

has not the physique or temperament of his old man,
being constitutionally of another type, it is evident
that he has imitated, consciously or unconsciously,
many of his fatherfs traits and none of his mother's*
(d) Adolf Hitler's will to power, his pride,
aggressiveness and cult of brutality are all in
keeping with what we know of the personality and
conduct of Alois Hitler. The son's declaration that
he has demanded nothing but sacrifices from his adherents is certainly reminiscent of the father's
attitude toward wife and children*
(1) •••his son has undoubtedly inherited, amongst other qualities, a stubbornness similar to his own... (M.K. 14).
(e) The father's loud, boastful, and perhaps
drunken, talk, at home and at the pub (described by
some informants), may well have provided his young
son with an Impressive model for emulation. The
notion of being a village pastor had appealed to

f*.

Alois Hitler and that of being an abbot appealed
to his boy, no doubt for the same reason —
opportunity it afforded for oratory.

the
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(f) Father and son each left home to seek his
fortune in Vienna.

In MEIN KAMPP there are several

indications that the image of his fatherfs success
in Vienna acted as a spur.
(i) I, too^ hoped to wrest from Pate
the success my father had met fifty years
earlier... (K#K# 25).
(11) And I would overcome these
obstacles, always bearing In mind my father's
example, who, from being a poor village boy
and a cobbler's apprentice, had made his way
up to the position of civil servant. (M.K. 28).
(g) Adolf Hitler sported a walrus moustache
like his fatherfs for a number of years. He finally
trimmed it in Imitation of a new exemplar, Feder.
(h) Adolf Hitlerfs Invariable uniform and
pistol may well have been suggested by Alois Hitler's
uniform and pistol (1 (d)).
(1) It is said that Alois Hitler had a great respect for the class system; was proud of his rise
in status; envied those above him and looked down
upon those below him.

If this is true, the father

was Instrumental in establishing a pattern of sentiments which was of determining Importance In his son's
career. Adolf Hitler has always been envious of his
superiors and deferential^ he has never showed any
affinity for the

i

W:.

W

m

I

(J)- Adolf Hitler-has hung'a portrait, of his
father'ove.r the desk-in'his study at Borchtesgaden.
Thia la a signal honor, since the likeness' of only
.three other men —

Moltke, &nd. Mussolini —; have been selected foi?.

•

•

Frederick tha Great, Karl von;

.

inclualon in.-any of ik-tle^'s rooma.

There is no-

te any picture csf his .mother.

Hitler's Study at
g
Desk faces portrait of Alois Hitler.
••'

if-

• - '

'•

.••'-
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Alois, it In »«ld> was a smoker, a drinker and
a Id char; and today hie ton is remarkable for his
abstemiousness*
are different*

Thus, in these respects the two
But we should not forget that Adolf

used'fcapick up cigar butts and smoke them as a boy;
he draok beer and wine in his early Munich days; and
in the last fifteen years has shown a good deal of
interest in women#
There can be no doubt then thatj Hitler greatly
envied and admired the power and authority of his
father; and although he hated him as the tyrant who
opposed and frustrated him personally, he looked on
him with awe, and admiration, desiring to be as he
was • Speaking of his old man, the son confessed in
his autobiography that "unconsciously he had sown
tfe* seeds for a future which neither ha nor I would
hTav* grasped at that time."

(W.K* 24). Henceforth ,

Adolt Hitler's attention and emulation was only to
t>a evoked by a dominating ruthless man, and It this
va&n happened to be in opposition t» hlffi| then he
would hate and respect him simultaneously*

Hitler's

admiration for strongly enduring institutions waa
very similar, It seems< to his admiration fo? his
sixty*yeah*old parent*

He
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(I) «# ^incredibly vigorous power that
inhabits this age-old Institution (Catholic
Church)•
(II) •••he (Lueger) was disposed.#»to
secure the favor of any existing powerful
Institutions/ in order that} he might derive
from these old sources of strength the
greatest possible advantage•#•
(k) Identification wjfeft Mother*- ir* HitlerU
constitution there i$ a large gynlo (feminine)
component and he has many feminine tpaits, some
hidden.

Consequently, in view of his avowed- love

for his mother, we must suppose that there was a
dlspositlonal kinship or biological Identification,
between the two during the boy's earliest years*
Adolf naturally and spontaneously felt the way
his mother felt*
own making.

This, however, was not of his

There la some evidence that In Hitlerfs

mind "Germany" Is a mystical conception which stands
for the ideal mother--a substitute for his own imperfect mother.

But there are no Indications, In

any event, that Hitler admired his mother or any
woman who resembled her, or that he adopted any
o£ her sentiments, or that he was even influenced
by her in any Important way/ Hence, the conclusion
is that Hitler had mdny traits In common with his
mother; but that? he repudiated these traits aa
evidences of weakness and femininity, and in so
doing repudiated her.
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(k) Rejection' of Mother*-* To the extent that
Hitler respected and emulated his father, he disrespected and denied his mother.

Some evidence to

demonstrate tills point will be brought forward in a
later section/ Hitler probably loved his mother very
much as a person; but his strong dependent attachment
to her was a humiliating sign tt his incapacity to
take care of himself, and hence he wad forded to belittle the relationship.

At eighteen years he was too

near to her weakness, not feminine enough and yet not
male enough, to respect her.

He writes:

(1) I owe much to the time In which
I had learned to become hard (in Vienna),••
I praise It dven more for having rescued
me from the emptiness of an easy life (in
Linx with his mother), that it took the
milksop out of his downy nest and gave
bin Dame Sorrow for a foster mother*/.
(M.K. 29).
Hani*6*$ reports thatr in Vienna Hitler manifested a *queer idealism about love"; but had very
little respect for the female sex.
believed eeuld be had.

Every woman he

This remark falls in with

the evidence to be presented later which suggests that
for a time Adolf was indignant with his mother for
submitting to his father, and iri the end scorned her
so doing.

Since he has always been

'

~-
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contemptuous of physical weakness, one might expect
him to be contemptuous of women; and there are some
facts to show that this is true.

It is even possible

that after Herr Hitler's death the adolescent Adolf,
adopting his father's role to some extent, sometimes
lashed his mother with insolent words and maybe struck
her*

If this were true, it would help explain his

exceeding grief on the occasion of her death, guilt
contributing to his dejection, and it might explain a
striking passage in MEIN KAMFP in which Hitler describes the typical lower class family.
(i) V/hen> at the age of fourteen, the
young lad is dismissed from school (Adolf
dropped school when he was about sixteen
years), it is difficult to say which is
worse: his unbelievable Ignorance as far
as knowledge and ability are concerned, or
the biting impudence of his behavior, combined with an immorality which makes one's
hair stand on end, considering his age
(Adolf's immorality came to the notice of
his teachers atr ihe age of twelve years)..•
The three-jf6ar-old child has now become a
youth of fifteen who despises all authority
(Recall Adolf's conflict with hie father)...
Now he loiters about, and God only knows when
he comes home (See p. 7,•*•"caused my mother
much grief, made me anything but a stay-athome " ) • • for a change he may even* beat the
poor creature who was once his mother, curses
God and the world;,. (M.K. 43^44).
(1) Evidence will be advanced later to show
that one of the most potent impressions of Hitler's
early life was that of a relationship in which a
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a domineering and severe old man (hid father) bullied
and scornfully maltreated a gentle arid compliant woman
(hla mother).

The effects of being reaped under these

conditions were lasting:

the experience made it im-

possible for him to believe in, hope for, or enjoy a
relationship marked by peace, love, and tenderness4
(m) The outstanding press of the boy's early
life were those of p - Aggression and p - Rejections
The former came mostly from his father; the latter from
many people. Among the specific causes of this idea
of having been rejected we would list (1) the birth
of a younger sister, Paula, in 18&5 or 1896; (2) the
opposition of his father; (3)

his repeated failures

at school; *(4) his lack of friends; (5) the death
of both parents, making it necessary for him* a
penniless uneducated andt unemployed orphan, to face
the world alone.

The sense of being rejected by his

family is in many passages expressed in connection
with his feeling of being excluded from membership
in the German nation.
later.

•

This point will be taken up
:-

(i) Are we' not the same as all the
other Germans? Do we not all belong together? This problem how began to whirl,
through my little head for the first fclme.
After cautious questioning, I heard with
envy the reply that not every Oemjan was
fortunate enough to belong to Bismarck fo
Reich* This I could not understand. (M.K+ 9 ) .
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(%i) An unnatural separation fromtha
great common Motherlands (M.N*O# 459).
(n) Repudiation of Past S^lf and Family Connections.
Knowing Hitler's fanatical sentiments against mixed
marriages, Impure blood, the lower classes, and the
Jewish race, It is important to note the following
facts:
(1) His forebears come from a region in
which the blood of Bavarians, Bohemians, Moravians,
Czechs, and Slovaklans have mixed for generations*
Without doubt all of these strains are represented
in him.

V
(il) His father was illegitimate; his grand-

father may have been a Viennese Jew.
(ill) His godfather, Herr Prinz, was a
Viennese Jew#,

•

(iv) His father had three wives, one a
waitress, one 9 domestic servant, and a number of
women on the side (hearsay)*
(r) His father begot at least one child
out of marriage*
(vi)

Klara Poe^p^, his mother, was Alois

Hitler's second cousin once removed and, also his ward
(twenty-throe years younger)*

Special permission from

the Church had to be obtained before he could marry her.
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- 117 (vil) Angela Hitler, Adoif»a older half*
sister*,ran a restaurant for Jewish students In Vienna.
(vili) Paula Hitler^ Adolffa younger slater,
was the mistress of a Viennese Jew for a while. . *
(ix) A cousin of Hitler's is feeble-minded,
most of the other members of his clan are ignorant,
illiterate, or mentally retarded. He himself had to
repeat the first year of Realsohule (Technifcal High
School) and failed to gr a dilate*

'

Thus, Hitler has spent a good part of his life
cursing and condemning people who belong to his layer
of society, who re&emble members of his own clan, whb
have characteristics similar to his own. On the other
hand, the iddal he has set up, the person he pretends
«
to be, is th* exact opposite of all this* We have a
fairly clear case, then, of Counteraction against
Inferiority feelings and self-contempt/ Between
1908, when he'left, and 1953, after the Anschluss,
Hitler never visited his home, and never cdxritaunlcated
with his relatives (except in the case of hir halfsister Angela)•

Tfalike Napoleon, he did not carry hid

family along with him aa he ascended to thd heights
of power*

ifi thisvwe see a Rejection of hiq past self

and family connections*
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(0) Idar>tlflc%tloQ with
egocentrism,has always been 90 marked; he has been
such a Bohemian, If not a lone wolf, In many phases of
hid career that his undoubted devotion to Germany strikes
on? as most unusual*

Since this devotion began at an

early age and was the factor, more than any other, which
decided that he would become a supreme success rather
than an utter failure, it is worth while noting here
the forces so far mentioned which brought about this
Intense lnsoclatlon:

. .

. •

(1) Influence of Ludwig Poetach, his
teacher, who, serving as a substitute father,
glorified the history of Germany and presented
Bismarkfs Reich as an ideal*
(ii)
•I * •

•

Influence of a strong nationalist
>

•

association among Hitlerfs classmates.
"(Ill) Ciathexls of power•

-

.

.

The figures of

Frederick the Great,Bismarck and others offered better
foci of admiration than did Austrian heroes.
(iv)

Insociation with a more powerful nation

satisfied his youthful pride, raised his status In
own eyes, and allowed him to reject his inferior
Austrian selfv
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(v) Heightened cathexls of an object behind

a barrier. This is a general principle: that an
individual will idealize an object that he dan not
quite attain —

so near but yet so farV

In this .

connection It Is interesting to note that the great
majority of-dictators have not been natives, of the
country that they came to dominate*

Hitler's con-

tinued sympathy for Germans outside the Reich Is evidently a projection of hi$ own pelf-pity;as $jfl Ostmarkian,
(v-1) (Memel returns to the
Reioh) I thereby lead you back into that
home which you have not forgotten and which
has never forgotten ydtu (M,MVO# 614).
(vl)
the fatherT

Displacement of defiance against

By identifying >himself with Ge**many# the

boy Adolf fdtuid an object eVeif greater than his stern
father, which permitted him to give veftt to his frustrated rebelliousness against his Austrian parent •
(VII) Germany ad a substitute mother.
In view of the press rejection suffered in childhood,
it is likely -- find much evidence f6r thi-s hypothesis
will be presented later -^ that Germany represented
a kind of foster parent.

It is even possible that

Hitler as a ohild entertained a foster parent fantasy*
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Ha speaks of toeing Bavarian by blood*, a statement.for
which there Is no known justification* This point will
be fully discussed later in describing his devotions
to Germanyfs cause In 1918, the hour of her deepest
humiliation.

In many places Hitler speaks of Germany

in words that one might use in speaking of a beloved
woman;
(vii - 1) f#the longing grew
stronger to go there (Germany) where
since my early youth I had been drawfl
by secret wishes and secret love.
(U.K. 151). ™
"
(vil * 2) What I first bad
looked upon as an impassable chasm
now spurred me on to a greater love
for my country than ever before".

(U.TL. 55) •
(vii - 3) Heiden, quoting
from Hitler: The hundreds of thou-t
sands who love their country more
than anything else must also be
loved by thedr country more than
anything else.
(vil - 4) J appeal to those
who, severed from the motherland,
have to' fight for the holy treasure
of their language., .find who now in
painful emotion long for the hour
that will allow them to return to
the tfrms of the beloved mother...
(M.K. 161).
The common expression for German? is Fatherland,
but Hitler very often substitutes Motherland,

He

speaks of "the common motherland," "the great German
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Motherland," ."the German mother of all life**
This Is not unnatural, since he, once a very dependent adolescent, was left penniless and unbefriended after the death of his mother.

We are .

not surprised, therefore, to /ind him speaking of
being removed "from the emptiness of an easy life,
that it took the milksop out of his downy nest and
gave hito Dame Sorrow for, a faster mother" and
speaking

also of the time "when the Goddess of

Misery took me into her arms"*

It is reported

that he was mothered by several older lcdies In
hi8 early Munich days and seemed to find comfort
in such relationships.

In 1920, for example, he

fpund a sort of home with Frau Hoffman•

He always

had to send her, according to Hqlden, his latest
portrait, on which he would write, for example:
"To my dear, faithful little Mother, Christmas,
1925, from her respectful Adolf Hitler,"
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B. VIENNA DAYS
1908 - 1913
The*chief facts pertinent to the present'analysis
are these:
1.

Klara Hitler was operated on for cancer of

the breast in the early summer of 1907•
21, 1907, she died.

On December

Two months before her death,

Adolf Hitler went to Vienna and was examined by the
Academy School of Art, He failed*

He moved to.

Vienna in the winter of 1908, and the following
October presented himself again at the Academy.

But

the drawings he brought as illustrations of his work
were considered so lacking in talent that he was not
allowed to take the examination.

He was told he

would make a better architect than painter, though
he himself reports that he was a better colorist
than draftsman.
2.

Some account of these years has been given

us by Hanisch, a "bum" from Bohemia who befriended
him.

They were fellow members of the same hostel,

or flophouse.

The first thing Hitler said to Hanisch

sounds like a projection of (1) press Rejection and
(2) press Aggression.

He said (1) his landlady had

dispossessed him and now he was without shelter, and
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(2) he had begged a drunken man for a few pennies
but the latter had raised his cane and insulted
him.

Hitler was very bitter ab6ut this.
3.

Hitler wore a beard during this period and

in his long overcoat looked very much like a certain
type of Oriental Jew not uncommon in Vienna.

Hitler

had a number of Jewish acquaintances and sold postcards that he painted to Jewish dealers*

There was

no evidence during these first years of any hostility
to Jews,

Only later, after he had listened excitedly

to the speeches of the anti-Semitic mayor, Lueger,
did he become an avowed, and somewhat later a fanatical,
Anti-Semite himself*
4.

Hitler was exceedingly lazy and procrastinating

In doing his little water colors during these days.
He was much more interested In haranguing the other
Inmates of the hostel on the subject of politics.
Already he had vagtae notions of founding a party.
5.

Hd devoted some time to thinking tip little

devices for making money through trickery.

According

to one informant, his name is In the Vienna police
records as having been accused of theft, and it is
suggested that his departure for Munich In 1913 was
prompted by a desire to avoid serving a term in Jail*
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6.

Hitler's friendship with Haniach came to

an abrupt end when he accused the latter of stealing
money from him.

This has the flavor of a typical

Hitlerian projection.
7.

Hanlsch reports that Hitler's love for

Germany and his hate for Austria were vociferously
expressed on all occasions during these years.
8.

Hitler was shocked by what he saw of sexual

practices in Vienna.

Hahisch speaks of his having

a purity complex.
9#

According to one informant, Hitler is down in

the police records of Vienna as 3 sex pervert.
10.

In 1915, Hitler left Vienna and entered the

country of which he had long yearned to be a citizen.
He became a resident of Munich.
11.

The press of Rejection is perhaps the out-

standing feature of the Vienna period.

There was in

the first place the rejection by the Academy of Arts,
which Hitler felt was based on his inadequate education.
This left a resentment against intellectuals generally
which was never stilled* , The following exoerpt sums
up his Conclusions on this point.

'
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(1).. Generally, I t Is the children of
higher place,, momentarily well-to-do parents
who. in turn are deemed worthy of & higher
•education. Hereby questions of talent play
a subordinate role.
Many other passages speak eloquently of Insults
to his pride received at the hands of the privileged
world of the gay capital.
(i) •••the graciously patronizing attitudes
of a certain part of the fashionablef world
(both in skirts 1 and trousers) whose sympathy
for the people Is at times as haughty as it is obtrusive and tactless*
(11) Vienna, the city that to so many
represents the idea of harmless gaiety, the
festive place for merrymaking, Is to me the
only living memory of the most miserable time
of my life ,
.
12*

Hitler spent five years in Vienna. . Living

as he was, penniless among the penniless of the lower
class, he himself experienced, and he was in close
touch with others who experienced, the basic wants
and viewpoints of the depressed victims of civilization.

Here, certainly, was much food for thought.

He also attended sessions of parliament and numerous
political mass meetings, and observed the proceedings
cMtidelly.

Prom the start he was constantly- pro* .

occupied with the question:

why does tfalg political

movement fall and that one succeed?

It was natural

for him to think realistically, andl strategically; not
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to make the common mistake of supposing man to be
better than he Is, and yet taking full account of
his heroic potentialities, having observed that
millions of simple untutored men will gladly fight and
sacrifice their lives for an- ideal vividly presented*
In addition; Hitler spent many hours in the public
library looking ov^r histories arid books dealing with
social questions•

MEIN KAMPP proves that the young

man from Linz who could not get through pigh School
was capable of profiting by what he saw and read, and
that these five years of drifting and Irregular employment were bjr no means wasted.

The flophouse and

the beer hall were his Heidelberg and University of
Vienna.

He writes:

i

(I) So in a few years I built a foundation
of knowledge from which I still draw nourishment today. (M.K# 29).
(II) At that time I formed an image of
the world and a view of life which became the
granite foundation for my actions. (M.K# 30)•
13.

For the Vienna period the critical question

psychologically is this: why did Hitler, living among
the proletariat, find the developed ideology of communism
repellent and the embryonic Ideology of fascism appealing?
The chief determinants of his choice, as they occur to
me are these:
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(1)
middle class.

Hitler's father belonged to the lower
Having moved one rung up the ladder by

ye^rs.of effort, his pride compelled- him to draw a
sharp.line between himself and those below him.

No

one has stated this principle of behavior better than
his son:

.
(1 - 1) The reason for that
which one could almost call 'hostility1
is the fact that a social class, which
has only recently worked its way up
from the level of manual labor, fears
to fall back into the old, but little
esteemed, class, or at least fears being counted in with that class. In
addition, many remember with disgust
the misery existing in the lower class;
the frequent brutality of their dally
social contacts; their own position in
society, however small It may be, makes
every contact with the state of llfo
and culture, which they in turn have *
left behind, unbearable*
This explains why members of
the higher social claps can frequently
lower themselves to the humblest of
their fellow beings with less embarrassment than seems possible to the 'upstarts1.
For an upstart Is anyone who,
through his own energy, works his way
up from his previous social position to
a higher one*
finally, thisreleritleaqjgtruggle
kills all pity. One's own painful
scramble for existence suffocates the
feelingaf sympathy foy* thd misery of
those* left behind, (M.K. 31-32).
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Brought up by such a father, it waa natural for
Adolf Hitler to envy and admire his social superiors,
and look with contempt upon those of a lower station.
As the American editors of MEIN KAMPF have put it,
(ii) Hitler, conscious of belonging
to a higher social caste than his fellowworkers* • •instinctively retreats from the
idea of accepting solidarity with them.
(M.K. 55).
(ill)

Hitler had already been identified

for some years with the German Nationalist movement
and so his unit of lnsociatlon (group identification
and belongingness) was greatly threatened by the communists f unit of insociation, the manual workers of
the world. -The former would lead logically to a
war between nations, the latter to a war between
classes.

Communism was the greatest enemy of nation*

alism.
,(iv) Parallel to his naturalistic sentiments was Hitlerfs enthusiasm for the military, a
professional class which is antipathetic to
communists generally.

The former finds its goal in

Power and Gloryj the latter in Peace and Prosperity.
(v) Hitler had great reverence for the
strong and contempt for the weak and therefore
favored a stratified social system, a dictatorship
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of the elite*

There was no compassion In his make-

up; he had little sympathy for the under-dog*

His

ideology W Q S founded on the rise to power of naturefs
supermen involving relationships of dominance and
submission among men.
notion of equality.

Communism was founded on the
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C. WAR EXPERIENCES
1914 - 1913
The record of these yearo is conflicting, but the
following points are probably true and pertinent to
.our theme.
1.

In enlisting in the Army, Hitler became incor-

porated for the first time*

Never before had he been

an accepted meitibar of a respected institution.

This

was not only a great relief to him, enabling him to
forget the long series of past failures, but it provided a ground for pride and a sense of security*

At

last he and the German nation were one.
2.

There is no evidence that Hitler was ever

in a front line trench.

It seems that he served as

a messenger and was required to traverse ground
that was being shelled- by the enemy.
appears, was

Hitler, it

quick to offer himself for dangerous

tasks of this kind and was said to be an adept at
running and then falling or seeking shelter behind
soxn§ obstacle when the fire became intense.
he showed courage.

In this

There is no record, however, in

the War Department of any episode such as ha* been
described in connection with his winning the Iron
Cross, First Order, Apparently he was awarded this
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medal after he had left the Front, supposedly
gassed In one .of the last offensived of the Allies•
3*

Informants have commented on Hitler's marked

subservience to the superior officers, offering to
' do their washing and perform other menial tasks,
courting their good graces to such an extent that
his comrades were disgusted*
4*

. . .

Hitler vaa the only man in his company

never to receive any mail or package's from home, fend
at Christinas and other occasions when the others
were receiving gifts and messages he sulked moodily
by himself* Here is another instance of press rejection* .'
5.

^

It is hard to explain the fact that in

four years of service he was not promoted above the
rank of corporal. The comment by one of his officers
that he was a neurotic fellow is the only explanation that has been advanced* '.
6.

It seems certain that Hitler was not gassed

to any serious extent in 1918* but that he suffered
from a war neurosis, hysterical blindness, which
also deprived him of his voice and perhaps his
hearing*

This psychosomatic illness was concomitant

with the final defeat of hia Mother Germany, and it

•
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•

•

I

was after hearing1the news of her capitulation-that
he had his viaicn-of his ta^.aa savior.

Suddenly

hie sight was restored.
,

•

.

•

Hitler with fellow patients
at Paaewalk, 1913
7.

Iri 1918 Hitlsr, the soldier, became very

disturbed at•the surprising success of Allied propaganda and then occurred a reaction that vas typical
of his whole character, namely, .to. admire and than
to- acquire the technique powerful opponent.
(1) We had a chance to become acquainted
with the 'incredible disciplines of our opponents
propaganda, and still today it la my pTide to
have found the means.•.for- beating finally its
very makers. Two yearsi later I was maater In
this
ft

•

-

I
:

i
•

.
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D. POST-WAR HISTORY
1919 Prom 1919 to the present Hitler1a doings are
less obscure then for the periods so far reviewed.
A great many of the facts are a matter of common
knowledge and we will not review them in this section here. A few points, however, are worthy of
being highlighted,
1«

Por a year or two after his release from

the military hospital, Hitler was more or less footloose, "a stray dog looking for a master/1 according
to one Informant•

Undoubtedly there were more

Instances of press, rejection to embitter him.
2.

He was still a member of the Relchswehr
•j

when his superior officer, discovering his ability
In public speaking, assigned him the task of indoctrinate
ing the soldiers with the desired ideology.
he was asked to speak to a civilian group.

Later
This

success encouraged him to go further and enter politics
for life.

Hitler's realization that he had the power

to sway large masses of people was the second crucial
factor, next to his Revelation lrx the hospital while
blind, In determining his career.

His phenomenal

success hinged on his mass-rousing talent.
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3.

After hearing Fader speak, Hitler was prompted

to join a s&all gvoup that called itself the National
Socialist Worker?. Party*

Within a year he was its

moving spirit and aole leader, and it might fairly
be said that he was its creator as it now exists,
the difference between its status before he joined
and soon afterwards being so great.
No doubt Hitlbr had been making speeches in
fantasy since his boyhood and had done a good deal
of Informal haranguing throughout this whole period,
first as the adolescent ringleader of the young
Nationalists at school, second as a ham politician
among tlie derellctq of the Vienna alums, and third
as a corporal behind the lines, but his sudden emergence
as a spiritual force during the period 1921 - 1923
brought him into a much magnified sphere of activity
which was qualitatively different*

A selection

from iflSIN KA1IPF, which is unquestionably autobiographical
in reference, might be quoted here as a hint of how
the transformation was apperceived by him:
In the monotony of everyday life even
Important people often seem unimportant and they
hardly stand out over the average of their
surroundings; but as soon as they are faced
by a situation in which others would despair
o* go wrong, out ot the plain average child
the ingenious nature growa visibly, not Infrequently to the astonishment of all those who
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hitherto had an opportunity to observe him,
who had meanwhile grown up in the smallness of
bourgeois life, aha therefore, in consequence
or tbis"process, the prophet has rarely any
honor In his own country* Never is there a
better opportunity to observe this than during
war. In the hours of distress, when others
despair, out of apparently harmless children,
there shoot suddenly heroes of death-defying
determination and icy coolness of reflection*
If this hour of trial had never come, then
hardly anyone would ever have been able to
guess that a young hero is hidden In the beard*
le^s boy. Nearly always such an Impetus is
needed In order to call genius into action.
Fate's hammer stroke, which then throws the one
v
to the ground, suddenly strikes steel in
another, and while now the shell of everyday
life is broken, the erstwhile nucleus lies
open to the eyes of the astonished world.
(V.K. 402-3).
4#

It seems clear that it was (1) the defeat of

Germany and (2) the opposition against which he had
to strive that acted as instigators to his behavior
from then on, which became more and more aggressively
dominant. The idea of being a revolutionary was a
necessary Impetus to action*
•
<
We National Socialists know that with
this opinion w£ stand as revolutionaries in
the world of today, and that we are branded as
N
such. But our thinking and acting must not r
be determined by the applause or the rejection
of our time* (M.K# 595-5)•
5. Hitler was chiefly attracted during these
early years to a homosexual, Ernst Roehm, a superior
officer with an upperclass background*

The physical
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strength and social assurance of Roehm were much
envied and, to have the political backing of such a
figure, gave Hitler a sense of security.
6.

Up to the famous Munich Putsch, 1923, Hitler

was conspicuous In his worship of and flattering
subservience to ranking officers In the Army, especially
in thege days in his relations with General Ludendorff,
but from 1984 on, although he never entirely lost a
certain embarrassment In the presence of his former
superiors, there was a change from abasement to
dominance and even arrogance In dealing with aristocrats
and war lords.
?•

The chief points in his political program

were these:
(a) wiping the Versailles Treaty off the
books,
(b) denial of war guilt,
(c) resurrection of Germany as a military
power of the first order,
(d), militaristic expansion, dominated by
the motive of revepge against the
Allies, and
(e) Anti-Semitism*

Soon afterwards

(f) the purification of the German people
by a variety of hygienic measures was
added as an essential aim or policy.
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8. During the years from 1923 and 1933, Hitler1s
emotional outbursts,• his tantrums of rage and indignation, his spells >of weeping and threats of aelfannlhilatibn Increased in frequency and Intensity.
This can be partly accounted for by the faot that
they were effective in bringing his associates
around to his point of view*

Instead of antagonizing

the group of revolutionists who with him were plotting
to usurp power, these frightful orgieai of passion
served to Intimidate them. Everyone sought to
avoid topics that would bring about the fits.
9/ Among the reasons given in extenuation of
the cold-blooded purge of 1934 were (a) tjiat the
victims were disgusting homosexuals and (b) that
they were plotting to snatch the power and supersede
him.
10. During the .last twenty years, rumors have
periodically arisen and spread to the effect that
Hitler was enamoured of this or that young woman;
moat of these were either fabricated for one reason
»
or another or premature, since the appeal that certain women, of the stage particularly, had for Hitler
was generally short-lived.

The one, affair that

stands out is that with a nineteen-year-old Angela
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(Geli) Raubal, his niece.

Hitler waa often In her

company and was pathologically jealous of any attentions shown her by other men. .Two informants have
stated positively that Hitler murdered the girl,
but the official report was suicide. Whichever story
is correct# however, we gain the impression of a
.

•

-

*

peculiar and stormy relationship.

«

•

.

Rumors have it

that Hitler's sexual life, such as it is, demands
a unique performance on the part of the women, the
exact nature of which la a state secret.
11.

A great deal had been made in Germany of

Hitler's asceticism, but this, when you .come down
to it, amounts to a vegetarian diet, served, him by
the best chef in" the Reich, and a great variety of
soft drinks in place of hard liquor.

It is said

that he did not permanently $ive up meat until After
the death of his niece Geli,
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V. PERSONALITY STRUCTURE

.

A. BGO, SUPEREGO, AND ID
1•

Ego

According to the criteria we are accustomed
to use In measuring ego strength and structure,
Hitler's ego is surprisingly weak.

Here we are

of course using the term ego to apply to an institution of the personality (not to narcissism, or selfesteem) • Hitler is conspicuously low in the following
powers:
{a) Deficient ability to organize and
coordinate.his efforts«

-

(I) During his boyhood; especially
at the time he was living as an indulged youngster
in his mother's apartment, Hitler 1 * activities 'were
markedly irregular and aimless•

He Was unable to

apply himself except when his impulse prompted him
to do so*
(II)

Hanisch reports that in Vienna

Hitler wits never an ardent worker, was unable to
get tip in the morning, had difficulty in getting
started, suffered from paralysis of the will«

He

always stopped work the moment he had earned a little
money, explaining that "he must have some lie dura, he
was not a coolie".
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(ill)

According to Rauachning, "Be

does not know how to work steadily.

Indeed, ha ia

incapable of working. Ha gets ideas, impulses, the
realization of which muat be feverishly achiavad
and immediately got? rid. of • fie does-not know what
it is to -work continuously. Everything about him
is-'spasm1', to use a favorite word of hia. •••
(iv) Although Hitler prescribes
disciplined ordar of work for those about hlm> h.
hiaself lives like an artist or Bohemian. Jtta habits
are aa erratic and irregular'as his temper. He may
go to bed at eleven PJ, 1 or four A.M ## getting up
at seven or at noon* -He ia rarely punctual.
(v) According to Rauachning again,
f!

Hitler seema a man of tremendoua it%%\ power, but v

the appearance ia deceptive. He ia languid *hd'
apathetic by nature, and needa the atixnulua of
nervoua 9xcitemeiit to rouae him out of chronic lethargy
to spaamodic activity..V1
(^>) Daficient ability to reaolve conflict^. Hitler has^ alwaya auffared from periods of indeciaiveneaa and mental confusion that Incapacitate him to
the extent of* being unable to make any.decj^s~±on or
comq to any concluaionv

Then quite suddehly hla • •

-
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Inner voice will speak, but as.a rule, not until
the situation has become threatening. As Roehm says,
••Usually he solves suddenly, at the .very last moment.*,
only because he

vacillates find procrastinates.n

(c) Deficient ability to control emotion.«.
His tantrums have been often described, ana even
thought it be admitted that Hitler ha9 a capacity
to turn them on and off aa he sees fit, still, such
unmanly display of infantile Intolerance to frustration, of tears and shrieks, is entirely out of

v

keeping with his own Ideal of the Jron Supermensch.
(1) Rauschning:

?My own experience of

him and what I have learned from others indicate a
lack of cpntrol amounting to total demoralization."
(d) Deficient objectivity*-jBtatoytlpri of
human behavior and social events/by frequent projections giving rise to delusions of all,sQrts#
(e) Pisjurictlvlty of thought and :Sj>e9ch.-»
A H of Hitler1 s writings' and reported speeches
exhibit a disorganization of ideas ^nd verbal ex^
presaion which at times verges on the pathological.
(f) Insight•.' def1 ciency*• * Hitler has never
shown any capacity to perceive or admit, his errors
and defects.

Part of this, is a conscious determina-

tion to follow the policy of denying them, this
being considered by him politically expedient.
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- 142 (g)

Inability to keep hia word and

obligations.
(I)

It has been said that "Hitler dig-

cards with perfect ease everything that a moment
before has passed as a fixed principle., His political
attitude Is characterised by two things: first, an
unbelievable capacity to tell falsehood, and second,
a quite disarming naivete, a total Innocence of
promises and assertions.made only a moment before."
(h)

In contrast to these al^na of weakness.

Hitler is high, sometimes very high, on the following
criteria:

.
(i) power to do what he wants to do and
has the capacity to do,
(II) counteractive restrivlng,
(111) power to resist undesirable coeralons
from society,
*
(iv) power to resist dictatorship of don, ventional superego,
(v) Initiative and self-sufficiency,

c

(vi) ability to take responsibility and
effectively direct others,
(vii) long apperceptlve span (taking account
of a distant future In making decisions
(1) The situation may be briefly formulated

by stating that Hitler Operates on thalamic energy
rather than on conscious will and rational planning*Possessed by fanatical passion he can accomplish
things, which those who act on cooler and more moderate
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plan fail to cchlev*-

Tbff *©*c*i, in other words,

comes from the Id, and the ego Is used In its service*

This combination la- typical of the gangster;

but Hi'tler is different from the- ordinary type,
having eome of the attributes of the romantic artist.
He I* a <ro«p*und, say, of Lo£*d Byron And Al Capone.
2.

Id

Under the term idL I am including all unconscious
psychic processes

—

principally affective and

conative processes which emerge suddenly without
voluntary effort and take possession of the ego but
alao unconscious Intellective processes resulting in
sudden judgments and decisions«

Such processes are

an important part of every man's psychology*

It is

only when they play an unusually dominant rSle in
determining action that we stress them*

They are

especially prominent In the intuitive type, Hitler
being one of these*

Hitlerfs sentiments in this

regard conform-to his behavior.
(i) We^must distrust the intelligence
and the conscience and must place our trust
in tfur instinct** we have to regain a new
simplicity* (Quotfed by Rauschnirtg) f
(ii) ••.Over-educated people, stuffed
with knowledge and intellect, but bare of any
sound instincts*••
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• .. :

(111) •••Of secondary importance %a
the training of mental abilities. (M.K* 613)•
Hitler1a basic assumption, as Max Lerner point* out, is that there are no logical categories in the
perception of values but only an intuition! ira that
Is Its own principle and its own justification.

He

functions, in other words, as does a creative artist,
which Is unusual In one who chooses politics as his
field.

It is his dependence on involuntary processes

that gives rise to his Inability to make decisions
about a hundred arid one little matters that comq
to him In the routine of hi-tf'.dally occupation.
must waii; upon the spirit'.

'

He

'

< (Iv) Iii the subconscious the work
goes on. It matures, sometimes It dies.
Unless I haV^ the inner incorruptible conviction: this is the solution, j do nothing. ?
Not even if* the whole party tried to driye me
to action. I will not act; I will wait, no
matter what hftppens. But if the voice speaks
then I know the time has pome to act. (Quoted*'
froxai
)
Many a<jqiiaintances

have remarked on Hitler^s

periods of a b s t * a c t l o a A n d
time b u i l d i n g c a s t l e s

r^Very.

He

w

spent

in the a i r " , Hanisch

M

I had the impressipni'•**• ws?ltea Rauschnlrtg,

was not l i a t e n i f i g » . » h i s
Another informaiat,

his

reports.
w

that he

thoughts were f a r away^w

Robdi-ts, b e l i e v e s that

Hltlep,
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^

wrapped,up In his dream world, la unaware of a large
part of the practical activities and even brutalities
o ^ his party»

His movements would be. impossible)

without the continued cooperation of men like Goebbels,
Goerlng, and Hlnmler*

Because of the tremendous

downward pull of unconscious processes Hitler must
often pull himself up by the bootstraps, as it were,
to meet an emergency*
(v) I go my way with the certainty
and security of a somnambulist.
Among id processes we should stress particularly .
that ^dynamic pattern of energy bolted up In him
which we call the unity and orientingthemas.

This

compound of motivations, which amounts to a monomaniacal
idea* will be fully described later. It is a rigid,
fanatical, and indurable reservoir of the thalamlt*
energies which, on release^ have two or thres times
the potency that a normal m&n brings to bear upon any
one reasonable object«

The ego is in collaboration

with this unconscious complex,* operates in its' service,
and can, within limits, call it Into play or check
it momentarily.

On appropriate occasions', Indeed,

Hitler makes, good use of his capacity to be possessed
by the complex.

He dramatises it, whips it up, and

intoxicated by the worcis that pour out of his mouth,
deliriously gives vent to his passion.

.

.
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Also characteristic of one who so readily acquiesces
to the deml-urge Is Hitler's superstitiousness, his
feeling that he Is an object of divine protection,
his tendency to Interpret striking events as signs
or omens of success or failure.

Like many a religious

leader he Is said to hear voices and see spirits.
Here we would compare him to Joseph Smith, the founder ,
of Mormonism, the chief difference being that Smith1a
voices gavd him permission to free the sex instinct,
whereas Hitler's voicesfencbureigebrutality and
destruction*

Hitler also bears comparison to Mary

Baker Eddy*
1«

Hysteroid Personality.~ It is clear from

what has ^een said that Hitler has manifested many
features of the hysteroid type of make-up*

:

Besides

the definitely recorded hysterical attack of blindness
and aphonia (in 1918), there are his paroxysms of
emotion, his hallucinations, coming out of nightmares,
his sudden revelations and hearing of inner voices,
and the periods of day-dreaming and abstraction, all
of which are reminiscent of hysterics, inspired and
uninspired, of which the history of religion furnishes
so many striking examples.
perhaps, to Joan of Arc*

Here he might be likened,
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. £•

Schizophrenic Features,- It will be made*

clear ad we go on that Hitler is possessed by a
complete send.-*delusional system characteristic of
paranoid schizophrenia.

Beside this, many of the

symptoms which have been listed In the previous)
paragraph tinder hysteroid personality are also
typical of schizoid states* . The enormous banked-up
hate and revengefulness'in the man and the acts of
cruelty which he Is able to execute apparently without the normal recriminations of conscience are also
symptomatic of schizophrenia*

-

Although it might be said that Hitler is an
hysteria on the verge of schizophrenia, and this
may be truer today than it was a while ago, still
it must be acknowledged that conditions in Germany
have been such and the manfs success in imposing his
delusional system on his fellow countrymen has been
so phenomenal that he has remained within the
boundaries of technical sanity.
3.

Superego

Itu aeems deary that Hitler %n not en amoral
brute like Goering or the majority of his followers,
that is to say, his close ^followere*

Be has a super-

ego but it is repressed, the mechanisms of the ego
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being set up against its interference*

The con-

ditions that usually prevail might be described a*
i

.

.

.

an alliance between the ego and the instinctual
forces of the id against the dictates of the super-ego. A great deal of endopsychlc energy is wrapped
up in this effort to repress and deny the superego
and the guilt feelings that it gives rise to.

Its

activity, however, can be judged by (1) the vehemence
of his affirmations of brutality (and thus his denial
of conscience), (2) the justifications that he feels
called upon to give when his actions are particularly
repellant to the conscience of. his world, and (3)
certain symptons that are generally recognizable as
Indications of unconscious superego activity.
Surely Hitler is speaking of himself as well
as of others when he writes:
(1) Only when the time comes when the
race is no longer overshadowed by the. consciousness of its own guilt, then it will find internal
peace and external energy to cut down regard*
lessly and brutally the wild shoots, and to
pull up the weeds.
That Hitler sees himself as the destroyer of an
antiquated Hebraic Christian superego is shown by many
passages:

'

-

,

(ti) I am freeing men from the restraints
of an intelligence that has taken charge; from
the dlyty and degrading modifications of a

r
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chimera called conscience and morality,
and from the demands of a freedom and
personal Independence which only a very
few can bear.
) we must be ruthless* We must
regain our clear conscience as to ruthlessmess*
Only thu* shall we purge .our people of
their softness and sentimental Philistinism,
and their degenerate delight In beer-swilling.
(iv)
politics.

I recognize no moral law In

(v) Conscience Is a Jewish invention*
It is a blemish like circumcision,
Obvidusly Hitler Is posing here as the Nietzschean
Antl-Chrlst who is going to create a new superego
for mankind, the exact antithesis of that which has
prevailed since the establishment of Christianity*
This pose, however, Is for the benefit of his close
followers such as Rauschning, who has recorded the
above assertions.' "Moral commonplaces," he affirms,
"are indispensible for the masses*

Nothing is

more mistaken than for a politician to pose as a
non-moral superman."

The tenor of many of Hitlerfs

public speeches, however, praam that he has not
entirely conquered his superego, acquired during
early years tinder the Influence of his pious mother,
the Catholic monastery at Lambaoh, and his teachers
at school* 'The following may be taken B^ examples
of an unquiet conscience:
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(vl) It (Storm
to establish violence
wanted to protect the
spiritual aim against
(K.K* 790)•

Troop) did not want *
as Its aim, but it
messengers of the
oppression by violence.

(vii) However, I did not wish to
carry out my purposes by force, instead I
did my utmost to accomplish my purpose by
persuasion alone.
(viil) It never has been my intention to wage wars, but rather to build*••
(M.N'.O; 836).
(ix)* I forbade the sacrifice of
more human lives than was absolutely
necessary• (Speaking of the war with
Poland, M.N.O. 723)•
There is.no question that Hitler succeeds in
repressing his superego most of the time.

He has

consciously and openly oommitted most of the crimes
on the calendar, so much so that the diagnpsls
, "psychopathic personalitytf or "moral imbecile11 seems
almost justified; however, there are many indications that a superego of sorts operates unconsciously.
After the bloody purge of 1934, for example, it is
said that he was not able to sleep quietly for weeks.
At night he prowled restlessly up and down.

His

expressions and fearful nightmares can be explained
in part" as resultants of disquieting guilt feelings.
Also to be Included in this category are his frequent
thoughts of suicide.

These are often avowed, to be
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•
.

sure, with the purpose of impressing his close followers, but they are also in conformity with an unconscious
tendency. According to our hypothesis, in fact, we
would attribute a good many of Hitler's later acts of
aggression to his superego. They are crimetf to
appease conscience. Having once started 6ti a career
of brutality^ he cap' only' quiet the pain of a bad
conscience by ^olng on with ever greater ruthlesanesa
to achieve successes, And so to demonstrate to himself and others that 66A approves of him and his
methods. This dynamism, however, can work only in
so far As his Aggressions are successful; that is,
only good fortune can prove that conscience (anticipatory anxiety) was wrong —

there was nothing to be

afraid of after all. Failure will undoubtedly be
followed by guilt ffeelings*

'

Further evidences of superego-activity can be
found in the character of the' projections so Common
in Hitlerfs speeches and writings, as we shall now
show*
I

.

.

,x
.

y
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4*

Ego Defense Mechanisms:

Projection,

fiy far the moat common form of defense mechanism
in Hitlerfs personality is that of projection.

This

works In the servipe of self-esteem/ in blinding him
both to his guiltiness and to his inferiority.

There

1

is no record of any case In which this, process Is
used so often and so intensely•

It operates so

promptly and consistently, indeed, that by paying
close attention to the objects that Hitler scorns
and condemns one gets a fairly accurate and comprehensive view of his own id.

His case Is rather un-

usual in tfciat he has consciously adopted and
furthered what was once no doubt a purely unconscious
mechanism*

For example, he says, "As soon as by one!s

Own propaganda even a glimpse of right on the other
side Is admitted the cause for doubting of one's own
right is laid."

The necessary.corollary to this

proposition would b6: As soon as one!s 6wn wrong
is admitted the cause for doubting the wrong of
one*a opponent Is laid.

He also has enough know-

ledge to realize that accusations are evidences of
guilt, for he. says, tfIf they now say that this is the
signal that Germany now wants to attack the entire
world, I do not believe that this la meant seriously:

-
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such could only be the expression of a bad conscience.ff
— a remarkable statement to be made by the world's
greatest projector*
Two or three Illustrations would suffice to make
plain th6 nature of Hitler's projections, but they
represent such'unique descriptions of himself that a
larger collection of examples will be of interest to
psychologists*

•

(1) In Vienna, Hanisch tells ixs, Hitler
worefitlong coat given him by a Jewish friend, "an
Incredibly greasy derby on the back of his head.
His hair was long and tangled, and he grew a beard
on his chin such as we Christians seldom have, though
one is not uncommon in*..the Jewish ghettos•••Hitler.
c,

at that time looked very Jewish, so that I often
joked with him that he must be of Jewish blood,
since su6h a large beard rarely grows on a Christianfs
chin*" . •
Compare this to Hitler's account of the first
conspicuously Jewish person he met In Vienna.

ff

I

suddenly came upon a being clad in a long ckftan,
with black curls. Is this also a Jew? was my first
thought*11

Then he goes on to list the repellent

traits of the Jew:

"Later the smell of these caftan
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wearers often made me 111. Added to this was their
dirty clothes and their none too heroic appearance*"
Recalling Hitlerfs immorality at school and the fact
that he is down (according to one informant) in the
Vienna police records as a aex pervert, the following
statement is pertinent:

"Aside from the physical

uncleanliness, it was repelling suddenly to discover
the rioral blemishes of the chosen people."
(11)

Hitler was charged with theft in

Vienna, according to one informant, and yet Hitler
broke off his friendship with Hanish by wrongfully
accusing him of having misappropriated a water color
of his worth fifty Kronen•
(iii)

[

Infilailylife Hitler oscillates

between extreme energy and utter Hstlessness, and yet
Hitler: "All passivity, all
inertia•••is senseless, inimical to
life,"
(lv) Hitler has never admitted to being
wrong.

According to the Nazi creed, Hitler is always

right, and yet - - . / . " •
Hitler: "These Impudent ras6als
(intellectuals) who always know everything better than anybody else**^"
"The intellect has grown autocratic, .
and has become a disease of life."

,\ ?
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(v) Hitler has often affirmed that he was
governed by Instinct and intuition rather than by
reason*
Hitler: "The people».#are so
so feminine in their nature and %
.
attitude that their activities and
thoughts are motivated leas by'npber
considerations than by feeling and
sentiment• "
:
(vi) Roehm has said:

' "

"He doesn't even

seem to be aware how dishonest he is."* By how the
whole world agrees that' Hitler is a monumental liar.
Hitler: "What a race (Jews):
As such they have been nailed down !l
forever •••the great masters of lying* *
(vii) Hitler has a way of staring at people
as if he were attempting to hypnotize them*
Hitler: "They, ••tried to pierce
me even with theireyes# Innumerable
faces were turned toward me with
sullen hatred•"
(viii) Hitler's fav&rlte entertainment
is to witness private performances of naked dancing.
Hitler: "Chlcherin —« arid with
him a staff of over two hundred Soviet
Jews --visits the cabarets, watches
naked dancer* pertorm for his pleasure,••"
(ix) Below I have lifted a miscellany
of Hitler18 statements which are more accurate as
descriptions of himself than they are of others•

I
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a.
In such hours I had
sad forebodings and was filled with
a depressing, fear. 1 was faced by
a doctrine Tsocl&l Democrats) consisting
of egoism and hatred; It could be
victorious, following mathematical
laws, but at the same time It could
bring about the end of mankind.
b# Social Democracy»•,directs
a bombardment of lies and calumnies
towards the adversary who seemed most
dangerous, till finally the nerves of
those who had been, attacked give out .
and they, for the sake of peace, bow
down to the hated enemy.
. c. They (opponents at Nazi
meetings) resembled a powder keg that
might blow up at any moment, and to
which the burning fuse has been attached.
d# For his (the Jewfs) entire
activity is unrestricted by moral obligations.
e. I talked until my tongue was
weary and till my throat was hoarse*.•
of the destructiveness of their Marxist
doctrine of irrationality.
p
f. ...we will not let the Jews slit
our gullets and not defend ourselves.
g. (Jew).••the higher he climbs,
the more alluringly rises out of the
veil •of the past his old goal, once
pfromls^d to him, and with feverish
greed he watches In his brightest heads
the dream of world domination step
into tangible proximity.
*
«
h. They (Marxists) tegan to treat
us as genuine chief criminals of humanity<
i. For this peace proposal of mine
I was abused, and personally insulted.
Mr. Chamberlain, In fact, spat upon me
before the eyes of the world..•
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j* •••It was In keeping with our(own
harmlessness that England took the liberty
of some day meeting our peaceful activity
with the brutality of the violent egoist.
fc. •••the outstanding features of
Polish Character were cruelty and lack of
moral restraint. • . .
The intensity and frequency of these projections
amply justify the diagnosis of paranoid delusion.
5*

Idealego

The idealego, as we define It, is a compound
of Images, engendered in the mind of the subject, which
represent what he would like to be, his level of aspiration, his J>est self at the height of his career, the man
reaching the goal of his ambition.

The Idealego may

be the figure of a master criminal or that of a great
benefactor or prophet, its exact nature being dependent
upon a host of factors stemming from the id, ego, and
superego.

In Hitlerfs case it is clepr that the Ideal-

ego is the dominant force of his conscious and unconscious life. We shall discuss, it presently in
connection with his major configuration of drives and
sentiments.
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B.

MAJOR CONFIGURATION OP OVERT DRIVES AND SENTIMENTS
As a rule It Is difficult to demonstrate a

clear-cut integration of overt drives and sentiments
ip an individual; either (1) because the majority of
people are not Integrated according to a very fixed .
and consistent pattern or (2) because the configurations,
such as they are, are not wholly discernible, important
elements being repressed and unconscious to the subject.
We use the term orienting thema to include both conscious
and unconscious elements.

In Hitler's case, however,

it is not expedient to make a distinction between the
major configurations of overt drives and sentiments
and the orienting thema, because the latter has been
made explicit in word and deed &hd is of a relatively
consistent and obvious type*

Hitler is one of the

relatively few men who has largely lived out his fantasy*
The main elements of his major configuration are the
following:
!•

Positive Cathexis* of Power

Hitlerfs*sentiments in faVor of power as opposed
to all forms of weakness may be divided into (a) cathexls
of powerful nations and (b) oathexis of powerful rulers•
/

'

.^

•

x

.,

.

. . . .

•

. , ;

..

.

„

_

r

,

. .

t

.

>

*

Positive cathexis m value, attraction, power to evoke
love, respect#
Negative cathexls « the reverse: power to evoke
aversion, pcorn, hate.
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(i)

Positive cathexis of powerful groups

(nations)•
The ve*y first enthusiasm entertained by the boy
Hitler was an admiration for Germany.

We have already

noted his membership in the Rationalist movement as a
school boy and listed the determinants of this enthusiasm.
The following quotations will illustrate the persistence
of this attitude in later life.
a. Hanisch: Hitler always took the
Government's, part.••invariably approved
of all such violent methods as necessary
for the State's sake.
b. Hitler: In Vienna I continued
as I had done before, to follow up all
events In Germany with the fiercest enthusiasm, no matter whether political or
cultural questions were concerned. With
proud admiration I compared the rise of
the Reich with the^decline of the Austrian
State. (M.K. 69-70).
c. Hitler: Prussia, the germ cell of
the Reich, was created by resplendant
heroism and not by financial operations
or oomipprcial affairs, and the Reich itself
was in turn only the most glorious reward
of political leadership and military deathdefying courage* (M.K. 201).
It was Hitler/8 love of power that attracted him
to the history of Great Britain.
d. Hitler: No nation has more carefully prepared its economic conquests
with the sword with greater brutality
and defended it later more ruthlessly
than the British. (M.K. 189).
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e. Hitler: England did not conquok*
India by the way of justice and law: she
conquored India without regard to the
wishes, to .the views of the natives, or
to their formulations of justice, and,
when necessary, she has upheld this
suppremacy with the most, brutal ruthlessness* (M.N.O. 103).
Hitler has always admired the ruling classes
everywhere as opposed to the underprivileged*
f. Hitler: Our big industrialists
have worked their way to the top by
reason of their efficiency. In virtue of
this selection, which merely proves their
higher race, they have a right to lead.
(rulers).

(11)
,

Positive catfaexia of powerful individuals

It is difficult to say whether it was the figure
of a powerful Individual or the vague sense of a powerful class or nation that first excited Hitler's admiration, but certainly In tl?# course of his life there
have been a series of heroes who have stirred his enthusiasm a ^ shaped his ego ideal. Among these may be
mentioned his teacher of history, Ludwlg Poetsch; the
fervent anti-Semitic, "Georg von Schoenerer; the Viennese
mayor, Karl Lueger; Richard Wagner; Frederick the Great;
Bismarck; the Kaiser; and Mussolini•

;

a.'-1 Hitler: It infuriated me
even more,than the Viennese Press...
expressed its objections against the
German Kaiser.•.Such things made the
blood rush to lay head.

j
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b. Haniach: He aald. • .Wagner
waa a fighter, there was more greatness
and power in Wagner*
c# Over Hitlerfs desk hangs a
portrait of Frederick the Great, tfhom, of
all Germany's historic characters, Hitler
has chosen as his hero.
A. Heiden: Roehmfs frank brutal
energy seemed to inspire a blissful
sense of security in Hitler.

'

e# Hitlert In those days — I
admit it openly — I conceived the most
profound admiration for the great man*.,
.what will rank Mu&Sollni among the great
of this earth Is the determination not
to share Italy with Marxism*
The figure of power adti&red by Hitler is marked

by courfege, military valor, brutality, and absence of
sympathy or compassion.

It is characteristic bf him

to interpret humane'feeling as weakness.
2# Heed for Reference toward frowef»
Differing from a good many other would-be dictators or revolutionists. Hitler <Hsplayed, and still to
some extent displays, ft marked deference toward8 his
superiors, exhibiting thereby, no doubt, * pattern
that he was forced to adopt in the presence of his
overbearing father*

'

x

'

•

(1) Heiden: Subordination he took
seriously down
to the smallest details: to
respect one1s superior officers, never to
contradict, to submit blindly. Hitler displayed a servile solicitude for the clothes
boots *nd food of his superior officers.
i •
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- lies.fii) straaaet'ij Hitler's attitude
the General was ot>seqyiau3; he waa In agreement1
wi th. every thing Xudena or ff said.

•

'

•

•

'

.

•

i
"

.

•

1

•

•

•

•

Hitler and President
on the Day of
'
March, 1933

•

:

,

•

.

•

.••

.

•• I .

•

I
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•

Nots the subservience of

:!

' •• (ill)' Balden: In the. midst of the Munich
Put3Ch Hitler exclaimed to Kahr In a hoarse
voice:,' "Excellency, I will stand behind you as
faithfully as a

•

0

•

i

•

(iv) Lamia: " In the course.- of hi* peroration he^canie to apeak of Generals Ludendorff
and von* Seeckt; at such momenta ho. stood .at
attention arid trumpeted forth the words "general
and "Excellency", It-made no difference that
one of the generals was on al's sid«, while t-hs.
other, von Seeckt, commander-in-chief of the
ReiGhaitfehr, was h±3 enemy] he aabahdonad himself
i
th hig
entirely- to the pleasure of pronouncing
the
highsounding t i t l e s * Ha•nevet-said "General Seeckt ,
he aald "HIa Excellency, Herr Kolonel General
vort Seeckt". l e t t i n g the words melt on his tongue
and savoring'their a f t e r - t a s t e . At this moment
he was thetypi'cal prof©3atonal sergeant.
Negative Qathaxisl"of 'Weakness
Hitler's, sentinents ihL thi^ oategory| are the

natural complement of his. high positive catheads
power-." A few. Illustrations will suffice.

.

•

.

•

•

'

•

.

.

.

.
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(1) Hitler: A stronger generation will
drive out the weaklings, because in Its
ultimate form the urge to live will again
and again break the ridiculous fetters of a
so-called "hiunanity11 $t the individual, so
that its place will be taken by the "humanity*
of nature/ which destroys weakness in order
to give its place to strength,

N

(11) Hitler: •••these tipper layers
(of Intellectuals) lack the necessary will
power* For will power is always weaker in. .
these secluded Intellectual circles than in
the masses of the primitive people.
(iii) Hitler: . • *the Jewish
Christ-Creed with Its effeminate plty-ethlca*
(Rauschning)•
(lv) Hitler: Anybody who is such a
poltroon that he can't bear the thought of
someone near by having to suffer pain had
better join a sewing-circle, but not my
party comrades• (Rauschriirtg)•
• • • • . ' ,

f

•

(v) Hitler: Unless you are prepared
to be p i t i l e s s , you will get nowhers* Our
opponents are not prepared fofr i t , not because
they are humane•••but because they are too
weak* (Rauschning).
.
4.

tdealego, Powerful Individual»

Tfcie process involved here i s merely that of
the internationalization of the positively caSheeted
"
4

powerful individual described above•

' 4
»

•

What was orice

external became internal and was accepted as the goal
of endeavor*

Around this central notion of the, pbwerful

individual there has developed an Ideology based on
the so-called aristocratic principle in nature* The
final conception is that of a super superaian, leader
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of a nation of supermen who govern the globe*

This

notion is deeply Imbedded in the German character as
a result of (1) the autocratic position of the father
In (German family structure; (2) systematic indoctrination in the home and In the schools; and (3) the
position of Germany among the European nations, a*
powerful community encircled and for a long time
eclipsed in power and glory by Prance and then Grsat
Britain•

The main sources of Hitierfs ideology are

such men as Carlyle, through his life of Frederick the
Great, Goblneau, Wagner, Houston Stewart Chamberlain,
Nietzsche, and Georges Sorel (Reflexions &ui» 1ft Violence)•
Not that Hitler read all or even most of these authors
but their ideas were transmitted to him through varioua
secondary sources which he read eagerly And took to
heart during his years in Vienna • 1?he following
quotations give an outline of Hitler's philosophy*
,(1)
Hitler: •••Most important,
precondition in life — namely, the necessity
to be strong. .(M»N#O« 525) #
(11) Hitie*, quoted by Rauschning;
* But fortune follows where there is a-firm will*
%

(ill) Hitler: Alwaya before G M and
the world the stronger has the right to carry
through what he will* (M.N*O« 50) # .
. ,
(lv) Hitler, quoted by Rauaehning:
Brutality is respited. Brutality and physical
strength. 'The plain man in the street respects
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nothing but brutal strength and ruthleasneas.
(H.B., This ia an excellent example of selfprojection and sums up in a nutshell the crux
of Hitler's personality.)
(v) Hitler: In the end, only the urge
for self-preaervatipo will eternally succeed*
Under its pressure so-called "humanity", as
the expression of. a mixture of stupidity,
cowardice, an imaginary superior intelligence,
will melt like snow under the March sun*
(If.K. 175).
. (vi) Hitler: Bvery view of life*.*
wiir remain without importance. ..\inless its
;principles have become the.banner of a fighting
movement. (M.K* 575).
*
(vii) Hitler: terror is not broken by
power of mind but by terror* (M.K. 494-5).
(viii) Hitler: The terror in the workshops, in the factory, in the assembly hall, an4
on occasions of mass demonstrations will always
be accompanied by success as long1 aa it is not
met by an equally great force and terror* <M.K.' 58).
5•

Social idealI powerful Folk. "

One will not be able to understand Hitlerf»
personality, its extraordinary force, its maintenance
this side insanity, and its influence on the German
people with-but taking full account of his emotional
identification with an ideal Germany as he conceives
it and the dedication of his efforts to the creation
of such a Germany.

The prl n c l P l e a of his program are

expressed in the following series of quotations:
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(i) Hitler, quoted by Rauschning: There
will be a Herren^Class, an historical class
tempered by battle and welded from the most
varied elements•
{%%)' Hitler: ••• (The Folkish view) feels
the obligation In accordance with the Eternal
Will that dominates this universe to promote
the victory of the better and stronger, and to
demand the submission of the worst and the
weaker. (U.K. 580)•
(ill) Hitler: We recpgnlee that freedom can eternally be only a consequence of
power and that the source of power is the
will. Consequently, the will to pdwex* must be
strengthened in a people with passionate ardor*
.(M.V.O, 24).
(IT) Hitler: Bis (Youth's) entire
education and development has to be directed at
giving him the conviction of being absolutely
superior to the others. (U.K. 618)•
*
(v) Hitler: The parliamentary principle
of decision by majority, by denying the authority
of the person and placing In its stead the member
of the crowd In question since against the
aristocratic idea of Naturet (M.K# 103).
(vi) Hitler: We want to be the supporters
of the dictatorship of national reason, of
national energy, of national --> brutality and
resolution* (M.N.O. 66)•
(vii) Hitler, quoted by Rauschningi One
tfatag is and.remains eternally the same: force*
Empires are made by the sword, by superior force—
not by alliances*
What must b$ pointed out here is (1) that Hitler
came in to Germ&ny as an outsider .(he was not reared
in the system), (2) that he started operating with a
relatively simple, clear-cut, fanatically held conception
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of the proper gocial pattern, (3) that ha started with
a. email nucleus and built a rapidly growing party
according to his preconceived aoclal Ideal, (4) that
this, party usurped power and spread to include moat
of the nation:
(vlil) Hitler: The N* 3. G. W, P. must
not be the masses1 slave, but their master!
(15.K. 698).
.
and, finally, (5) that Hitlervs social ideal is not
confined to the German people within the national
boundary but to the German folk or race wherever
they are.

It Is a world dominion that he envisages

by people that are constitutionally alike*
What we have here in the nippleat terms is the
Master-Slave pattern of social relationships to the
exclusion'of all other patterns. What is most distinctive is not the presence of this idea,, which is a a old
as the history of man, but the absence of other patterns,
the complete substitution of contempt for sympathy*
' 6 *

Need forflomlnance^Ruthleis Will to Power*

Hitler! s positive cathecation of a powerful,
nation and a powerful ruler has been described, aa
well as his creation of a social ideal in which Power
was to be carried to its furthest point.
even obsequi&uaneaa

His deference,

when face to face with representat-

ives of power has also been described.

What we have
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of emphasis from deference to dominance* We can say,
I think, with some justification that If Hitler's Ideal
social pattern had existed in Germany, that the nation
had been under the% dictatorship of an iron nan, he might
have been willing to take his place In the system as a
subordinate, just as he did as a'corporal In the' army,
but the fact that such a social pattern wad not in
operation stimulated him to inaugurate it. He became
dissatisfied with one political leader after another,
Kahr, Ludendorff, etc., and by degrees forced himself
into the r&le that according to his scheme somebody
must fill. It Is as if a masochist, finding no one
to play a x&le sufficiently sadistic to gratify his
eroticism, were to deolde to adopt th&t r&Le himself.
We have to take account here of the possibility of
vicarious pleasure in either role* Listening tt> Hitler's
words, we often get a certain sense of his Identification with the sadist whe^D he is adopting the submissive
role, Ajnd his identification with the masochist when he
Is acting as a brutal tyrant. To explain the identification with the sadist, we must assume an elementary need
for dominance, or will to power, which gets satisfied
in thia roundabout Way.

Anyhow, it is clear that as
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Hitler's altitude underwent some modifloation*

Prom

the obtrusively submissive corporal he became the
obtrusively dominant leader of a party.
(1) Helden: ..•(As time vgent on) he felt
himself superior to his recognized superiors*
The obedient soldier was transformed into one
who knew : better, the underling into one who
eotild do things betterf .
This change was concomitant with Hitler1 s
discovery of his own oratorical powers. He gave
way mor6 and more to the demon within him. The ambitious sadist, his infantile belief in omnipotence
beihg reactivated by the hyaterical approval of the
masses, came into his own** We are dealing here with
a personality who enviously admires his enemies.. Hla
enemies are those who dominate and oppose and frustrate
him with force. He hatea the person who embodies
this force but he worships the force and as so patterns
himself on the object of^his hate. This explains
why Hitler waa attracted to th* Marxists and their
methods for gaining power.

• ''.

(13) Lerner: He went to school not only
to the Marxists. He has a great? admiration for
the organisation and methods'of the Catholic
Church. He speaks again and again of how much
he learned by studying th* propaganda the British
used during the wa## And he expresses admiration
for American advertising technique.
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in
(ill) . Hitler: We had a chance (during
World War I) to become acquainted with the incredible discipline of our opponents» propaganda.
And still today It is nty pride to have found the
means...,for beating finally Its very makers* .
Two years later I was" master In his craft.
The picture we get here is that of a nan who,
like a great number of Germans, entertains the oonception of an iron nan who will save Germany, and wonders
at the tame time whether he himself has not the necessary
genius to be that iron man* . As, time went on, Hitler
oame more and more to identify himself with the hero,
but even at the moment that he waa approaching the
very summit of his power he was. overcame with mis-f
givings. Perhaps- he was not this superman but merely
the bridge to the superman, as ttiatssche often said
of himself,
(iv) Hitlerr We all are. in a small way,
iifce St. John, (the Baptist). I wait for ChristI
/

'

'

.

•

.

'

(v) hitler, quoted by Rauschniag* The
new man- is among u$l He is hare I Sow are you
satisfied? I will tell you a secret* I have
seen the Visidn of the new nan — fearleaa and
formidable. X shrank from hint
(K#B« Here is a suggestion that
beyond the exercise of powar there is ft greater
enjoyment -« ihrinking before a still greater
force.)
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*

Identlf1 cation wltt> I4egLleg6«

A few quotations will be sufficient £o show the
extent of Hitler's identification with his own (and
the average German1s) idealego#
(i) Hitler, quoted by Russell:
Who won the campaign in Poland?
X died #

•

»

Who gave the orders?
I did!
Who had all the strategic ideas
which made victory possible?
I
Who ordered the attack?
Ich, Ich, Ich, Ichl
(ti) Hitler, addressing Schuschnigg,
quoted by Puchs:
Do you not realize that you are in
the presence of the greatest German everv
» known to historyt
(iii) Httleri

I am one of the hardest

msa Germany has had for decades^ perhaps for centuries,
equipped with the greatest authority of any German
leader...but above allt I believe in my success.

I

believe in it unconditionally* (M«N,O, 871) #
(iv) Hitler,, addressing the Supreme Commanders
before the polish campaign, quoted by Lochner:
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In the last analysis there are only
three great statesmen in the world, Stalin,
I, and Mussolini..•our strength consists
in our speed and in our brutality. Genghis
Khan led millions* of women and children td
slaughter with premeditation and a happy
heart. History sees in him solely the
founder of a state* It's a matter of indifference to me what a weak western European
civilization will say about me, I have Issued
the command -* and I'll have anybody whd
utters but one word of critic!sii8 executed
by a firing squad — that our war aim does
not consist in reaching certain lines, but
in the* physical destruction of the* endmy.
Accordingly, I have placed my death-head
formations in readiness...with orders-to
them to send to death mercilessly and without compassion, men, women, and Children
of Polish derivation and language.

v

Hitler sees himself not only aa Germany's greatest
strategist and war lord but as the chosen instrument
of God, the savior .of the German folk, arid the founder
6f a new spiritual era which will endure, as Christfs
kingdom was designed to endure, for a thousand years.
It Is not to be wondered at, therefore, that Hitler
has often identified himself with Christ,
-• •

(v) Hitler: Therefore, t believe today

that I am acting %n the sense of the Almighty Creator:
By warding off the Jews I am fighting for the Lord's
work.

<M.K. 84),
Hitler: My feeling as a Christian
points me to my Lord and Savior as a
fighter* It .points me to the man who once
in loneliness, surrounded by ofily a few

i"
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followers, recognized these Jews tor what
they were and summoned men to the fight
against them and who, Godfs truth I warn
greatest not as a sufferer but as a
fighter* In toundleas love as a Christian
and as a man I read through the passage
which tells us how the £ord rose at last
in his might and seized the scourge to drive
out? o£ th" Temple the brood of vipers and
adders.••I recognize more profoundly than
ever before the £act that it was for this
that He had to shed his blood upon the
crosst (lf*lUQ* 28)*
Hitler: When••*! see thesa men standing
in their queues ••then I believe I would be
no Christian, Dut a very devil, if I felt
no pity for them, if. I did not, as did our
Lord two thousand years ago, turn against
those by whom today this poor people is
plundered and exploited. (M.N#O# 27)•
Hitler may very well have realized that he could
not make of his. physique anything very imposing or
resplendent*

Perhaps it was an uncanny wisdom on his

part that paused him to adopt, or at least, retain, the
appearance of a typical lower middle class man* Anyhow,
he stands out amoag others of his type by an adherence
to the uniform of a commonplace storm trooper or the
vestments of an average «&tize*w

He has not yielded

to the temptation of dressing himself up in a fine
uniform or in imperial robes as did Napoleon*

After

the war, he went about in jack-boots swinging a
hippopotamus-hide whip and a plastic surgeon has
removed superfluous fat from his nose, and he has
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studied as consciously as any actor the walk, the
gestures, and the manner suitable to his pbsltion;
but stilly despite these and many other efforts to
create a satisfying visual impression, he has preserved certain modesties that have ingratiated him with
certain classes in Germany• According to the legend/
he is a humble ascetic man, and this holds, despite
the known fact that in his study at the Berghof a huge
portrait of himself as Fuehrer hangs over him eternally,
8#

Reed for Aggressionr -Sadism.

The Marquis de Sade maintained that his cruelties
were not inflicted with the purpose of giving others
pain but rather to increase to the utmost his own
sense of power; thus, according to.his version, aggression was subsidiary to dominance*

In Hitler's case,

however, although the will to power is the central
principle, ftiaed with it is a. vindictiveness which
takes pleasure in the painful humiliation of his
adversaries. Enough illustrations of the sadism mixed
up with Hitler's need for dominance have already been
given; we only need to point out here what is known
the world over, namely, that his ideplogy of power
has been expressed in definite actions of aggression,
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particularly against weaker, helpless Individuals
and groups.

Statements such as the following have been

the precursors of unprecedented brutalljby:
(!)

*

Hitler, quoted by Rauschnigg: I shall

spread terror by the surprise employment of all my
measures*
(11) Hitlerr quoted by Heidens

There- will be no

peace In the land until a body Is hanging from every
lamp post.
(ill) Hitler, quoted by Rauschnlng:

But even If

we could not conquer them, we should drag half the
world Into destruction with us, and leave no one to
triumph over Germany/ There will not be another 1918•
We shall not surrender.
An account of Hitler's personal aggressiveness
against another man Is given by Heiden:
(lv)

(At the Munich Putsch)

Ttw first to be

arrested was the Standard leader, Count Spretl#

The

young Count was set in front of Hitler; he made a
movement toward his pocket, as though to grasp his pistol . Thereupon Hitler raised his whip, struck Count
Spretl on the head with the stout iropbound end, and
threshed him on the face in blind ftjfy until Count
Spretl collapsed•>

'. I

J>

'

f
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. Tble purge of 1934^ the anti-Semitic atrocities,
the unspeakable crimes committed in Poland, these and
many other actions executed or ordered by Hitler demonstrate
the extent of his sadism and revengefulness•
9.

Need for Insociation (Collective Identification).

Hitler's psychology cannot be understood if he is
considered apart from his identification with the German
people, or rather with his ideal for Germany.

Prom the

very beginning, we have evidence of his desire to become
a member of the Reich, which, to be sure, was more in
the nature of a fantasied insociation with a vaguely
conceived tradition than it was a desire for relationship with concrete individuals*

Until he enlisted in

the German Army, there are no definitive instances of
his ever belonging to an organized group, -unless it
was-a little Nationalists Club in school. No doubt
this long period of egocentric isolation increased his
need, for insociation*

We note that at school he showed

tendencies to be an agitator; and Hanish tells us that
in Vienna be was continually talklog up the idea of
forming istfi association among his flophouse friends for
financial or political purposes. Although iri a sense
he was a lone wolf (he went by the name of Wolf), it
was also true that he had to have followers about him.
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One of the first things he created was a bodyguard
and the creation of the National Socialist Party was
essential to his achievement*

Hitler is inconceivable

without the masses, but it was not so much the concrete
individual party members whom we have in mind here,
rather Hitler1 s conception of the German Volk, with whom
in his imagination he was identified*

He believed,

and the people believed, that he loved Germany, and ;
if Germany is perceived in his terms there is no reason
to doubt this dedication.

Without this, he would have

become a criminal or live4 out his life as a futile and
penniless painter of postcards•

it was this feeling

of oneness with Germany and the fact that*he could
identify his reveriRefulriess with the heed for aggression
latent fn the German nation which enabled him to hold
his ground*this side insanity,

Once the Party had

conquered the German people, he could function corporocentrlcally rather than egocentrically.

It was this

that saved him and won him adherents*
10.

Need for Creation (Social)

It was hot Germany as. it was or had, been that
Hitler represented but rather the ideal social pattern
which h§ wished to impose on the country*

Not only
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during his days of rumination.in Vienna but later
it was necessary for him to construct an ideology
from diverse sources in terms of which he -could
preach to the people. None of the elements were
original with him but some inventiveness was required
in developing the precise combination of principles
tha.t became the cre^d of the Nazi Party.

Besides this,

he wag continually preoccupied with inventing means
to his goaltf, which involved a considerable aihount
of creative thought; thus, to a certain extent, he
functioned as a creative artist and certainly conceived of Himself as such.
(i): Hitler: Or* musTs* not the task of
the leading statesman be seen in the birth
of a creative idea or plan in itself, rather
than in the ability to make the ingenuity of
his plans understandable to a flock of sheep
and empty-heads for. the purpose of begging their
gracious consent? (M.K. 101-102).
11., fieed for Exposition.
Having Arrived at his major policy, his ideological
goal with its subsidiary alms, it was necessary to
communicate these to the! people, and so to create a
Party and later a nation dedicated to the achievement
of the detetthined goal. ' HerS the need for exposition
took the form of writing MEItf KAJIFF, but more especially
the foiW of spe6cb-making*

Hitler is eloquent in
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stressing the importance of the orator as opposed
to the writer when it comes to immediate potency in
instigating action. ,We must certainly rate the need
for exposition as maximally strong in Hitler 1 s personality.

In boyhood he was already haranguing his

schoolmates and his family.

Likewise in Vienna and

at Company Headquarters during the war, and everlastingly from then on he has continued to make speeches to
real or imaginary audiences.

His chief function, per-

haps , as ha conceived it, was to convert the German
people to his way of thinking -and thus to create the
Germany that he was devoted to in his imagination.
One final point:

insociation, creation, and

exposition were fused by Hitler ! s conception of himself
as mouthpiece of the whole people.

He was not creating

an Individualistic philosophy and imposing it on
Germany, but rather, as he saw it, giving voice to the
deepest heeds and longings of the masses. Here the
editors'of MEIN KAMPP have something to say:
'. (i) The leaded is he who most strongly
senses the needs and desires of the unified
nation, and not he w h o — as Nietzsche and Stefan
George believed
makes use of the "slaves" in
•: . order to assure the triumph and happiness of a
more regal aristocracy than the world Jaas known*
Iri short, for all his elements of patriotic
mysticism, Hitler is no Platonist, bu£ a Spartan
iff the simplest sense. That is why Germans have
found it so difficult to resist him. As one of
them has put it, "He flatters us all into acquiescence," (M.IU Note, 127*8)*
,"'.••

,
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In so far,as Hitler conforms to this rale, he is
egocentric, corporocentric, and ideocentric all at once.
12,

Orienting ' frhema

Much evidence could be brought to bear to demonstrate
that Hitler's energies would never have been fullyinvolved if it had not been for Germany's, defeat and
collapse.

Up to that time, he had political convictions,

to be sure, but the sufficient stimulus was lacking*
The critical point came, as was mentioned above, when
he lay blind in the military hospital ar>d made his vow
to reinstate hia fallen motherland.
•.

.

.

Therefore, we
'

.

would be inclined to put Hitler's orienting theina,
the plot of his active striving, in these words: .
The treacherous, overpowering, and contaminating, the
weafceMfiR and depreciation, tif'a pure and noble object
Is * the tragic' spectacle which arouses ' the hero ' and
ificites him t6 agitate revenge«

Aa Leader and Messiah,

tie compels the, objebt, by sheefr wilj arid eloquence,
t6 adopt a course of ruthless aggression, the goal
feeing to annihilate the contamiriator arid aggressor,
and BO9 guided by its almighty ruler and redeemer,
to become'supremely pure, powerful, and superior, and
thug everlastingly respected.

His work done, the

*
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ha£b relinquishes power and dies, revered as the
progenitor of an uncorrupted and masterful race that
will live on J,h fulfilment
(N,BJ>

of his word,

(the elements of purity and contamination

will be fully discussed later*)
i

*

•'

13#

Lack of Need Affiliation, Need Nurturance*

Hitler's strong drives for aggressive dominance
and self-assertion have been described.

These are

the features of the man's personality which have
attracted and shocked the world but what is more distinctive perhaps is not the presence of these all-toohuman tendencies but the lack of opposing drives which
in normal people balance and mitigate the evil effects
of rampant egocentrism*

Hitler has sh6wn extraordinarily

little ability to establish and maintain friendships,
to adjust himself to the needs and wishes of other
people and a minimum of sympathy for human suffering
and affliction.

Whatever tendencies of this sort he

once possessed have been long-since trampled under
foot.

'•

'

s-

•-
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'... C. MINOR CONFIGURATIONS OP NEEDS AND SENTIMENTS

Hitler is a peculiarly single-minded fanatic and
the 'greater.part ©f his energies have been caught up
in the major configuration outlined in the previous
section.

Anyhow, other configurations and .patterns

of behavior are of relatively little consequence in
a: Summary analysis of this sort.
mention:-

Suffice it to
. •

lm Need for Sex*
Although the Press has led the German people to
believe periodically that Hitler had found, the girl
he was looking for all thsse yeai?6, a good many close
observers have come to the conclusion that ha is asexual.
It is generally said that Germany 13 his beloved, his
mother an$ his wife, and that when he addresses the
masses, whom Uk. thinks of as feminine, he is courting,
appealing to, complaining to, and arousing the woman
of his heart*

That this is not entiraiy satisfying

to his sex instinct will be indicated ift a later
section.•
2»

—
Need for Creation (Architecture),

Hitler's ambitions to become an architect were
frustrated by his lack of education and talent, but
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since he has "become supreme ruler of Germany he has
given free play to this interest.

He has had a part

in planning and designing a number of the recent
buildings, system of roads, etc.

This tendency is only

of significance to us in so far as we can infer from
the products of his mind certain underlying forces;
( therefore, we will postpone consideration of this
side of his character until a later section.
It should be noted here that Hitlerfs interest
in architecture is very real.

It forms an essential

ingredient in his. system of sentiments.

The evidence,

for this is not limited to his own statements but is
furnished by a close study of his metaphors. He speaks
of architecture as the queen of the arts. No doubt
painting and architecture were connected to some
extent with a certain voyeurism, but they also had
other significances.

The following passage is

suggestive of voyeurism:
(1) I had eyes for nothing but the
buildings...all day long, from early morn
.. until late at- night, I tan from one sight to
the next, for what attracted me mcftt of all
were the buildings* For hours "on end I would
stand in front of the opera or admire the
'parliament Buildings; the entire Ringstrasse
affected me like a fairy tale out of the
Arabian Nights« (M.K, 26-27).
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In accordance with the conventions of symbolic
interpretation, it is possible to conceive of these
impressive buildings as psychic equivalents of the
mother whom he has lost. We are also reminded here
of the unique claustrum which Hitler had constructed
for himself on the top' of the mountain behind his
retreat fet Berchtesgaden*

D,

'

TYPE OP PERSONALITY STRUCTURE: COUNTERACTIVE NARCISM
, The drives, sentiments, and traits so far listed

and discussed --.Hitler1s high idealego, his pride,
his dominance and aggression, and his more or less
successful repression of the superego -- indicate
that his peraonality structure corresponds to that of
Qounteractive Narcisni, The implication of this term
is that the manifest traits and symptoms of Hitler1 s
personality represent a reaction formation to underlying feelings of wounded self-.esteem*

When one

examines systematically the common manifestations of
Counteractive Narcism, one finds that ^Jie majority
of them are clearly exhibited in Hitler13 behavior;
therefore, by running over-the list of these common
characteristics w6 can bring together some loose ends
and subsume them all under one formulation.

Here we
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shall not attempt to be exhaustive but satisfy ourselves
with some of the more typical manifestations•
!•

Narcigensitivity:- low tolerance of belittle-

ment, depreciation, criticism, contradiction, mockery,
failure; inability to take a joke; tendency to harbor
grudges, not forgetting and forgiving.
(i) Hanisch: Hitler could never stand
any criticism of his paintings*
(ii) Hanisch: Hitler could not stand to
be contradicted.
He would get furious. He
couldn?>t restrain himself, would scream and
fidget with his hands.
(iii) Rauschning: He looked round apprehensively and suspiciously, with searching glances
at us. I had the impression that he wanted to
see if anyone was laughing*.
2.

n Recognition (Self-*Exhibition):- self-display;

extravagant demands for attention and applause; vainglory.
:

J

, (i) Hitler*s appearance at meetings and
rallies are dramatized to the fullest extent.
He is careful to have electric lights shining
on him in such a way as to produce the most
striking effects possible, etc., etc. However,
one gets the impression the exhibitionism is
limited to talking before a crowd — at which
times it is extreme --but that ordinarily he is
self-conscious and ill at ease, and does not
particularly enjoy showing himself in public,
although he must do this to maintain-his power*
3.

n 'Autonomy (Freedom):- self-will; to insist

on a sufficient area of liberty, on free thought, speech
and action*

Resistance or defiance in the f&c$ of force-

ful coersions or restraints; to combat tyranny.
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r.

(i) It is said that Hitler was unruly as
&:youth, intolerant of frustration. After his
father's death he was given his own way and
after leaving.school became increasingly resistant
to rules and regulations. He was never able
to hold a job. He wanted to be an artist and
live like a Bohemian.. We must therefore place
him high on this variable although in him it
does not take its usual form (defensive individualism), due to his political ambitions — Hitler
needed the alliance of the masses..
(ii) Hitler: The thought of being a
slave in an office made me ill; not to be
master of my own time, but to force ah entire
life-time into the filling in of forms.
(M.K. 12).

"*

(iii) Heiden: Peder..#also said that
the Fuehrer must be educated in systematic work.
For this purpose he had selected an officer,
who was to serve
Hitler as secretary, to map
out'the dayfs work according to the clock and,
in general, to introduoe
order and a programme
into the Fuehrer1 a activity.- When Hitler heard
this, he banged his fist on the table and
shouted, "Who do those fellows think they are?
I shall go my own way, as I see fit." But he
accepted the secretary.
4. n Dominance (Self-sufficiency): - When one is in

a position of authority, to plan and make decisions
without consulting others; to refuse to change an
announced decision; to resent disagreements and
interferences; to.be annoyed by opposition; to insist
on being sole ruler of on9fs province —

Home, business,

political party, nation*
(i) Heiden, quoting Hitler: I am not
contending for the favor of the masses...I
alone lead the movement, and no one can impose
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conditions on me so long as I personally
bear the responsibility* And I once more
bear the whole responsibility for everything
that occurs in the movement•
5.

Refusal of Subordinate Position:- to avoid,

refuse, or leave a position which does not do justice
to onafs felt powers or accomplishmqnts; to want the
first place or nothing (fusion with n Autonomy)*
(i^ Hitler's refusal to accept membership
in the Gabinqt in 1932* He insisted on complete
power.
6*

Reluctance to Admit Indebtedness:- to be

disinclined to express gratitude or acknowledge help
received, to deny or minimize the contribution of
others*
(i) Rauschning: Hitler has always been
a poseur. He remembers things he has heard
and has a faculty of repeating them in such a
way that the listener is led to believe that
they are his own*
7#

Counteractive Achievement s-

persistent

efforts in the face of unexpected obstacles; or
restriving a'fter a defeat; or repeated and enduring
attempts to overcome fears, anxieties, deficiencies
or defects; efforts to defeat a. once successful rival,
(i) Heiden: When others after a defeat
would have gone home despondently, consoling
themselves with the philosophic reflection that
it was no use contending against adverse circumstances, Hitler delivered a second pnd a third
assault with sullen defiance* V/hen others
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after a success would have become more cautious,
because they would not dare put fortune to the
proof too often and perhaps exhaust it, Hitler
persisted and staked a bigger claim on destiny
with every throw.
*
(ii) The very first condition for s\lch a
manner, of fight with the weapons of pure force
is, and will always be, perseverance*.#As soon
as intermittent force alternates with indulgence,
the doctrine* to be suppressed will not only
recover again and again, but it will be able
to draw new values from every persecution*••
Only in the eternally regular use of force lies
the preliminary condition to success• (M,K»-222)«
8.

n Rejection (Verbal Depreciation) :- to

belittle the worth of others, especially If they be
superiors, rivals, and potential critics (fusion of
verbal Rejection and. Aggression)#
(i) Rauschning: Hitler distrusts everyone
who tries to explain political economy to him.
He believes that the intention is to dupe him,
•: and he makes no secret of his contempt for this
branch of science*
(ii) Hitler: My mind was tormented by
the question: Are these still human beings,
worthy of being part of a great nation? A
torturing question it was*#*(M.K« 54) >
(ill) Hitler: •••it brought me internal
happiness to realize definitely that the Jew
was no German* (M.K* 77). *
(iv) Hitler: jt>*armed in one's mind
with confidence in the dear Lord anc^ the unshakeable stupidity of the bourgeois, (M,K* 585)*
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9.

Counteractive Aggressions

to repay an

insult in double measure -- a tooth for a tooth;
to revenge an injury; to attack opponents, superiors,
and frustrators.
(1) Verbal:

to accuse, condemn, curse,

damh, depreciate, or mock an enemy to his face, or
behind his back by criticism, slander, subtle undermining of prestige, smear campaigns, etc ?
There are hundreds of illustrations
of this* It is Hitler 1 s conviction that:
"One can only succeed in winning the soul
of a people if, 1 apart from a positive
fighting of one a own for one's own aims,
one also destroys at the same time the
supporter of the contrary.ff (M.K* 468).
Physical:

to attack or kill the

depreciating, injuring or frustrating object.
Purge of 1934, Anti-Semitism, Wars, etc*
1Q,

Intradeference (Compliance): - obadiance

to own intuitions and impulses; self-trust; fidelity
to own feelings, -sentiments, tastes, judgments, experiences •

'

'• •

(I) Hitler: But I knew just the same
that my place would be there where my inner
voice directed me to go*
•

•

.

*

*

•

(II) Hitler: Nothing will move me to
go another*way but the way which experience,
insight, and foresight tell me tp go\ (M.N.O. 374)
(N*B#, Illustrations of this are plentiful;
see Id.)
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Creation and Catfaection of an Idealego:-

satisfaction with one's ideal, with the height of
one's aspirations; identification with this ideal.
(i) Many illustrations have been given
under Idealego and Identification with Idealego.
12.

idealego Intradeference (Respect)*. self-

esteen; satisfaction with conduct, abilities and
accomplishments of self.
(i) Although, as I shall attempt to prove,
Hitler's character structure is a reaction
..formation to tendencies of. which he is highly
contemptuous, both these tendencies and the
contempt.are largely unconscious to him. Much
more conspicuous in his conscious psychology
are his superiority feelings, his self-esteem,
his outflying self-confidence.
(ii) Hitler (at the age of nineteen years):
I waited with pride and confidence to learn
the result of my entrance examination• I was
•so convinced of my success that the announcement
of my failure came like a bolt from the blue.
(M.K. 2 7 ) .
•
\ (iii) Hitler: I devoted myself enthusiastically to my passion for architecture.•.
I was able to read or draw late into the night.
I was never tired. Thus my belief that my
beautiful-dream of the future would become
reality, perhaps only after many years, was
strengthened* I was firmly convinced .that
some day I would make a name as an architect.
(M.K. 4 5 ) .
.
./
(
(tlitler believed hims^^f a man of
destiny even while serving as a corporal): In
those months* for the first time, I felt fully
the whims of fortune which kept me at the front
in a place where any lucky move on the part
of a negro could shoot me down, while somewhere
else I would have been able to render a different
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service to my country. For I was bold
enough to believe even then that I would
have succeeded in this. (M.K. 244).
(v) Hitler addressing Schuschnigg,
quoted by Puchs: Do you not realize that
you are in the presence of the greatest
German ever known to history!
13.

n Defendance : to defer*dyone 's self-esteem

verbally —

by offering excuses and justifications,

by blaming Qtherms, by depreciating the judges, by
exalting other aspects of one's personality, etc.
Hitler's prime method of defending, the
status of.his sdlf islby blaming others (extrapunitive reaction).

Two other common methods are these:

(i) Connecting se-lf with other
(respectable or great) people, who have
done the same, or had the same happen
to them, or suffered from the same defect c
(n Rec).
\

Hitler: .If we committed high
treason, then countless others did the
same. I deny all guilt so long as I cio
not find added to our little company those
gentlemen who helped... (M*N«O« 80).
(ii) Proclaiming worth of criticized
part, of self,, or another payt, or of self
as" a whole (n Rep): to assert the merit of
what othets condemn; to balance a cjefect
with an asset; to wipe out: a failure by
recalling one's successes iii this ^pr in
some other, field.
Hitler: - I-believe that as a
Nationalist Socialist I appear in the eyes
of many bourgeois democrats as only a wild
man. But a& a wild man I still believe myself to be a better Europeanf•.(M.N.O. 404).
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Throughout the whole of Hitler's spoken and
written words are to be found many evidences that
he highly approves of the traits attributed to him
in this section and, more than that, advocates their
adoption as the preferred pattern of behavior- for
the whole nation.
Hitler: •••if a people is to become
free it needs pride and will-power, defiance,
hate, hate and once again hate. (M.N.O. 4 9 ) #
14,

insult as stimulus :»>: It is characteristic

of the proud counteractive type of personality that
his energies are not engaged unless he has been
insulted or injured or imagined himself belittled in
some way.

Thus the man of this sort will often

actively seek such a stimulus.

The following

quotation illustrates this important principle:
(i) Hitler: • If we had been attacked
at that time, nay, if one had only laughed at
us, we would, have been happy in both evenbs.
For the depressing thing was neither the
one nor the other, but, It was only the complete
lack of attention we encountered at that time.
This was true mogt of all for my person*
(15,K. 490), .
15.

Compulsive Criminalityi- Having started

on a courge of revengeful aggressi9p instigated by
a real or supposed -Insult the individual is often
led to act or to plan actions which are opposed by
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his conscience.

Therefore he is compelled, if he

is to fulfill his resolution of revenge, to repress
his superego.. This often results in a condition of
mounting unconscious guilt which must be further
subdued by a repetition or extension of the criminal
behavior in order, as it were, to prove, by the
success attending this conduct, that it is favored
by fortune and hence right.

This is demonstrated

in Hitierfs case and is an important dynamical
principle of his. personality. , It is necessary for (
him to commit crimes, more crimes, in order to appease
his superego.

As soon as successful offensive action

becomes impossible, the man will become a victim of
a long-repressed superego, a condition which will
lead to suicide or- mental breakdown.
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VI, DYNAMICAL INTERPRETATION
OP THE MAJOR CONFIGURATION'
A.

REVENGEFUL DOMINANCE AS A COUNTERACTION TO INSULTED NARCISM

Almost all psychologists who have analyzed
Hitler!s personality have interpreted it by referring,
among other concepts, to Adler!s formula:

craving

for superiority coming out of unbearable feelings of
, - Infer!orjty. We also agree to this conception with
special stress laid upon the press of Insult (wounded
narcism) and the consequent residual tension of
revenge bolted up for years and then finding expression
in the Cult of Brutality,

Even some of his non-

psychological associates Reached essentially the
* same conclusion.
(iO
however

Rauschning:

Every conversation,

unimportant, seemed to show that this man

was filled with an immeasurable hatred.
what?

Hatred of

It was not easy to say. Almost anything

might suddenly inflame his wrath and his hatred.
He seemed always to feel the need of something to
hate.

.

.

(II) Rauchning:

In the harshness and

unexampled cynicism of Hitler there is something
more than the repressed effect of a hypersensitiveness,
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which has handicapped its bearer.

It is the urge

to reprisal and vengeance, a truly Russian-nihilistic
feeling.
(ill)
hatred —

Rauschning:

Hatred —

personal

rang out in his words, revenge for early

ye^rs of, poverty, for disappointed hopes, for a life
of deprivation and humiliation.
(iv) Heiden:

Anyone acquainted with the

unhappy life of this lonely man knows why hatred
and persecution mania guided his first political
footsteps.

In his heart he nursed a grudge against

the* world, and he vented it on guilty and innocent
alike.

His cracking voice, his jerky gait, his,

sawing gestures expressed a hatred of which all who
saw hinl were conscious.
Hitler has experienced almost all the varieties
of press that in our experience are capable of giving
rise to wounded narcism; chiefly the following
deserve mention:
!•

Physical inferiority:- Hitlerfs youthful

frailty and general bodily awkwardness and weakness
has already tpeen described.
2.

Press of aggressive dominance^,(insult);- Know-

ing something of the character of Alois Hitler, we can
safely infer experiences of abasement and humiliation
suffered by the son*
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3.

Press of rejection:- S&me evidence for this

has already been given, (Sec.XV), and more will follow/
4.

Press* of lack (poverty and low social status):-

Here we would point especially to the four years of
living among the derelicts of Vienna.
5.

Press of failure:- The failure to graduate

from the Realsohulej the failure to pass the examinations of- the Academy of Arts; and the failure to make
his living in Vienna.—- these and many others were
summated to produce feelings of humiliation and inadequacy* .
6# ' Press of subordinate office,'success of
rivals:- The fact that Hitler was not promoted in
the Army beyond the position of corporal and that he
must have seen many younger men being advanced above
him helped to aggravate his wounded pride.
7.

Sexual inferiority:- Perhaps crucial in this,

whole cluster of debasing press is Hitler's reported
inability td have sexual intercoursef

This may be

due to physical or psychic impotence.
8.

Breakdown of courage:- Hitler's war neurosis

is a sign of a breakdown of nervous stamina £n the
face of overwhelming odds, which was probably experienced
by him as a humiliation, especially in view of his ego
ideal.
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(a)

• Our own hypothetical reconstruction

of the traumatic events which led to the feeling of
insulted pride would be somewhat as follows:
(i) Abasement and humiliation of the mother
as the result of the press of aggressive dominance
and insult from the father, leading eventually to
the death of the mother.

According to our hypothesis

the boy Hitler identified with his mother on the
lowest level of his nattire • This led to the desire
for revenge:

aggressive dominance and humiliation

of the father.
(ii) Press of rejection coming from the
father and perhaps to some extent from the mother
(birth of younger sibling).

This led to the boy'g

desire for suprafiliation, incorporation in a larger
, and more powerful group, namely, Germany, and a feeling
of superiority (glory) in this fantasied alliance,
together with the justification of releasing aggression
against his Government, Austria.
(ill) Abasement apd humiliation on self as
a result of the press aggressive dominance and insult
from his father.

This is similar to thf trauma in

(i) except here it is on his own account entirely*
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It led to the same counteractive need for aggressive
dominance and vengeance, the goal being humiliation
of the father and omnipotence for himself•

The death

of his father when he was thirteen years old and the
five subsequent years when he had his mother pretty
much to himself may.have served to engender the
confidence (enjoyed throughout his life) that he
, would eventually suqcqed as ruler,
/

(iv) Humiliation of self in Vienna as

the result bf press rejection,- press deprivation,
and press aggressive dominance.

Since many of the

prominent positions in Vienna were held by Jews,
some of Hitler's anti-Semitism, as well as his hatred
of Vienna, can be attributed to humiliations received
from the upper classes during these years*

These

wounds to pride helped to augment the mounting
residual tension of aggressive dominance.. Later
his acceptance as a soldier in the German Army
served to relieve his painful feelings and give him
feelings of exultation similar to those experienced
when he joined the Nationalist's Club as & boy*
(v) Humiliation of self (war ,neurosis)
concomitant with the humiliation and abasement of
his motherland as the result of press aggressive

• •
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dominance and insult (Versailles Treaty) at the
hands of the Allies,

As in the previous four cases,

this led to the need for aggressive dominance with
the aim of reinstating the. ppwer and glory of Germany
and wreaking vengeance on the Allies•
The hypothesis of identification with the mother
on a physical erotic level cells for the assumption
of strain of femininity in Hitler, combined with a
trend of passive homosexuality and for this we must
now list the evidence.
.1.

Femininity, Passive Homosexuality, Masochism*
(a) The feminine component in Hitler's

physical constitution had already been described
(i) Feminine traits*

Hitler!s senti-

mentality, his emotionality, his shrieking at the
climax of his speeches, his artistic inclinations,
his sudden collapses, his occasional softness —
these are all typical not so much of a women as of
' a woman in man*
(ii)

Identification with mother.

Hitler!s

belief that he is going to: die of cancer as did his
smother is suggestive of an underlying empathic relationship*

. ;
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(iii) .Abasement to superiors, strong
males. Instances of exaggerated submissiveness to
powerful superiors have already.been listed,
(iv)

Cathexis of male symbols*

Hitler

has a special liking for a multiplicity of tall,
conspicuous columns in architecture and for paintings
of stallions (they must never be mares).
(v)
by their murder.

Attraction to homosexuals followed
It is known that Hitler had a special,

admiration for Roehm; whether it was this individual
or Hitler himself who was chiefly responsible in;
attracting such a large proportion of homosexuals to
the Nazi Party is uncertain,* but it is known that
after two or three months of anxiety and delusions
to the effect that.Roehm and his fellow homosexuals
were plotting'to usurp power Hitler had them all
murdered in the purge of 1934•
(vi)

Homosexual panic.

Some of the

nightmares described by several informants are very
suggestive of homosexual panic*
).
Rauschning: Hitler wakes at
night with convulsive shrieks. , He shouts for
help.1 He sits on the edge of his bed, as if unable to stir* He shakes with fear, makipg the
whple bed vibrate. He shou,ts confused, totally
unintelligible phrases. - HQ .gasps, as if
imagining himself to be suffocating*..Hitler
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stood swaying in his room, looking wildly about
him. ffHel He I He!s been here!" he gasped,.
His lips were blue. Sweat streamed down his
face. Suddenly he began to reel off figures,
and odd words end broken phrases, entirely
devoid of sense•••then he suddenly broke out,
"There, there.! In the corner I Who's- that?"
He stamped and shrieked in the familar
A number of metaphors used by Hitler, images
of being stabbed in the rear, recur in his writings,
(vii) Hitler: The development has shown
that the people who stab with stilettos in
Germany are more powerful than before,
(viii) Hitler: Slowly the fear of the
Marxist weapon of Jewry sinks into the brains
and souls of decent people like a nightmare,
(U.K. 447),
(ix)
Hitler: One begins to tremble
before the terrible enemy, and thus one has
become his final victim. (M.K* 447).
(x}
Hitler: There can navey be unity
between.those who manned £he walls in the hour
of danger, end those who in the last moment
pushed the stileibto into their backs,
(xi)
Hitler: God be thanked, this is
just the meaning of Germanic democracy, that no
unworthy climber or moral shirker can come in
the back way to rule his fellow citizens*, .but
should, nevertheless, such a fellow try to sneak
in, then he will be easily found out and ruthlessly rebuffed. Out with you, cowardly wretchJ
Step bapk, you arq soiling the steps; the front
stairs loading to the Pantheon of History is
not for sneaks but for heroes. (M.iC, 117),
Pertinent at this point, perhaps, is'Hitler's
fear of being poisoned by some deathly, powder sprinkled
on his bedclothes; as was shown on his visit to Rome
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and at other times, his bod must be made up by a
woman in a particular way, never by a man.
(b) Need for abasement; - Hitler1s exaggerated
submissiveness has been described (B>•1 (ii)), but a
few more notable quotations should be added to transmit
the passion that sometimes accompanies thisr tendency
in Hitler.

They are all>strongly, suggestive of

masochism. .,.".,
(i) Hitler, quoted by .Rauschning: The
plain man in the street respects, nothing but
brutal strength and ruthlessness -- women,
too, for that mat;ter, women and children.
They need wholesome fear• .They want to fear
something* They want someone to frighten them
and make them shuddering!y submissive.
(ii) Hitler, quoted by Rauschning: I
have seen the vision of the new man -- fearless
and formidable,. I shrank from him.
(iii) Hitler: I4.ke a woman, whose psychic
feeling is influenced less by abstract reasoning
than by an uhdefinable, sentimental longing for
comprementary strength, who will, submit to the .
strong man rather than dominate the weakling,
thus the masses love the ruler rather than the
suppliant. (M.K* 55)i
(N.B.i#Another excellent example of
projection of self).
(iv) Hitlerr He w^io would win the great
masses must,know the key which ppens the door :
to their hearts* Its name is not objeqtivity,
that> is•/ weakness, but will power and strength.
(M.K.

458). ;. '-,

'

v

.

~

. :
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Hitler has a peculiar habit of falling to the
ground suddenly when faced by a critical situation or
insurmountable frustration*

Ho does not struggle

persistently until he is completely overpowered but
he makes an enormous show of strength and, when he
sees the odds are against him,.unexpectedly collapses.
Together with these

critical abasements, we

might include the int^aggressivo tendencies: his
preoccupation with suicide and death,
(c)

Cathexia for Hitler Youth,

(i) Hitler, quoted by Rauschning: But
my magnificent:-youngsters! Are there finer
ones anywhere in the world? Look at these
young men and boys J What material! With
. them I can make a new world
(il) Hitlert •. •how did the eyes of
my boys (Hitler youth) shine when I made clear
t;o them the necessity of their mission, (M.K. 729)
(iii) Hitler: •••vanity in a beautiful,
well shaped body (to be encouraged by men
wearing less concealing clothes).
It is reported by Rauschning that Hitler has
had overt homosexual relations and in this connection
has mentioned three lovers; one, Forster (Gauleiter
of Danzig)•
II. Repression of Femininity9 'Counteraction
by Identification with Powerrul Male Idealego
The ruthlesg

aggressiveness of Hitler is the

trait which first strikes the eyes of the whole world,
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but it is not tho healthy aggressiveness of a fullblooded male animal but a reaction formation to the
tendencies which we have subsumed under inferiority,
femininity, passive homosexuality.

Hitlerfs aggressive-

ness is the compulsive frantic hate of a neurotic for
some unrevenged insult of infancy. The varieties
of expressions of this vindictive will to power have
already been fully listed.

There remains only.to

be mentioned the many indications that we have of
an intense and unrelentingsalf-contempt which has
caused him to admire what he is- not, the very opposite
of himself^
iffeed for Iritrarejecfciori* (Self- Con tempt)
Under the heading projections, we enumerated
many instances of where Hitler attributed the traits
of his inferior* and rejected self to external objects.
AIT of these^ and there were many of them, ihight be
cited as evidences" of self-contempt, sihce they-*
represent refusals to acknowledge aspects of himself.
Here we' have t6 call; at-ten^pj^. tp the opposite tendency,
namely that of praising the antithesis of what he is
or has been in reality.
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(a) Hitler has talked incessantly of
superiority of breed.

He has praised the aristocracy

as the noble result of the process of natural selection ; — the nobility were the superior race'. He,
in contrast, was born of; lowly stock, sevefral members
of his family being mentally retarded, one feebleminded*

His mother was> a simple peasant and domestic

servant, and his father an illegitimate son who begot
an illegitimate child.
• :•. (b) Hitler hag scarcely one of the attributes
which.hi's own experts ascribe to the Nordic race,
and he could never become a member of his own elite
guard; and yet he saysi
my young men be.

"Strong and handsome must

1 will have them fully trained in

all physical exercises.

I intend to have an athletic

youth -t- that is the first and chief thing.'" Note
that Hitler has never had the slightest aptitude for
athletics*
(c) Hitler ig unmarried and has no children,
and yet preaches increase of population, the sanctity
of the family, and the necessity of bearing more and
more Germans.
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(d) Hitler's own life is one of individual•Istic anarchy —

self-willed and disorderly and yet he

preaches "my new order" and demands punctilious
discipline from his subordinates•
All these contrasts, and there are many more of
them, are pitiful demonstrations of Hitler1s selfloathing and as such clinch the diagnosis that we
have outlined here/ The nearest to a recorded confession of his own self-contempt that has ever come to
us is a statement of "Hitlerrs reported "by Rauschning.
(i) I am beginning with the young*
We older ones are used up.r Yes, we are old
already.. We are rotten to the marrow»,,we
are.cowardly and sentimental. We are beaming
the burden of a humiliating past/ and have in our blood the dull recollection of serfdom
and servility. But my magnificent youngster&i
•e t c *
x

5

'-\m \

• ...

; '..-..

,

.....

• ,

(ii) .The uninitiated but pure man
is tempted to abandon himself in klingsor ! s magic
garden, to the Ixista and excesses of corrupt
civilization* instead of joining the elite of
knights who guard the secret of life, pure blood..,
all of us are suffering from the ailment of
mixed, corrupted. bloo5« How can we purify"'
ourselves and make atonement? ••.mount the
steps.of a new nobility* ,
IV.

Neg&tive dathexis of the Jewish Race.,

This is as good & place as any to mention' Hitler 1 s
Anti-Semitism and to list what seeigs to have been, in
his case, the chief determinants of this sentiment:
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1.

The influence of a number of political,

thinkers and speakers whom he admired:
Fed^r, Eckart* etc.
2.

Lueger,

.

His repressed hatred and the need to find

an object on which to vent it:

the suitability

of the Jew as a scapegoat because he does not fight
with fists and Vreapons*
3*

The suitability of the Jew as an object

on which to project his own repudiated background
and traits:

his ;Jewish^.>gDd^fattorA'^nd-^p6sj9i;bl3r-'.--7y

his Jewish grandfather}> his physical, timidity and
8ensitiverxessr his; polymorphous sexual impulses«
*• 4>

The recognition that the repressed i

aggression in the German people after the Versailles
Treaty required a gcapegdati condemnation of the
Jew as good political strategy•
5^

The realization, after having orice embarked

on the road to militarism, that the stirred-up
aggression of his followers needed some outlet —
a warming up p e r i o d — during the years they had
to wait before .they were strong enough tp declare
war on a foreign power*

Directing.aggression against

a common enemy would greatly diminisii the likelihood
of its being turned against himself.
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o. The intensity of his Anti-Semitism is partly
accounted for by one of his principles of political
action:

focus, hostility on a single enemy at a time*

. 7.

In building his military machine the anti-

militaristic Jewish people could not be of much help
to him;

At bottom Fascism %B the advocacy of the

aggressive drive over and above the acquisitive drive
(with which the Jew has. generally been identified),
etnd, by the aame token, it is the substitution of
Power and Glory for Peace and Prosperity, a materialistic paradise on earth (with which Communism and the
Jew have also been identified)*

Finally, the Nazi

doctrine of fanatical irrationality (thinking with
the blood) is antipathetic to the intellectual
relativism of the Jew,

Thus there ara several

fundamental points of opposition (as well 6s certain
points of kinship) between Nazi ideology and Jewish
ideology#

,. . . .
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• ' •

^
VI. SECTIONS B, C, D, E.
DEVELOPIvIENT OP HITLER\S SEX COMPLEXES
(Omitted from this edition)
By careful study of the three thousand metaphtfrs
that.are to be found in MEIN KAMPF it was possible to
work out. the chief patterns of Hitler's emotional and
perverse sexual: complexes*

The conclusions reached by

the uae of this method were later verified in a conversa•

tion with a man who has questioned two of the women
with whom Hitler has 'had relations.

There were no

discrepancies between the conclusions reached here
and these first hand reports.' Although the discovery
o£ these sexual patterns is helpful to a psychiatrist
in arriving at a complete formulation of Hitler's
character and therefore indirectly pertinent to the
.final diagnosis and the predictions of his behavior,
it has no bearing on the political situation.

Conse-

quently, .the sections dealing with this aspect of his
personality have been omitted.
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VII.

ABILITIES AND PRINCIPLES OP ACTION

, • :

Hitler has a number of unusual abilities of which
his opponents should not be ignorant*

Not only

is it important to justly appraise the strength of an
enemy but it is well to know whether or not he possesses
•

capacities and techniques which can be appropriated to
good advantage•

Hitler ! s chief abilities, realiza-

tions, and principles, of action as a political figure,
all of which involve an uncanny knowledge of the
psychology of the average man, are'briefly these:
1. Pull appreciation of the importance of the *
•

_

.

,

•

' •

.

.

•

•

•

.

.

.

,

.

.

*

.

'

•

masses in the success of any movement;-' Two quotations might serve to bring out this point.

'..••• ,•

(i) Hitler: The lack of knowledge of
the internal driving forced of great changes
led to an insufficient evaluation of the importance of the great masses of the people;
from this resulted the scanty interest in the
social question^ the deficient and insufficient
courting of the soul of the nation's lower .
classes* •..(M.-K. 158) #

x

(ii) Heiden speaks of "Hitler's frequently
.-noted incapacity to impose his will in a small
circle, and his consummate skill in winning over
a crowd prepared by publicity and stage management, and ,then, with
its aid, vanquishing the
small circle, too*11
2*

Recognition of the inestimable value of winning-

the support of youth; realization of the immense momentum
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given a social movement'by the wild fervor and
enthusiasm of young men and women.

Here we must also

include the importance of early training and indoctrination.
3#

An identification, through feeling, with the

deepest needs and sentiments of the average German
and the, ability to give passionate expression to these
longings.
4.

Capacity to appeal to the most pMmitive.

as well as the most ideal9 Inclinations in man,; to^ .
arouse the basest Instincts and yet cloak them with
nobility, -justifying all actions as means to the
attainment of an ideal goal# Hitler has seen that men
will not combine arid dedicate themselves to a common
purpose uhless this purpose be an ideal one capable
of survival beyond their ganeratioh.

He has perceived

also that although men will die only for an ideal
their continued zest and enterprise can be maintained
only by a succession of more immediate and earthly
satisfactions*'- '

5g

^

:••••/.

.

Appreciation of the fact that the masses

are asThungry for a sustaining ideology in political
action as they are for daily bread,

It is with the.

masses that religious belief has taken root,and
maintained itself and in the last decades the
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ideologies of communism and fascism have also flourished
among the common people•

It is an error to believe

as many democratic leaders do that the average man.
cannot understand an4 cares nothing for political
philosophy.

Hitler is most specific on this point,

two quotations from his writings being particularly
pertinent. .

«

;,

(i) All force which does not spring from
a firm spiritual foundation will be hesitating
and uncertain* It lacks the stability which
can only rest on a fanatical view of life.
(M.K. 222)/
,(11) Every attempt'at fighting a view of
life by means-of force will finally fail, -unless
the fight against it represents the form of an
attack for the sake of a new. spiritual direction. Only in the struggle of two views of
life with each otheivcan the weapon of brut &
force, used continuously and ruthlessly, bring
about the decision in favor of the side it
supports. (M.K# 223).
~
5.

The ability.to analyze complex social condl-

tions into a few dominant human force3;- Hitler is
speaking the truth when he says, "I have the gift of
reducing all problems to their simplest foundations...
A gift for traping back all theories to their roots
in reality."

He has the ability, Rauqchning tells

us, wof breaking through the wall ^prejudices and
conventional theories.of the experts, and in so doing,
h? has frequently discovered amazing truths.tf.
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7.

The ability to portray conflicting human

forces in vivid, concrete imagery that is understandable and moving to the ordinary /man»

This comes

down to the use of metaphors in th<3 form of imagery
which, as Aristotle has said, is the most powerful
force on earth*

Public speakers of recent years

seem to have overlooked the importance of this principle,
relying more on the marshalling of cold,, objective
facts and figures*
8.

The ability to draw on the traditions of

the peoples and by reference to the great classical
mythological themes evoke the, deepest unconscious
. emotions in his audienceV

The fact that the unconscious

mind is more intensely affected by the great eternal
symbols and themes, (that it naturally thinks in
these terms,) is not generally understood by speakers
and writers. Undoubtedly in Hitlerfs case the
permeability,of hi? ego to unconscious processes
has made this form of utterance more natural than
it would be for others.
9.

*

Realization thgt enthusiasticpolitical

action does not fcakS place if the emotions are not
involved.

Hitler has always insisted that he was

bringing about a veritable conversion in the
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personalities of hia adherents rather than a mere
intellectual agreement with his views.
10 • Realization of the importance of artistry
and dramatic intensity in the Conductance of large
meetings, rallies , arid festivalst

This involves

not only an appreciation of what the artist —• the
writer, musician, and painter•.-- can accomplish
in the way of evoking pbjpulsr support but also the
leader's recognition of the necessity of his participation in the totaX jj^amatie effect as -'chief character
and hero*

Thus Hitler;has become master of all the

arts of high-lighting his own role in the movement
for a greater GermafiyV

Democratic leaders, on the

other hand, disregarding the fact that; the artist
is trained aboV6 all others to animate the human
spirit, have disregarded this important aspect of life,
11.

The ability1 to appeal to the sympathetic

concern and pr'otectiveness of his people, to represent
himself as the bearer of their burdens and their
future,, with the result that many people, particularly
the womeri, feel tenderly .arid compfissibTiately about
him, being always oapeful to avoid inflicting undue
annoyance or suffering on their Xea'der*

The intense

loyalty of Hitlerfa Body Guard is an illustration of
this protectiVeness*
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12.

Dedication to his mission.

This most

essential of all Hitler's characteristics should
perhaps have been mentioned first. Whet is involved
here is an intense and profound insociation with the
German people, or at least with his vision of what
the German people might become.

All close observers

have agreed that Hitler is sincere ±h this feeling,
and whether this is strictly true or not, he has
succeeded in convincing his people that he is a
passionate and devoted patriot.

It is the spectacle

of his far-seeing dedicated vision and firm dedicated
utterances which arouse the selfless energies of
his followers.

Citizens of democratic countries

who have been brought up in the tradition of extreme
individualism cannot readily appreciate this submission of the leader to a social purpose•

They

are naturally skeptical of Hitler!s sincerity and
believe that It is forced and artificial.

I submit,

on the contrary, that it is this insociation, as we
have stressed above, which is responsible for the
maintenance of Hitler's partial sanity, despite the
presence of neurotic and psychotic trends•
13.

Self-confidence and sense of infaliibilityt

This might have been detrimental to Hitler's popularity
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if his decisions had often met with failure, but in
as mutfh as his rise to power was almost phenomenal
and events proved that he was so often right in his
predictions, his claim to infallibility was accepted
and- his word was eventually reverenced as a divine
pronouncements
14.

Fanatical stubbornness in his adherence

to a few principles and to one common ^oai,
(i) Hitler, quoted by Deuel: Only
a storm of glowing passion can turn the
destinies of nations, but this passion can
only be roused by & manwho carries it
within himself*
•

•

•

-

•

•

•

- -

v

-

:

:

*

-

•

.

•

•

•

•

-

••

•

••

(ii) .••the forceful impression tff
great overwhelming viewpoints-. • »the .. ; •••
convincing force of unconditional belief
in them. (M.K. 570).
.• :
15. * Mastery, of. the art of political- organization*; Here undoubtedly Hitler was assisted by
several of his shrewder associates, but his own
judgment in matters of organization was usually
influential/above that of the othersr
16. Ability to surround himself with devoted
aides whose talents complement his own. In many
respects Hitler is deficient, especially in the
practices of orderly administration^ butftewas
capable of finding sufficient skill .amongvhis adherenta and make them work for him regardless of
their failings in other respects.
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17.

Hitler is -unusual- in history in his concep-

tion of the leader as a creator of social forms.
Holding this view, itf is natural that he should
conduct his life at certain seasons as an artist
does, seeking rest and seclusion and waiting for the
vision or plan to develop in his subconscious. What
other; politicians refer to as his bohemianism, his
disorderly and romantic style of life is very comparable to the pattern which authors have found most
effective in the production of their works,

Tempera-

mentally indeed, Hitler is the arch-romantic.

One

might suppose that this way of governing onefs life
has no place in,politics, but without question in
this instance mahy^ of the startling innovations introduced by the Nazis are the results of Hitlerfs
reliance upon the creative imagination directed toward
social issues,
18.

Most of the world will concede that Hitler

has tactical genius.

The particular feature that

has impressed most observers has been" his uncannily
precise timing of decisions-and actions. As Thyssen
has put it, "Sometime3 his intelligence is astonishing...miraculous political'intuition, devoid of all
moral sense, but extraordinarily precise. Even in a
very complex situation he discerns what is possible,
and what la not,"
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19.

The fact that Hitler haa repudiated the

operation of conscience in arriving afr political
decisions has eliminated once and for all the force
which checks and complicates, the forwards-going
thoughts and resolutions of most socially responsible .
statesmen. • Thus, HitlerVs course is immensely
simplified since it is not incumbent upon him to
respect the dictates of conscience and so reject a
path of action which appeals to him as being most
effective.

Other statesmen, on the contrary, must

either renounce certain, programs or pull their punches,
20*

Hitler has boasted that he learned the use

of terror from the communists and employed it with
more effectiveness'than his instructors.
21.

Mastery of the art of propaganda'.

This has

consisted in the following of certain rules such as:
never to admit a fault or wrong; never to accept
blame; concentrate on one enemy at a time; blame that
enemy for everything that goes wrong; take advantage
of every opportunity to raise a political whirlwind*

Many of the specific abilities listed above are
exercized as part, and parcel of his quite unusual
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power as a popular orator I So much has been written
about Hitler!s ability to galvanize an audience by
his gestures, the cadence of his sentences, the
resoluteness of his declarations, the passion of his
appeals that any further description here would t>e
superfluous.

It is clear that Hitler becomes transported

during a speech and exhibits' a personality that is kept
in the background at other times. When face to face
with his public he becomes a clairvoyant, shaman in
a trance, as he relinquishes normal controls and
allows his emotions full sway>
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PREDICTIONS

I shall assume that from, now on the Allied
Nations, will be closing in on Germany; that Hitler
will be confronted by an increasinglirumber of military
setbacks in the field, by the devastation of one?
industrial center after another, -and by the spread '
of a defeatist spirit among the civilian population.
How will be behave?

There are various possibilifces,

some of which are more or less desirable, others
more or Idas undesirable, from the Allied standpoint.
It is possible, however, that some .of the less
desirable final acts of his career may be prevented.
The chief possibilities are these:
1.

Hitler's behavior will become increasingly

neurotic; - his capacity to make correct decisions,
to devise effective strategy,.to encourage his
people, will diminish steadily.

For eight months

there have been signs of such a breakdown of psychic
strength.

Hitler has not appeared and spoken in

public at customary1occasions, or, if tye has spoken,
his words have lacked confidence and sustaining
value.

Several times there have been rumors that

he had retired, to Berchtesgaden, the victim of
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nervous illness. Whether this is true or not, it can
be certainly predicted that Hitler will experience
an increasing number of hysterical seizures in which
he will pace and stamp the'floor, shriek with rage,
and eventually collapse in tears. He will seek the
solitude of his refuge in the mountains where he will
be tormented by dreadful nightmares and melancholia;
and become inert.
Then^ after a-period of recuperation, he will
arrive at a new plan of aggressive offense.

If his

military Staff are" opposed to it/he will assume
command himself, and lead his troops on-another
desperate assault against the Russian lines. If
unsuccessful, he will have more nervous seizures,
relinquish command, and again retreat to Berchtesgaden.

Hitler has no capacity for sustained defense.

He will speak less and less in public, because
he cannot face his people if his star is not ascending.
He can speak"only when he anticipates progress or
after a victory.

The Russians have shattered Hitlerfs

confidence; and without confidence h$ is paralyzed.
x

If he stbod before his followers now he would probably
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Without doubt he will become increasingly fearful
of being poisoned, betrayed, or shot*
Whatever else happens, the above course of events
will almost certainly occur•

Hitler will become less

and less of a leader; others will take over.

On the

one hand, the military staff; and, on the other,
Hlmmler, Ribbentrdp, Goering, Goebbels, Pffrster and
Koch.

There will be dissensions between the Array and

the Party; as well as between the Party leaders•

But

the people will be kept ignorant as long as possible
of Hitlerfs failing nerves,, and they will not easily
lose their faith in him.

Furthermore, he will always

reserve and exercise the right- to step in at any
moment and dictate what shall be done.

Thus we can

expect to hear nothing of him for a while and then
suddenly he will appear unheralded at some spot and
something new will happen/
2.

Hitler may go insane: - He has the make-up

of-a paranoid schizophrenid, and the load of frustration and failure that is coming to him may crack his
resistance, causing him to yield his will to the
turbulent forces of hia uncoris-clous. This is not
•undesirable; because, etfen if the truth be kept
hidden from the people, the greatest source of strength
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in Germany will be* removed from ,the scene of action,,
and morale will rapidly .deteriorate, as rumors spread.
Furthermore, the Legend of the Hero will be severely
damaged by such an outcome.

There is no good historical

instance of the deification of a military or political
leader who was defeated and went insane.

Finally, if

Hitler became insane, he would probably fall into the
hands of the Allied Nations, and this, as I shall
argue, would be the most desirable possible outcome•
3,

Hitler may get killed in battle; - At a

critical moment Hitler may decicte to lead his elite
troops against the Russians, exposing himself so that
he will get killed, and so live in the hearts of his
countrymen as a valiant hero*

He is very likely to

choose this course> most undesirable from our Allied
point of view/

It is undesirable, first, because

his death will serve as an example to all his followers
to flghtf with fanatical death-defying energy to the
bitter end, and second, because it will insure Hitler's
immortality -- the Siegfried who led the Aryan hosts
against Bolshevism and the Slav*
4#

Hitler may be killed by d German:,-•* Hitler
i

^

ta most efficiently protected and it is not likely
that anyone will wilfully attempt to kill him.

But

he may contrive to have someone, a half-crazy paranoid
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like himself, instigated to do the deed at some
prearranged moment when he" purposely exposes his •
person in public.

If he could arrange to have a

Jew kill him, then he could die in the belief that
his fellow countrymen would rise in their wrath and
massacre every remaining Jew in Germany.
would get his ultimate revenge*

Thus, he

This would be tha

most dastardly plan of all*, and the very most undesir* ••
able.

It would increase the fanaticism of the soldiers,

and create a Legend in conformity with the ancient
pattern, Siegfried stabbed in the back by Hagan,
Caesar by Brutus, Christ betrayed by Judas -- except
that here the murderer would not be a close follower.
However^ it is just possible that Hitler could persuade
the beloved pBrster to kill him.
5.

Hitler may commit suicide; -

Hitler has often

vowed that he would commit suicide if his plans
miscarried; but if he chooses this course he will do
it at the last moment and in the most dramatic possible
manner* ,He will retreat, let us say, to the impregnable
little fortress he has built for himself on the top
of the mountain beyond the Berghof (Berchteagaden).
i'

•

.

*

•

There alone he willv wait urftil troops come to take
h^m prisoner*

As a: climax lie will blow up the moun-

tain and himself with'dynamite, of make a funeral
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•

"

.-

pyre of his retreat and throw himself on it (a suitable
G8tterdamerung) or kill hTmself with a silver bullet
(as did the Emperor Christophe), OJ? possibly throw
himself off the parapet.

This is not at all unlikely.

For us it would be an undesirable outcome*
6,

Hitler may seek refuse in a neutral country: -

It is not likely that Hitler, concerned aa hs is with
his immortality on .earth, would take so cowardly a
course.

But one of his followers might drug him, and

take him in a plane bound to Switzerland, and then
persuade hiir that he should stay there to write his
long-planned Bible for the Germanic folk.

Since the

herofs desertion of his people would considerably
damage.the Legend, this outcome would be much better
that either 3 or 4.
7,

Hitler may diet -There is no reason to

_

believe that Hitler will die of natural causes in the
•

.

•

next three or four years; but he might poison himself
and have it announced that he had died of cancer of the
stomach, or some other incurable illness.

This out-

come would be natural.,
8*

Hitler may be seized by thg military command

or by a revolutionary faction in Germany before the
end of the war and immured in some prison fortress.
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This event is -diffioult to envisage from, what we
surmize and have been told of the populerily of the
man and the protection afforded him, but if it were
to transpire, it would put an ignominious end to
the. myth of the invincible leader and eventually
deliver him into our hands.
9

*

. ,

Hitler may fall into our hands before or

after the Germans have surrendered:,- This would be
the next most desirable outcome after
perhaps the least likely*

8 but is
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SECTION IV

Predictions of Hitler's Behavior iri the Coming Future
(See Section I, Part B)
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SECTION V

Suggestions for the Treatment of Hitler,
Now - and After Germany} s. Surrender ".(See Section^I, Part C)
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Section VI

Suggestions for the Treatment of Germany
(See Section" I,' Part tj)

